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INTRODUCTION 
The geography of heavy industry in the U.S.S.R. is 
a subject which is found in many geographic books on 
the Soviet Union but which, all too often , is only 
treated in a general manner. This is partially due to 
the travel restrictions placed on visitors to the 
U.s.s.R. It is quite difficult for geographers to 
write about areas in which their movement is restrict-
ed or prohibited altogether, and about which the govern-
ment in power permits little or no information to be 
divulged. The few Soviet geography t exts which have 
been written and made available are all fairly out-of-
date, having been published around 1940 or earlier. 
Thus, using generally out-of-date reference works as 
a starting po nt geographic authors studying the Soviet 
Unlon mus~ eeek information elsewhere (i .e. in Soviet 
speeches and recent publications, in newspaper articles, 
in reports written by cur rent visitors to the u.s.s.H., 
in "informed guesswork" articles by experts in special 
fields, in refugee reports, etc.) . The problems in-
volved in writing this thesis on Soviet industries can 
be therefore readily understood. 
The purpose of this work is to present as much 
infor mation as is possible on the subject of industrial 
geography in the U.s.s.R. Each industry is treated 
X 
separately and is discussed as to its geographic lo-
cation (and the reasons for that l ocation), its 
structural components where applicable, its present and 
future capab1lities, and its relation to other indust-
ries and the economy as a whol~. The industries are 
discussed as fully as is possible with the current 
available information and any defects in the investi-
gatlon are probably due to omissions of details l be-
cause of a lack of information). Almost all product-
ion, and industrial capacity, f1gures are footnoted so 
as to give the source of the data. Where some variation 
in fi gures existed between re~iable reference sources 
the range of var1ation wa s given in t he discussion. 
The regional approach is used for each industry, 
and the separate constituent republics of the Sov1et 
Union form the basis o!· many of t he regional breakdowns. 
For most industries the Russian S.F.S.~ . has been di-
vided into several parts (such a s the European Northwest, 
Central Industria~ Region, etc.). Theodore Shabad in 
his "Geogr aphy of the U.S.S.R." has used the above method 
and t h is work makes no attempt to cla im originality in 
th1s type of regional approach. 
In seeking information on Soviet industry a use of 
as much library mater1al as was possible was maa e. Al~ 
the standard books were studied w1 th the a im o!· compiling 
xi 
all the 1nformation lrelated to ~h1s work) which was in 
~hem. When this was done a basic, if not complete, 
pattern of Soviet industry na4 emerged. The next step 
was to investig ate tne not-so-standard works wn1cn might 
shed some extra light on the subject. Several books 
were t ·uund which gave some additional infurmation and 
~hese proved espec1ally helpful 1n tne defense industry 
sect1on t such as the work by Davies and Ste1ger wh1ch 
d1scussed the 4etense .l.Uuu.stry 1n ~he u.s.s.H. dur1ng 
Worl.d War II). As a final step curr ent magazines lboth 
Soviet and American) and cur- rent newspaper articles and 
eye-w1 ~ness account. s were stud.1.ed as a means 01 ver11·y1ng, 
and adding to, the accumuld ted intormation. Tnus eacn 
indust.ry can be cons1dered to be treated as tu~ly as 1s 
pusslble unaer tne present. l.1m1~ed cond1~1ons. 
Maps of tne d~st.rlbu~ion oi tne var1ous indust.-
ries 1n tne u .s.S • .H.. nave been 1ncJ.uo.ed 1n 1.nis worK so 
as t.o 1 u~· tner cJ.ar1.ry tne 1n1 o.cmat1on g.L ven. 
One spe~1al prubl~m wn1ch ~xl.svs wit.u ~egard vO 
Suv1et 1nau.str.1.es 1s tne very dynaru.1c nature of these 
industries. New developments are constantly taking place 
and any geographic work stands the chance of being out-
of-date before too long . Therefore this thesis can only 
be considered as presenting a fairly complete picture of 
Soviet industry up to the year 1954 and any later data 
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would have to b~ found elsewhere. It is to be hoped that 
in the near future political conditions may become such 
that a reall.Y complete literature on the geography of in-
dustry in t 1e U . S . S . R . may become available, and be kept 
up-to-date by a less restrictive Sovi e ~ policy towards 
divulging geographic information. 
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CH.APrER 1 "INDUSTRY I T.Hl!: U .S.S.H." 
Before the Communist regime gained control in t he Sov-
iet Un1on it would have be en relatively easy for a geo-
grapher to write a work on U.S.S.R. industry. At that 
time almost all of the heavy industry (what little there 
was of 1t) was located in the western section of the 
country (primarily in the large cities of the European 
Russian S.F.S.~ . and in the Ukraine) . Since t he Commun-
ist regime gained control the task has become more diffi-
cult. Heavy industry, while continuing to grow in the 
west , also was developed in the eaetern regions of the 
country and the problems of the geographer we r e thus cor-
respondingly enlarged. It will be the object of this 
chapter to describe in a general fashion the present-day 
major industrial regions of t h e U.s.s.R. 
The Ukrainian S.S.R. is the major coal, metallurgi-
cal, and machine center of the U.S.S.R. Two-fifths of 
all Soviet coal and pig iron is produced here, along with 
one-fif th of all Soviet machinery and chemicals. The 
reason for the predominance of the ukraine in heavy in-
dustry (in relation to other areas of the Soviet Un1on) 
is its extensive deposits of Donets Basin (Donbas) coal 
(much of it of coking quality), Krivoy Rog iron ore, 
Nikopol manganese, limestone, salt, etc., and its large 
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supply of cheap hydroelectric power, now being greatly 
developed . Its nearness to he major markets of the 
count~y, its fine transportation network, and the avail-
ibility of petroleum which can be imported from the ne ar-
by Caucasus oil fields also account for the Ukraine's 
great development. The area, too , is extremely valuable 
agriculturally and much of the agricultural machinery 
required is furnished by the local industry. The Ukraine 
exports iron and steel, machinery, and other products 
but has to import such items as precision tools and lum-
ber (due to a lack of skilled labor and forests). Al-
most all of the wreckage inflicted by World War II has 
been cleared away and the factories have been rebuilt so 
tha t today the Ukraine, while declining in relative im-
portance with respect to other areas, is still the num-
ber ~ ne industrial cente r of the D.s. s . R . 
The second major industrial region of the U.s.s. R . 
is the Urals, an area hastily developed during the war 
as a replacement for the then devastated Ukraine. In 
the Urals are found deposits of iron ore, coal, oil, 
nickel, aluminum, manganese, and many other minerals . 
Siberian coal must be imported for the Urals metallur-
gical industries as the local coal is mainly low grade 
and of non-coking qual1ty. On the o ~her hand iron ore 
at present is exported to the eastern industrial centers. 
Chelyabinsk, the large st ferroalloy cen -, er of the u.s . 
S.R., is located in t h e Urals and supplies ~he local 
metallurgical industries with its products. 
The Kuznets Basin (Kuzbas) is the third major in-
dustrial region of the U. s . s . R., being located in West-
ern Siberia. It has extensive deposits of coal (much of 
it coking quality) but must rely on the Urals for iron 
ore (though to a lesser extent than previously because 
of the rapid development of local ores). Indu stry here 
is handicapped by an inadequate transport network and a 
small local market for industrial goods. 
3 
The Central Industrial Reg1on of t h e U. S . S.R . is 
important, but to a lesser de gree. Its importance rests 
ma1nly on its central location in t h e West Russian Plain 
with its great markets. The area must import most of t n e 
minerals required by ita industries a s the local resour-
ces are, on the whole, of me ager value to metal~urgical 
plants . The a l ailability of large amounts of scrap ma-
terials is one fact or which helps t h e Cen~ral Russian 
area overcome this resource deficiency. Also valuabl e 
1s t h e supply of skilled labor which exists, t hus en-
abling the area to produc e prec1sion instruments. 
The Kazakh s.s.R., while not a major industrial 
reg1on, deserves mention here since it holds first place 
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in ~he Soviet Un1ons' reserves of non-ferrous metals. 
Also noteworthy is the Kar aganda area wi t h its important 
coal production. 
It can be seen from ~he previous review of Sov1et 
industrial centers that the vast array of minerals in the 
U.s. s .R. has permitt ed industry to be establish ed in 
many areas. The desi r e of t h e government to establ1 sh 
local industr1es which would serve the various sections 
of the country tregardless of local resource wealth) 
was also an important factor in making for a Wi despread 
indu strial development. Undoubt edly, as new mineral 
areas are developed t hey, in tur n, will g1ve rise to n ew 
indus~ rial centers as well. It will remain to be seen 
how long it will take for the Soviets to open up t hese 
new areas, wh1ch now have great potential but little or 
no present economic value thandicaps s uch as severe 
cl1mates, vast remote areas, and labor deficits having 
first to be overcome). The ul~ 1mate gual of the Soviets, 
that of having all regions self-suffic1ent in resources 
(to eliminate c o stly long-haulag e of raw materials and 
t o give the country a better de1 ense posture), will de-
pend u pon the development of these now unused resources 
f or 1ts fulfilment. To gain t his r e ional self-sufficiency 
local resources,even if or poor qu a l 1ty, are used. 
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FUl!.'L RESOURCES 
CHAPTER 2 "COAL" 
Coal is the most important fuel in the Soviet econ-
omy . It provides the country with two-thirds of its 
total power . Coal is found in large amounts in many 
sections of the U. S . S . R., t h ough the quality and t ype 
varies from reg ion to re gion . Coking coal, on the othe r 
hand, is more restricted in its distribution . U. s . s . R . 
reserves of coal are t hought to equal 1 t o 1 . 75 trillion 
tons, mostly good grade coal (87% bituminou s) , with the 
largest reserves (82- 9Q%) being found in Siberia. In 
1950 Soviet coal production was 210 million metric tons 
and including lignite i t was about 262 . 7 million m.t.l 
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In 1953 coal production wa s reported to have equaled 320 
mil l ion m.t.2 
The goal of the U. s . s . R. is to develop local fuel 
bases and thus eliminate long hauls of coal . The Volga 
Region is to get its coal from t h e Dombarovka Basin in 
t h e southern Urals , and from coal areas ne ar the Urals. 
The Urals will be self-suf f icient in coal if the Sov1ets 
succeed in their goal . Other area s to be self-suffic-
ient will be the Soviet Far East, Central Asia, Leningrad 
vicinity, etc . 
lRef . no . 35 
2Ref . no . 1 , page 734 
Low grade fuel (lignite, peat) is used locally in 
power stations and ~n the production of sulfur~c acid. 
The reduced transportation costs Wlll offset the poorer 
grade of the fuel. Peat ~s important locally only 
(being very costly to transport), and is used mainly 
for power stations. Gas extracted from the peat is sent 
t h rough pipelines for use as a fuel or as a chemical 
raw materlal in many places . In 1940 150 billlon tons 
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of peat reserves were estimated to exist in the U.S. S . R ., 
with the majority of the reserv e s in the European and 
Siberlan North. Since peat mostly occurs in water -
logge d areas extraction is sometimes difficult and t h e 
decomposition of the p eat often incomplete. Th1s, 
along with a lack of year-round extraction, is a prob-
lem which must be solved by the peat industry. In 19b 0 
the peat product1on goal for t he u . s . s •• was set at 44 . 3 
million metric tons . 
In order to get a clear picture of the coal in-
dus t ry in the U. S . S . R. the v a rious reg1ons of the 
country will now be discussed separately. 
1) The Ukrainian s . s . R . and the European South coal 
area 
The Donets Basin (Donbas), covering an area of 
about 10,000 square miles and located 1n the easL~rn 
part of the Ukraine is the Sov1ets major coal producing 
region. Its 1950 coal production was estimated to be 
85-90 million metric tons or more than one - third the 
total output of the u . s .s.R.l eserves of coal number 
some 90 billion tons (the Donbas is not the number one 
reserve area though), w1th anthracite being found in 
the east and south and coking coal occurring in the 
west and north. Approximately one-fourth of the coal 
in the Donbas is of coking quality. Much of the coal 
has a high sulphur content which is somewhat of a draw-
back. The high sulphur content of t r.e coke produced 
prevents high-quality steels from being made in the 
Ukraine except in electric furnaces such as those at 
Zaporozhye. Another drawback in the Donbas is tnat 
the better coals are being used up rapidly and poorer 
coals are being used more and more (which means t u.at 
greater amounts of coal are needed to produce the re-
quired amount of coke). 2 As for the types of coal 
found in t h e Donbas 3v,7o is anthracite, 16~ is sub-
anthracite, and 54% is bituminous. In recent years 
the Donbas, proportion of coal output in compar1s·on to 
lRef. no. 8 
2Ref. no. 35, page 184 
9 
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that of other areas has declined, although 1t is still 
t LL e leading producer . 
Donbas coal 1s exported to the iron and steel 
m1lls in the west, to Zhdanov to meet Kerch iron ore 
in the south, and to the Kharkov machine industry and 
the European Russian s.F.S.R. in the north. It is also 
exported to the Rostov and Stalingrad areas in the east, 
and is used locally in metal lurg1cal mills and chem-
ical piants. The coal wh1ch moves south from Zhdanov 
to Kerch is transpor~ed by water. 
The following cit1es in the Donbas mine coal or 
act as coal industry centers: Alchevsk, Almaznaya, 
Artemovsk, Bokovo-Khrustalskli, Chistyakovo, Dolzhan-
skaya, Gorlovka , Grishlno , Kadievka , Krasnodon, KrasnJ Y 
Luch, Lisichansk, Makeyevka, Mospino, Novoshakhtinsk, 
Parizhskay a Kommuna, Rovenki, Shakhty, Shcnerbinovka, 
Snezhanskii, Stalino, Vorosh1lovgrad, Vorosh11ovsk, 
Yenak1evo, and Yuzovka. 
Coal is also found ou~s1de of t he Donbas in the 
Ukrain1an s . s .R., and 1n ~he European South as well. 
Rostov Oblast has coal at Gukovo, Gundorovka, and Kok-
sovyy, and to ~he south Stavropol Kray h <::L s coal at 
Knumarinskoye and Ordznoni k idzevskly. Peat ~s !ound 
in Kamenets-Podoiskly Oolast, in Kiev Oblast ~ near 
Smela), r.nd 1n Ternopol Oblast tKremenets area), and 
l1gn1 te is r·uund at Aleksandr1ya \Kirovg.L ad Ob!ast) 
and Yurkovka (K1ev Oblast.) • 
2) 'l'ne West Si ber1an coal flel.ds 
11 
Tne majur1~y of West. Sib~r~an coal reserves are l.o-
cated 1n t.he Kuznets ~as1n \Kuzbas), w1t.n to~al reserves 
mure t.han 5 t1mes tnuse ul t.he Donets Bas1n. Tne cval 
reserves ar~ mainly b1t.um1nous and are est1mated ~o 
equal 3 'tb-4 o0 b1.ll1.on t.uns (an~..n.~.acit.e J.· c~ervc::s amount-
rag ~o c4 oil.lion ~one). Tn1.s area cun~ains ~ue best. 
krwwn coals found in the Soviet Union, having a low 
sulphur content and one-half being of coking quality. 
Coal in the Kuzbas occurs in thick seams near the sur-
face thus making mining relatively easy. The better 
coals, like in the Donba·s, are being rapidly used up 
and in some places lo·. er grade coals have to be mined . 
The Ku zbas is the second largest coal producer in the 
U. S .S.R., with the 1950 product1on ranging betwe en 32 
to 43 million m.t.l 
Coal from the Kuznets Basin is used partly by the 
local metallurgical and chemical industries, and partly 
by industries in the Urals to wh1ch it is exported. 
In recent years coal expor ts to the Urals have declined . 
lRefs. no. 8 and 35 
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Kuzbas coal is being replaced with coal from nearer 
sources . 
The Kuznets Basin is entirely contained within 
Kemerovo Oblast , and Kemerovo acts as the administrat-
ive and coal mining center of the oblast . Coal is mined 
at Anzhero-Sudzhensk , Aralichevo , Barzas , Kiselevsk 
(coking coal mainly) , Len1nsk-Kuznets , Osinniki , Pro -
kopyevsk (coking coal) , Shushtulep , and Stalinsk. 
Nearby, a little peat is mined at Novosibirsk . 
Outside of the Kuznets Basin some fuel is mined 
at Ishim (lignite) and Omsk (peat) . 
3) The Kazakh S . S . R. 
Within the Kazakh S . S . R. is found the third larg-
est coal producer of the U. S . S . R. - Karaganda . In 1950 
16-17 million metric t uns of coal was produced . ! Re -
serves of coal are estimated to range between 33 to 50 
billion tons , mainly bituminous. The coal occurs at 
or near the surface and open pit mining is the general 
rule . However , the high ash content of the coal 1s a 
metallurgical problem since only a poorer grade of coke 
can be made from it . Th1s in turn lowers the amount of 
pig iron which can be produced 1n a blast furnace . 
lRef . no. 35 
Karaganda coking coal is exported t o the Urals 
(replacing much Kuzbas coal), and is sent throughout 
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the Kazakh s . s .R. where needed . 
Other areas in the Kazakh s . s . R . having coal are 
Aktyubinsk Oblast (mines at Berchogur and Kurashasay-
skiy), Akmolinsk Oblast (coal being found along the 
Petropavlovsk-Balkhash railroad line) , Pavlodar Oblast 
(coal at Ekibastuz - a new area to be developed), 
South Kazakh Oblast (mines at Lenger, Keltemashat, and 
Chokpak), and Baykonur . The Saur Range in the Altay 
Mountains contains coal which is undeveloped at present. 
4) The East Siberian coal flelds 
Eastern Siberia is known to contain enormous re-
serves of coal, most of which is still unexploited. 
The reserves ar e estimated to number about 450 billion 
m.t . l but productlon for the whole area in 1950 was 
only 12 million m. t . (mainly accounted for by the Che-
remkhovo coal mines) . The Yenisei, Tunguska, Lena, and 
Yakut ba sins , along with the Taymyr Peninsula and the 
Cherekiy Range , all contain coal . 
In Krasnoyarsk Kray coal is found in the Minusinsk 
Basin, a locale having reserves equaling about 20 
billion tons {generally sub-bituminous). Mines are 
1 Ref . no . 35 
found in the Chernogovsk area and along t h e south 
Yenisei River. Lignite mines are found at Irsha. 
In Irkutsk Oblast coal is mined at Cheremkhovo, 
Golovinskaya, and in t ne Bury at-Mongol Nat1onal Okrug . 
Cheremkhovo coal is used by the railroads and in do-
mestic life (reserves are about 79 billion m.t. ). 
Chita Oblast has coal mines at Chernovskiye Kopi 
(lignite), Bukachacha {coking coal), Arbagar, Kholbon 
{lignite), Nerchinsk , Novo-Pavlovka (lignite), and 
Sretinsk. 
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The Yakut A.S.S. R. has coal at Bulun, Kangalasskiye 
Kopi , Sangar (Khai mines) , Verkhne-Vilyuysk, and Zy-
ryanka. 
The Buryat -Mongol A.S~S.R. has brown coal mines in 
t ne "Goose Lake" locale, along with an underground 
coal-gas plant. 
Coal mines are also found at Irbek (Tuva Autonomous 
Oblast), Achinsk (lignite), Norilsk (Tunguska coal 
field), and Kanak (ligni t e r 7serves of 42 billion m. 
t. ) • 
One last area worth mentioning is the Chulym-Yeni-
sei lignite field which is undeveloped at present . 
Reserves here are estimated at 43 bill1on m. t . 
5) The Urals 
The Urals coal ueposits are generally of puor 
quality, and because of this local metallurgical in-
dustries must rely on imported Karaganda and Kuzbas 
coal. Two-thirds of th~ coal produced in the Urals is 
lignite and very li t tle coking coal is produced. 
Urals reserves are estimated at over 6.5 bill ion m.t. 
a nd the 1950 production was about 35 million m.t.l 
Coal f uund along the western slopes of t •1e Urals has 
a high sulphur content and is used by the railroads, 
by the power industry, and in the reduction of copper 
sulf1de ores. The east ern slupes of the Urals also 
contain low grade coal deposits. 
Hard coal mines are found at Artemovskiy, Bredy, 
Dombarovskiy, Kartaly, and Yegorshino. Lignite is 
mined at the following locales: Bulanash-telkinski, 
Karpinsk, Kopeysk , Ko r kino , Serov, Volchanka, and Ye-
manzhelinka. 
Molotov Ob~ast contains the only Urals coal suit-
able f r coking. Since this coal has a high ash and 
sulphur content 1t is mixed with Siber1an or Kazakh 
coking coal before it is used in 1ron and steel mills. 
However , the chemical and ferroalloy industr1es can use 
1 Ref. no. 35 
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the co::. l as mined (without the add1. t1on of imported 
coke). Kizel is the main coking coal mining district 
oi the oblast. Other coal mines are at Gremyachinsk, 
Gubakha, Kospash, Nagornskiy , Poluvinka, Rudn1. chnyy, 
Shakhta, and Usva. 
A new field, containing lignite, known as the 
Kuyurgaz \Babay) field and located in the Bashk1.r A.S . 
S.R., is to be developed . 
Other Urals coal is found at Chusovaya (sub-bi-
tuminous coal), Kamensk, Vishera, and Vladimiro-Georg-
yevekii. Small deposits of coking coal occur at Ka-
mensk and the lat~er city. 
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6) The Central Industrlal Region (European R . S .F.s. : . ) 
Tne Cen~ral Industrial Region has reserves or low 
grade coals only, name~y ~ignite and peat. Donbae coal 
must be imported for use by local industries. 
The Moscow coal basin tMosbas) has about 12 bi~lion 
m.t. of l1.gnite reserves and in l~bo produced over ~0 
mi~lion m.t. 1 The l1gn1te 1.s used in local elec~r1c 
power stat1.ons and 1n the chemical industry. Mines are 
located at Cnerepet, Ded1 lovo, Donakoi, S~alinogorsk, 
Yepitan, etc. 
1 Hef. no • .:>5 
.L1.gnite m1.nes in Tul.a Ob.Las"t are fvu.nd at Bogoro-
d~vsK, Bolokhovo, Kaganovich, and Shchekino. Ryazan 
Oblast has lignite mines at Oktyabrskiy, Pavelets, 
Pobedinskiy, and Skopin. Peat is found east and 
nor~heast of Moscow, and at Gorky, Ivanovo, and Yaro-
slavl. It is used in local power stations. 
?) The Soviet Far East 
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The Soviet Far East has some fairly good coal de-
posits but must still 1.mport Kuzbas and Cheremkhovo 
coal to me et its needs. Coal reserves number some 36 
billion m.t.l The main coal field is in the Bureya 
Basin, which con"tains 26 billion m.t. reserves (in-
cluding bituminous and coking coals). This coal field 
su ;plies the industries of Khabarovsk and othe r re-
gional cities with t heir coal requirements. Umalta is 
the main mining center. 
Khabarovsk Kray has coking coal mines at Sredniy 
Urgal. The Jewish Autonomous Oblast also mines coal, 
with Bira the main center. 
The Uari "t ime Kray (Kamchatka Oblast) has its coal 
mining industry located at Artem and Suchan (coking 
coal and lower grade coals), and at Kras kino and Tav-
richanka t lignite) . 
1 Ref. no. :?5 
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Other areas wi ~h coal are Kivdinskiye Kopi ~lign1 t e), 
Nikolayevsk, and Raychlkhinsk. 
The island of Saknalin has mines at Aleksandrovsk, 
Gornozavodsk, Oktyabrskiye Kopi, Shakht e rsk, Sinegorsk, 
and Uglegorsk. Some coking coal is produced along with 
lower grade coals. Reserves are estimated at 3 billion 
m.t. 
8) Other European U.s.s.R. coal areas 
I n the European West lignite mines at Ne lidovo and 
Selizharovo supply the Leningrad area with fuel. Do-
rogobuzh in Smolensk Oblast 1s ano ~her lignite mining 
center. 
The European Northwest has lignite in the Borovichi 
area, with mines at Komarovo and Zarubino. The Lenin-
grad locale, which has peat deposits, is relying less 
and less on Donbas coal imports and more on local and 
nearby sources of fuels. Soviet policy is to make this 
area self-su!ficient fuelwise. Some peat is found at 
Vologda too. The total coal reserves for the Northwest 
are about .5 billion m.t. 
The European North has coal in the Pechora Basin . 
Bituminous and coking coals are mined at Vorkut a, 
Khalmer-Yu, and Silova. In the near future this mining 
center will supply the Urals with high grade coking 
coal. The "Vorkuta Mining Trust" has an annual pro-
duction of about 14 mil l ion tons. The Pechora Ba s l n a s 
a whole has reserves of 36 . 5 billlon tons . Vorku~a 
coal is now supply ing ~he Lening rad area with ~ue l. 
The Belorussian s . s . R . , having only small deposi t s 
of peat and li gni ~ e , imports Donbas coal . 
Kalin1ngrad Oblast also contains small de posits 
of peat and li gnite, with mines at Yantarnyy . 
9) Central Asian coal areas 
The Kirghiz s . S . H. coal fields lie in the g eneral 
a r ea of the Fergana Valley . Lignite is mine d at Kizyl-
Kiya, Kok- Yangak, and Taskumyr . Other Ki r ghiz m1ning 
centers are Dzh argalan , Kadzhisay , Sulyukta , and Uzgen . 
A new high quality coking coal r eg1on is located along 
t h e Yassey River, with mines to be established at Kara-
Tyube and Tuyuk. l In 1 95 0 while coal produc t1 on fo r t h e 
r epubiic was about l . o million m. t ., o~ L side coal was 
impo_ted to me et its nee ds . 
The Tadzh ik s . s . R . con~ains coal deposits at 
Shurab , Ziddy, and t h e undeveloped Takfan-Zauran- Ksh tut 
area. 
1Ref . no. 34 , pag e 3?2 
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The Uzbek s.s .R. has locally important coal mines at 
Angren wh1 cn supply ~he Begovat steel industry with cok-
ing coal. 
The Turkmen S.S.R . coal deposits are at Tuar-Kyr, ~nd 
in the Gaurdak-Kllgitang area. 
All of the above republ1cs r e ly on Siberia and Kara-
ganda for needed coal imports. 
10) Transcaucasia 
The Transcaucasian region has about 3 o? million m.t. 
of coal reserves. Tkvarcheli (coking coal) and Tkvi-
buli (lignite, may have some cok1ng coal) in t h e Geor-
20 
gian Republic are of local importance. 
From ~he above discuss 1on of the Soviet coal industry 
it shuu~d be quite obvious that t he industry is lar ge 
and ever-growing. I ts d 7.velopme nt has been, and is 
being, rapidly pushed as the Soviet Un1on 1 s plans for 
h e avy industry rely very gr eatly u p on a strong coal in-
dustry. Although the 1ndus t ry 1s faeed with certain 
problems (technological difficulties, high grade c oal 
depletion in some mining are a s, long hauls, etc.) there 
is little doubt t h at t n e coal industry, w1th its enor -
moue reserves of coal and its large productive capac1ty, 
is one of the major forces contribut1ng to the gr e a t a nd 
diversified strength of t he U. S . S . R. 
G.L 
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The impor~ance of pet r oleum to the Sov1et economy 
is much less that of coal as it represents only 7~ of 
the total amount of fuel used by the country. Oil pro-
duction 1s low in comparison to that of a nation such 
as the United States, and the Soviet demand f ur oil 
can not be met by the industry. At present much in-
tensive oil prosp cting is going on in order to raise 
the lagging production and to give the petroleum in-
dustry, if po ss1 ble, a sounde .1~ geographic di stri but1on. 
It seems likely that new lields wil.i be 1'uund sinc e t r. e 
U.S.S.R. has vaste areas of sed1mentary rocks still to 
be surveyed for oil, and the potentia .i reserves a re 
~hougnt to be very large . Tne Soviet go al 1s to a evelop 
new 011 reg1ons in order to elim1nate the presen~ long 
nauls which result from a poor geograph1c locat1on of 
tne industry. Also planned is ~n increase in water and 
pipe.nne transportation ol oi.i so as to cut do'<. n the 
burden on t he railruads, whicn are now ~he major uil-
car rying med1um. At present u.s.s .H. pipelines hand.ie 
only l.i% u! ~he total oll produced . 
As1de !rom a p vo r geograpn1c d1stribu~ion the Sov-
.Let. o1l indus~ry uas many ot.he r delects as well. .C:x-
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ploration techn1q~e are poor, ~he rate o1 o~l-well 
compie~1on 1s ~ow, ~he crack1ng capaci~y ol ~ he in-
du.stry 1s ou~ -of-date, prod.uc~ stanaard.s a.re ~ow, well 
deptus are ~1m1~ed, and a general snor~age of stt;el 
~ for drl~~s, pipes, etc .) and. p~mp~ng equ1pmen~ ex~sts.l 
Tn1s 1n ~urn tenus to i~miL pruduc~1on aau lower ~he 
qual1ty oi ~ue .1.tems produced. 'l' o olfsel. tne .r· esu.J..tan~ 
pe~J.·o.J..eum ae11c~ency tne Sov1et.s u.av e ~. .... J.·ned to oil-
shale, synthetics, and "Satellite" imports. 
Oil-shale reserves in the U. s . s.R. are e stimated 
at 05 bill1on tons. Exploitation of these reserves has 
been slowed down by the d 1fficult technical problems 
involved. Cur rently oil-shale is important 1n areas 
lacking otn er f u els to some extent (such as the h ston-
ian S . S . R . ) . In 1950 production of oil from shale 
amounted to about .4 milli on m.t. (It should be stat-
ed that 1 metri c ton of oil is approximately the same 
as 5 -10 barrels of 42 gallons according to specific 
gravity). 
Syn h etics also he lp to alleviate the oil snurt-
age a little. The 1950 pruduction of synthetic oil 
from coal equaled 1 million m.t. 
Nations dominated by the Soviets ( e speclally 
1Refs. nos. 1? and 35 
Rumania , Hung ary , and Albania) sup plied t h e U. S . S . R . 
with 5 million tons of oil in 19oO . 
The total U. S . S . R . rese r v e s of v il are thought 
to number abuut 6 . 3 billion m. t . l (pr oved reserves 
ranging f rom 230 . 7 mill1on to 1 billion m. t ., and vi -
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eible reserves of 6o 2 mill1on m. t . ) , with some sources 
claiming total reserves possibly as high as 20 billion 
2 m. t . 
In 1 ~ 5 0 t here were 19 , 000 producing wells in t h e 
Soviet Un1on , and over 45~ of the crude uil produced 
came from non-Caucas ~ s fields (alt hough t h e Baku area 
was still the number one producer) . Crude o il pro-
duction amount e d to 37 . 5 m1llion m. t . in 1 J5 0 , with 
gasoline production amounting to 8 . 5 mil l ion m. t . and 
kerosene produc~ion equaling 5 . 2 million m. t . 3 In 19o3 
Sov1et oil produc tion was reported to be 52 million m. 
t . 4 1955 crud e o il pro duct 1on is sch eduled to amount 
to some 70 mil l ion m. t . 
The Sov 1et Union h ad 66 oil refineri e s in 1951 
with a total ref i ning capacity of 33 - 3 o million m. t . 
and a cracking capacity of 13 - 14 million m. t . 5 
The pruduction of natural gas in the U. S . S . H. is 
1 R3f . no . 8 
2& Ref . no . 17 
4Ref . no . 1, page 7c 4 
5 Ref . no . 17 
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included within the petroleum industr y. Reserves of 
2.5-3.15 t r illion cubic feet are claimed, w1th almost 
all pf the oil fields having natural gas tthe gas re-
serves equaling about 10-l5fo the amount of oil in a 
typical field) . Gas is also obtained (outside of the 
petroleum industr y) from c king and blast furnace gases 
in industrial plants. At t h e present t1me natural gas 
is used very little in the Soviet Union . The 1950 
natural gas goal was 296 . 6 billion cubic feet but pro-
duction was estimated at only 122 . 5 billion c ubic ft.l 
1) The Baku oil area lApsheron Peninsula) 
Fort y-five per cent of ~he total u .s . s .H. oil 
production comes from the Baku 011 fields in the Azer-
baidzhan S . S . R . Since 1869 Baku has been the leading 
oil producer of the Soviet Un1on, being the oldest one 
as well . The city of Baku is surrounded by oil fields 
such as those at Artem Island, Bili - Eybat, Binagady, 
Kara- Chukhur , Lenin , Lok- Batan, Puta , Surakhany, Zykh, 
etc. 
Natural gas in the Baku area is found at Bili -
Eybat , Miadzhik , and Surakhany , and elsewhere as well. 
Most 01 the natural gas rese rves of ~he Soviet Un1on 
are in the Baku area oil wells . 'l'h e natural gas is 
1Refs. nos . 1? and 35 
used a s fuel for local power stat~ons and for munici-
pal and h ouseh old needs . 
The geographic locat~on of Baku is a handic a p as 
it is far from the ~nterior markets of the U. S . S . R . , 
such as those in the Donbas and European R.S.F . s . ~. 
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Its frontier location is one wh~ch is exposed to attack 
from Iran should a war ever b L· eak out, and since t h is 
is s u ch a cr~tical oil area its destruction in wartime 
wou~d make the Soviet o il situa tion extremely poor . 
Because of these two factors the Soviets have b een hastily 
developing new oil areas to lessen t heir u ependence 
u pon the Baku f~elds, and this has caused Baku's o i l 
production to drop from ?Q% of the total Soviet oil pro-
duct~on (in 1940) to unly 45~ at present . The deple-
tion occurring in t h e Baku wells is another cause for 
this relative drop in production pe rcentag e . Deeper 
well drilling , and Caspian Sea offshore wells , are now 
becoming mor e a nd more the rule in the area . 
The o il reserves of Baku are estimated at 781.3 
million m.t . 1950 production was about 17 million m. 
t . l 
Oil ref~neries in the Baku area are located at the 
oil fields so that t h e maximum amount of gasoline may 
1 Ref . no. 8 
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be produced from the crude oil.l The ~ ref1ner1es here 
have an annual capac1ty - a.c. - of about 18 million m. 
t. (includ1ng a cracking capacity of 2 .5 mill1on m.t.). 
Two pipelines originate in the Baku area, one, 
going from Baku to Batumi (a distance of 550 miles), 
carries oil only and is of 8 inch d1ameter, and the 
other, also going from Baku to Batumi (a distance of 
510 miles) carr1es oil and gas and is of 10 inch dia-
meter. At Batumi the oil 1s shipped on tankers to oil 
ports such as Odessa, Nikolayev , Kherson, Sevastopol, 
and Zhdanov, wh1 ch in turn send the oil into the inter-
ior or export it to foreign countries. 1he port of 
Constanta is partially replac1ng Batumi as Odessa's 
oil source. Oil transported by pipelines amounts to 
some 1.4 million m.t. a year in the Baku area. 
Baku petroleum is also carried by tankers d1rectly 
from Baku 1tself. Oil tankers ~ravel nor~h to Astrak-
han and then up the Volga to refiner1es which trans-
ship the refined product to Central Russia , the Urals , 
and Western Siberia. Tankers also carry oil to Kras -
novodsk (where 1t is sent into Central Asia) and to 
Makhachkala (where it 1s sent via pipeline to Groznyy, 
Rostov , and on into t he Ukraine) . 
1 Ref . no. 1? 
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The Caucasian railroad network also transports a 
great deal of Baku oil , it being the main trans~ort 
med~um. 
Other Azerbaidzhan oil areas, some not st 1ctly in-
eluded w1thin the Baku area, are Alyaty, Balakhany, 
Byandovan, Ilich Bay, Nefte-Chala, and Pirsagat. 
2) ·rne Groznyy oil area 
The city of Groznyy, like Baku, 1s surrounded by oil 
f1elds and is the tnird .largest producer oi' ui.l 1n the 
U. S . S . R. (rank1ng behind the "Second Baku" !1elds which 
will be treated later). R~ se ves of oil in ~ne ~rca are 
1 c st1mated at about 174.8 miLllon m.t. , and in 19b0 L.8 
mlLlion tuns o! oiL was produced . 2 Groznyy, also like 
Baku, is faced w1tn t.ne p.1.·ublem of weLL dep.let1on. Oil 
pruuuct1on has been decreas1ng 1n l.·elati v- e importance 
as compared witu otner o1L areas. 
Starogroznenskii, Novogroznenskii, and Malgobek are 
tne main oil f1e~ds here, with natur al gas coming Irom 
tne Pravobereznnoye and. "O ~d lrroznyy" fields. 
lrrozny~ , witn 3 ref1neries, is tne secona most lm-
portant re11n1ng cenr.er 1n t.he U.s.s.R. (following 
Baku whlcn 1s number one). Tne annual re1 ..... ing ca-
pacity amounts to 7.5 million m.t. (includ ing a crack-
1Ref. no. 17 
2Ref. no. 35, page 72 
ing capacity of about 2 .5 million m.t.). Oil refin-
er l es process Baku crude oil as well as loc&l oil. 
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An oil pipeline carries oil 'rom Groznyy to Ar-
mavir and Maikop and on to Tuapse, where it is shipped 
in oil tankers across the Black Sea . A pipeline also 
goes from Groznyy to Armavir and Rustov and on to Tru-
dovaya in the Donbas, where the fuel is sent out into 
the Ukraine and up into the Central Industrial Region. 
Groznyy is- the terminus of 2 pipelines from Makhach-
kala (one from Malgobek, and a gas pipeline from Pra-
voberezhnoye). 
j) The Maikop oil area (European South) 
The Maikop area 1s the fourth largest oil pro-
ducing area in the U.S. S .R., following Groznyy in oil 
output. Its 1950 petroleum production was 1.5 million 
m.t. Oil r eserves in the Maikop fields number some 
156.9 million m.t., reserves of natural gas being quite 
large also. Neftegorsk is one of the larger oil fields 
here. 
Oil from the Maikop area i s ref i ned at Krasnodar 
and Tuapse. The Krasnodar refinery has a capacity of 
1.25 million m.t., and the one at Tuapse a capacity of 
1.?5 million m.t. (including a cracking capacity of .5 
milJion m. t .). Tuapse produces fuel oil for use in 
power stations and serve s as an oil port . 
A pipel1ne extends from Maikop to Krasnodar. 
4) The Georgian S.S.R. 
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011 in the Georgian S . S. R. is located at Shirabi 
and Mlrzaani (east of Tbilisi) , along the Black Sea 
coast, and in the Shviaki steppe. Reserves in ~his re-
public total over 1?6 million m.t., and in 1950 about 
120, l 00 m. t. of 011 was produced. 
Refineries are found at Mir zaani (cracking plant 
also), Tbilisi, and Batumi. Batumi processes Baku crude 
oil ~ well as local oil in its several cracking plants. 
along with refining and shipp ing it. 
A pipeline connects Shiraki and Mirzaani with the 
city of Kachretis. 
5) The Dagestan oil area (European South) 
The Dagestan oil fields extend along t~e Caspian 
coast (north of Baku) from Derbent to Makhachkala . Oil 
is produced in the following fields: Achi-Su, Berekei, 
Izberbash, Kayakent, Talgi, and Ulubiyevo. Natural gas 
occurs at Dag Ogni and Duzlak (where the gas is used 
mainly for the glass industry). A refinery at Makhach-
kala processes Dagestan and Baku oil, with pipelines 
connecting Makhachkala with Izberbash and Groznyy. 
Dagestan's oil r eserves equa l 146 million m.t . and 
production in 1950 was .5 million m.t. 
6)'the "Second Baku" oil region 
The "Second Baku" oil region has the Urals as its 
eastern border and the Volga River as its western border. 
It is contained roughly within a r ectangle formed by the 
four cities of Kirov, Molotov, Saratov, and Chkalov, 
and occupies an area of 190, 000 square miles. This re-
gion had a late development, being opened up in 1928, 
but today it is the second largest oil producer in ~he 
U. s .s.R. and has 20 refineries and over 1000 miles of 
p1peline . The Bashkir A.S.S.R. has 365.2 mil l ion m.t. 
of oil reserves, the Molotov - Kama area h as 354 million 
m. t . reserves, and other west Urals-Volga areas have 
around 4?1 .5 million m.t. reserves. In 1945 t he "Se-
cond Baku" fields produced 3 million m. t. of oil ( 157o 
of the national total) and in 1950 was scheduled to 
produce ? million m.t.l 
The Molotov oil area J.ncludes the oil fields of 
Dveriata, Krasnokamsk, Polazna, Severokamsk, Shilovo, 
and Verkhne-Chusovskiye GoroQki. The city of Molotov 
has one refinery, with a yearly capacity of 600, 000 m. 
t. (including a cracking capacity of 200,000 m.t.). 
lRef. no. 34 , pag e ?4 
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Gorodk1 has a refinery with a yearly capacity of ~ . 4 
mil l~on m. t. (including a cracking capac1ty of 250,000 
m. t . ) . A refinery at Krasnokamsk receives crude oil by 
pipeline from Severokamsk . 
A pipeline crosses the Molotov ("Kama") fields 
and connects the Izhura gas field in the Ukhta-Pechora 
region with Izhevsk . 
The Ufa oil area contains the oil f1eld b of Ba r-
anchino , Ishimbay, Oktyabrskiy, and Tuimazy . Tuimazy 
is the second largest "Second Baku" fiel.d . An ex cess 
uf paraffin in Tuimazy crude oil is a problem which 
Soviet pil technolo g ists a · e having trouble overcoming. 
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Oil in this area is ref1ned at Ufa (which has a 
capacity of 1.4 mill1on m. t . and handles Syzran and 
Ishimbay oil also), Sterlitamak ~with a capacity of 
?50 , l10 0 m.t . ) , Ishimbay (with a 45 0,000 m.t . capacity, 
and producing high-octane aviation gasol1ne), Tuimazy, 
and Chernikovsk (whose refineries are linked by pipel1ne 
to the Ishimbay and Tuimazy fields) . In l9 o O Ishimbay 
and Tuimazy had an oil production goal o1 4 mill~on m. 
t. 
The Ufa oil area is well supplied with pipelines . 
Several pipe~ines connect Ufa witn the oil fields to 
the sou th a nd west . Two pipelines ( 6 inch di amet e r) 
connect U1a to Ishimbay, and on (12 inch diameter) 
connects Ufa to Tu1mazy . 
'rhe Kuibyst).ev oil area h o.s oil at Buguruslan 
(large gas reserves also), K1nel, Ku1byshev, S; zran 
(largest "Second Baku" field), and Yablonovo . Oil-
shale is founa at Obshchiy Syrt. A new o1l-shale area 
has been opened u : in the Kashpir locale and an oil-
shale refinery has been established at Syzran, ge~ting 
i ~ s power ·from the K~ hpir electr1c power station. 
Oil refineries 1n the Kuibyshev area aae found at 
Buguruslan , Kuibyshev, and Syzran. Pipel1nes connect 
Yabianovo to Syzran, the Sultangulovo gas field to Bu-
guruslan , and Bugurusaan to Kuibyshev (a gas line). 
011 pipelines come to Kuibyshev frum Chkalov Obiast. 
The Saratov natural gas area 1s tne large st one 
.ln ~..ne U.S.S.R. Natural gas 1s 1·ouhd ::..t Dergachi, Kurd-
yum, Saratuv, Teplovka, and Yelshanka ta p1peline here 
carries gas "Go the Saratov pow <::: r piant). A 528 mile 
long ll ~ .lnch) gas p1pe~.lne carr1es gas frum ~he Sa-
ratov area to Moscow . 011-snale 1s m1nea at Gornyy and 
uzinki, and 1s r e iin~d at Saratov. 
An are~ outs1de of tne "Second Baku" .reg .lon wortn 
mentiun1ng ~s Chelyab.lnsk Obiast, whicn has deposits uf 
01i-shale. 
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'1) 1'he l!.moa 011 reg.Lon (Kazakh S . b . H. ) 
'I'he Emba oi.1 reg .l.On .1.s .located soutH o! t.ne 
"Secvna. Jjaku" reg.1. .... n un G.ne nurtn coas1. u.1. l.ue Gap.1.an 
Sea . Ul~ nere 1s con~en~rated main.ty a~ung tn~ uasp.1.an 
cuast and 1s a n.1.gu ~rade crude oil . The oil in the 
Emba area is often associated witn the many salt domes 
wh1cn appe ar t h ere . In all , the r ~ serves are estimc.. ted 
at 1 . 1 bill1on m. t . and in 1950 the production goal was 
1 . 2 million m. t . 1 The main oil fields are at Baychunas , 
Chernaya-Retchka, Dossor , Dshaksymai , Iskin1nskiy , Kos-
chagyl , Kulsary , Makat, Novobogatinskoye , Sagiz , and 
Shubar-Kuduk . Large natural gas reserves are located 
here also , especially northwest of Guryev . 
The region has 4 small refineries: at Guryev , 
Isk1ninsk1y , Novobogatinskoye , and Orsk . Orsk is the 
largest and has a capacity of l . L mill1o r m.t . (in -
cludi ng a cracking capacity of 250 , 000 m. t . ) . 
A pipeline (12 inch di ameter) connects GuLyev 
to Orsk and carries coastal crude oil to the Orsk re -
fine r y . PipeLines also con ect Kulsary to Makat, Bay-
chunas to Iskininskiy , and Rakushh to Dossor . A pipe-
line 1s planned to lead from Orsk northward into West -
ern Siberia . 2 
lRef . no . 35 
2Ref . no . 2 
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8) The Central Asiatic area 
The Central As iatic republics have petroleum in 
the Fergana Val~ey {21 oil and gas fields), the Termez 
area ( Uzbek S .s . H.), "the Khaudag-Uch-Kyzyl-Kirova b a d 
area (Tadzhik S .S.R .), the Frunze area (Kirghiz s .s • • ) 
(Chu and Komosal ), the Leninsk area, the Neblt-Dag-
Neftedag- Mangshlak- Chikishlyar area (Turkmen s . s •• ), 
and on Cheleken Island in the Caspi a n Sea. 
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The Fergana oil area contains the following oil 
fielas: Ak-Mecket, Andizhan, Ba rzik, Changyrtash, Chi -
mien, Kim , Nefteabad , Shorsu, and Tekebel. The Andi-
zhan oil field includes those of Palvantash, Maylysay, 
and Yu zhnyy Alamyshik. The Nebit-Dag oil area includes 
Imeni 28 Bakinskikh , Komm~ssarov , Oglangly, and Vyshka. 
Ashkhabad Oblast contains natural gas north of Chik-
ishlyar along the Caspian coast. Oil is probably found 
in the Gaurdak-Kugitang area 1n the Turkmen Republic. 
The Kazakh s.s.R. has reserves of oil-shale in 
the Kenderlyh vicinity. 
Refineries in Central Asia a r e loc &ted at Andi-
zhan, Fergana (capacity of 2 million m.t., includ1ng 
a cracking cap. of 500,000 m.t.), Kanibadaur, Krasno-
vodsk tcap . of 200,0 00 m.t., including cracking cap. of 
15 0 ,000 m.t.), Leninsk, Melnikovo, Nebit -Dag, and 
Vannovskiy (Fergana Oblast). The Krasnovodsk refinery 
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handles Baku oil also. 
Pipelines in t he Central Asiatic area connect Kras -
novodsk to Ashkhabad (carr1es finished products nly), 
Andizhan to a loc a l gas field, and Leninsk to the Pal-
vantash gas field. 
Oil reserves in the Central Asiatic republ1cs are 
well over 427.1 million m.t. The Fergana Valley and 
neighboring oil fields had a 1950 oil product1on of 1.2 
million m.t. The Turkmen S.S.R. produced 1 .2-1.3 
million m.t. of oil during the same year. 
9) The Soviet FaT East 
Oil fields in the Soviet Far East are located in 
tne Bogachevka Valley in Kamchatka Oblast, and on Sak-
halin Island. Sakhalin oil is exploited at Ekhabi , Ka-
tangli, Langeri, Nutovo, Okha, Oz Sladkoye, Poronay, 
and Vigrek. The oil found is a high grade crude oil. 
Sakhalin has an estimated 339.8 mill1on m.t. of 
oil reserveE. In 1950 1. ~ million m.t. wa s produced on 
the island (the oil being of local importance only). 
Refineries on the island are located at Moskalvo and 
Okha. 
The mainland has refineries at Khabarovsk, Kom-
somolsk, Nikolayevsk, and Vladivostok. Sakhalin oil is 
refined here as well as the small amount of mainland oil 
there is available . .n.ach ref1nery has a cruu.e oil re-
fining cap . of 225 , 000 m.t. and a cracking cap. of 
?5 ,000 m.t. 
Pipelines connect Ekhabi to Okha, Okha to Niko-
layevsk, Nikolayevsk to Khabarovsk , and Nikolayevsk to 
Komsomolsk . The Komsomolsk line carries refined gas-
oline. 
10) The Ukrainian S.S.R. 
Oil in the Ukraine is found along the eas~ern 
slope of t h e Carpathian Mountains and elseWhere in 
small amounts. The major Ukrainian oil fields are at 
Bolekhov , Borislav, Dolnia, Lodyna , Lomna, Polana, 
Poltava, and Romny. Stanislav Oblast has oil at Bo-
gorodchany, Kosmach , Nadvornaya , Pechenezkin, Pere-
ginsko , and Solotvin . Natural gas is located at Bo-
lekhov , Borislav, Bytkov, Dashava l the second largest 
U. S . S .R. gas field), Dolnia, Pasieczna, Rypne, and 
Yenakiyevo . Production in Lhe Ukraine is generally 
too small to meet regional needs and Baku oil must be 
impor ted througg t he ports of Odessa and Osipenko. 
In 1950 the central Ukraine produced about 30,000 m.t . 
of oil and the we stern Ukraine produc ~d 300,000 m. t .l 
At Lisichansk artificial gas is obtained by set-
ting coal seams on fire. The gas released is directed 
1 Ref. no. 1? 
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to the surface through pipes and is used locally. 
This method , nov' used in the Donbas and Mosba.s, is to 
be extended to othe r regions. 
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Trudovaya , wh1ch receives kerosene by pipeline 
from Groznjy , is an important fuel distributer in the 
eastern Ukraine. l'his pipeline is planned to eventually 
reach Dnepropetrovsk. 
Refineries in the Ukraine are located at Bo-
lekhov , Drogobych, Kherson, Kolomyya , Lvov, ~advor­
naya, Odessa, Osipenko , Rostov , Stanislav , Stryy , and 
Strzelbice. Both local, and Caucasus, oil is refined 
at these centers. Ports such as Odessa receive Cauca-
sus oil from Black Sea tankers, refine it, and send it 
into the interior by rail. 
Natural gas pipelines connect Dashava to Lvov, 
and Dashava to Ki ev (a branch to Vinnitsa 1 s pl~nned). 
11) East Sibe 1·ia 
Siberia has little oil and product1on is con-
centrated in a few sma ll locales. The Nordvik area and 
Khatanga to the southwest hav ~ small depos1ts of pe-
troleum and natural gas, mainly along the Arctic shore. 
Product1on is about 160, 000 m.t. a year . I rkutsk ob-
last has oil at Usolye-Sibirskoye. The Buryat - Mongol 
A. S . S . R. has oil and gas wells at the Selen~ a mouth and 
along uhe southwest Lake Baikal shore. t Lake .Baikal 
a 1 million ton capac1ty hydrogenation plant is ~oc ated 
and produces syntnetl.C oil from coal. 
12) The Europcan ·H.S.F . S . R . and the Volga Hegion 
t,;entral !!:uropean oil plants a-re ! 'ound at .Dzer -
zhinsk, K1rov Oolast, Konstantinovsky, Moscow , and 
Voronezh . 'l'ne oil 1ndustry in these are .... s relies mal.n-
ly on oil 1mports from the Caucasus f~elds. Konstant-
inovsky re11nes Caucasus oi~ at a po1n~ where 1t 1s 
t~ansieLred 1rom Vu1ga barges to rail ~ransport. Mos-
cow reLLnes oil also, and Voronezh contains cracking 
plants. At Dzer zhinsk synthetic oil is pro duced from 
coal. Kirov Oblast has locally importa nt oil-shale 
deposits. 
The North European area contains the Ukhta-Pechora 
oil field, mainly within the Komi A.S.S.R. Oil is 
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found at Chibien, Izhma, Ukhta, Ust-Kulom, Vodnyy , and 
Yarega. La~e natural gas reserves exist also and t h e 
majo r gas fields are Che rdyn , Izhma, and Krutay a. Oil-
shale is av a ilable also. Production in 1950 was .8 
million m. t . of crude oil and was of regional 1mportance 
only. In the future pipelines from this area may supply 
the north"'· est Urals with fuel . A refinery a t Ukhta pro-
duces high grade f uel a nd "lighter fract1on" oil p r o-
ducts only (the number of refin e ries at Ukhta is not 
definitely known). A pipeline car ries natur a l gas from 
Izhma to Molotov . Mo~ of the oil in the are a is 
transported by rail via t h e Pechora railroad . 
The European Northwest has oil - shale deposi t s 
in the Slant sy district , at Vologda, and in Lenin[ r a d 
Obla st (at Gdov) . Leningrad is relying less on Cauca-
sus oil and more on nearby su plies of fuel . Refining 
is carr i ed on at Leningrad, and oil-shale i a probably 
processed there. 
The Volga Regi on ha s oil v. ells in the Tatar 
A. s . s . R . at Shugurovo, an area recently developed . Oil-
shale is located in Gorky Oblast . Gorky refines import-
ed Caucasus oil and transfers it from river transport to 
rail transport , which distributes it to regional mar-
kets . Synthetic oil from coal is also made in Gorky . 
Stalingrad too serves as a river - to-rail transfer point 
for Caucasus oil . Oil tanks and refineries are loc a ted 
in the northe ast part of t b e city . A pipeline bring s in 
natural gas from the Archeda field near Frolovo . 
The Sovi e t oil industry, now a weak link in t h e 
chain of Soviet industries , wil l prob .. bly be strength-
ened in the future by new discoveries of oil in regions 
now being ex plored . As new field s are opened up, and as 
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production in existing ones 1s increased, the strategic 
importance of Baku will decrease. In the vast land mass 
of the U. s . s . R . it seems almost certain that the oil in-
dustry has still large fields of oil to discover, par-
ticularly in a reas whi ch now lack production . The only 
difficulty is that this same great size may hamper de -
velupment, even when oil is found , by creating t h e many 
problems which w1ll be involved in securing a labor 
supply and building an adequate transportation network 
to handle the oil. In conclusion it appears that the 
future of t he oil industry is bright alt hough many 
difficulties lie ahead to slow its rate of progress. 
(NOTE: All cppacities used in this ch~pter were 
from Ref . no . 17) 
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CHAPrER 4 "Lill.{lli;R II 
The Soviet Union has the greatest reserves of tim-
ber ln the world , its woodlands occupying some 610 
million hectares. 1 The taiga belt, which stretches 
across the northern portion of the u.s. s •. contains 
most of the timber which is used commercia lly. Trees 
in the northern part of the taiga are dwarfed and too 
small for commercial use and so it is on the forests 
of the svuthern part of the taiga that the Soviet lum-
ber industry relies. The main economic trees of the 
soviet Union are spruce, larch, fir, stone pine, birch, 
and aspen. Timber in most parts of the U.S.S.R. is 
cut during the winter, when it is easier to move the 
logs to the rivers. The ~ogs are then piled up on the 
river banks and are floated away to the sawmills dur-
ing the spring floods. 
In the European Russian S.F.S.R. a genera &ly ade -
quate supply of labor exists for the lumber industry. 
In addition timber hauls are usual~y short as the wood-
land and markets are near .. o each other. In Siberia· 
however (where the majority of Sovie~ forestland is lo-
cated) the timber supply is far from the major Soviet 
1Ref. no. 2 (a hectare is a lit t le over 2 acres) 
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markets with resulting long h~uls and the problem of 
a labor shortage is generally prevalent throughout al-
most the entire area . To overcome the labor deficit 
here and elsewhere the industry relies very he t vily 
upon machine s . 
In the U. s . s . R. over 9000 mile s of logging ro ads 
have been built so that the logs can be transported by 
tractor to the rivers or railroads , whence they are 
carried off to be milled . Over bOOO miles of river 
channels float timber in the Soviet Union . 
Firewood, obtained from industrial wood waste, is 
used for fuel. It is a good medium-calorie fuel but 
is hard to transport. Firewood is used in the manu-
facture of charcoal for the steel industry in the 
European .S.F. S .R. and in the Urals . Wood, in one 
form or another, constitutes 1~ of the total amount uf 
fuel us ed in the U. S . S . R. The lumber indu stry is not 
meeting ~he Qemand ior wood , and i Ls products, and pro -
duction increases have been scheduled by the government. 
The .Lumber industry is often arranged 1nto "com-
blnes" in many areas . A comb1ne exists when the saw-
mills , wood preparation plants , paper industry and 
wood-chemical plants are all coordinated in an area. 
Comb1nes occur most frequently in Archangel Ublast, the 
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Karelo-Finnish s .s.R., the northern Urals, and parts o! 
S1 be ria, where lumbering 1 s c a.r-r1ed on -co a major ex-
tent. 
Sawm111s are usuaLl 1 Located no t where Lumbering 
is carried on but at po1n~s of jucture bbtween water ana 
ra1~ t r ansport . Wo od is carr1ed oy water {in t.he !orm 
o1 "logs") to t.he sawmlLls, wh1cn proce s s 1.1. a.nd sena 1t 
out. bJ ralLroad (in the 1 orm o1 "lumoer"). Otner saw-
ml~l loc a t1ons a re c1"ies and se"tLements along ma1n 
railroad 11nes. ln br1ef, a sawm1ll's locat1on is de-
termlned by the transport.at1on 1acilit1es ~n an area 
(and also the available power suppLy), and not by Lne lo-
catlon ui· t.he forested district where L<-<muerlng is 
going on. As lung as the logs can reacn tne sawm~ll, 
and can uc sent out !rom ~ue ml~L by me- ans oi J." 1.~ 
t.ransport ~o t.ne markets cne Qp~y , t.nbre 1.~ no ne-u to 
Loca t.e ~.ne sawm1.1L 1n ~.ue m1ddle of a ! urt:st. .1.u 1 act 
very few of the many Sovie t sawmills are located in 
commercial forest areas.l 
The manufacture of plywood is included witnln 
the lu.mber industry. About ;1 0-95/o of plywood consists 
of birch and alder, with pine used to a small extent . 
Unlik~ sawmills, the plywood plants are often located 
1 Ref . no. 2 
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1n the forest areas where the required trees are found 
(usually in the mixed-fo r est zone instead of the taiga).~ 
The wood-chemical industry produces rosin , ace-
tic acid, wood alcohol, turpentine , and other wood de -
rivatives '7hich are mad .: from the distillation of de-
ciduous and/o r coniferous trees . It is located main-
ly 1n the Urals , in Archangel Oblast , and in Vologda 
Oblast , and being more closely related to the lumber 
industry than to the chemical industry is included in 
this chapter . 
1) The Karelo - Finnish S . S . R . 
The Karelo -Finnish S . S . R . is the main timber 
producing area f the U. S . S . R . Trees a r e cut in the 
winter by motor - d r iven saws and are hauled to the r1ves s 
by tractors , which are driven along ice roads cut 
through 1n e for e st . The wood later 1s floated doT. n tne 
rivers to sawmills . In the Karelo -Finnish Republlc the 
sawmills a r e mainly situated along the Murmansk rail-
road at the interse c tion of log- carr ing waterways . 
Sawmill centers are found at Belomorsk , Idel , Kern , Let -
nerechen skiy , Medve zhyegorsk , Nadvoitsy , and olomen -
noye . Belomorsk and Kern serve as lumber ports . Ply-
wood is produced at Lakhdenpokhya . Rosin , turpentine , 
lRef . no . 2 
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and other wood products are also produc d in the re-
public . Petrozavodsk is an important lumber industry 
center. 
2) The European :tlorth and Northwest 
The European North and Northwest aTe very im-
portant lumber industry a reas in the U.S.S.R., pro-
ducing over one-fifth of all Soviet lumber. Archangel 
Oblast is the lea ding U. S .S.R . timber produc ing ob-
last. Excellent timber (conifers mostly) is found 
along the Onega and North Dvina rivers. Logs are 
floated down the North Dvina and 1ts tributaries dur-
ing the ice-free summer (sever~l important tributaries 
being the Pinega, Vaga, Sukhoma, and Vichegda rivers). 
The sawmills along the rivers are run on hydroelectric 
power and few are in areas where trees are cut . 
Archang el is the largest sawmilling center in 
the U.s. s . R ., and contains over 150 sawmilling units. 
It is also the leading lumber exporter of ~he c ountry . 
Archangel's sawmills are situated where the water 1s 
deep enough for o c ean-going vessels to dock and pic~ 
up their timber cargoes. Chains of lumbe r mills and 
yards extend along the local rivers and use about 30 
million cubic feet of timber a year . The timber ar-
rives from the wood-cutting areas during the short 
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summer season, and by autumn is stacke d up along the 
rivers (especially t h e Maimax) near the sawmills. At 
this time the lumber y ards arL empty. In the spring 
the o pposite situation exists, with ~he lumber yards 
being full of sawn timber and the sawmills being empty. 
Wood-waste is used by the loc a.l wood-chemical l.ndustry. 
Sawmills in Archange l Obla st are also located 
at Kotlas, Molotovsk, and Naryan-Yar . Kotlas, not only 
mills lumbe r, but also distills it producing vario u s 
woo d products . Naryan- Mar , in addition to milling lum-
ber, acts as a lumber port . It receives its timber Yia 
the Pechora River, on whl.ch tug s pull rafts of t1mber 
to the city from upstream forest areas . 
The lumber industry in Murmansk Oblast is lo-
cated at Kandalaksha, Lesnoy , Lesozavodskiy, and Za-
sheyek . 
The Komi A.S.S.R . has lumbering along the Vi-
chegda River, with Syktyvkar serving as the local saw-
mill and wood distil l ation center . 
Vologda Oblast has sawmills along the Kov-
zha River (at Annenskiy Most, Konevo, and Kovzhinskiy 
Zavod) , at Cherepovets, and along railroads west and 
north of Vologda . Vologda has a large lumber industry 
and contains many well-equipped modern power sawmil l s. 
Cherepovets industry hydrolyzez wooQ and produces a l -
cohol, acetic acid, etc . 
Borovichi, Leningrad, and Tikhvin also have saw-
mil~s and/or other associated l umJer industries . Len-
ingrad ObLast has its lumber industry loc a t ed at Pri-
morsk and at centers along railroad l1ne s . Plywood in 
t h e oblast is produced at Parfino and Stataya Russa. 
Novgorod Oblas t contains several s awmil l s, which are 
found along the railroads . 
To summarize , sawmil l s in the European North and 
Northwest are loca ted at river mouths (Archangel, Me z-
en, etc . ) which rece1ve t1mber fr _m upstream for ests, 
at populated points along railr0ads (Vologda, Fermi-
love, Plesetsk, Suna, etc . ) which interse~t waterways, 
and along the shores of the Whit e Sea (w)ere lumber is 
exported). Most of the lumber pr ocessed in the b uro-
pe an North and Northwest is expoL·ted out of the country 
(forest products oeing the Sov1et Unl on's number two 
export i tern). 
It 1s 1moortant to note that the Pe chora area 
timber has been oni y little explo1ted and constitutes 
a vast forest reserve area for th~ u . s . S . h . lumber in-
dustry . 
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3) Other European areas 
The i~mber industry is located in the cen~ral 
Industrial ~e gion t o a smal~ extent on~y. The forests 
here are generally d Epleted of th - ir commerc1al tree 
species due to y ears of ex )loitation by the industry. 
At present lumber mills are situa ted near Buy , Galich , 
Kash1ra , Kostroma , Manturovo, Neya , Sharya , Shcherba-
kov , Uglich , and Yaroslavl . Ivanovo Oblast sawmiils 
are loc a ted along the Volga R1v" r at Kineshma and No-
vaya Slobodka, and local timber is proces s ed ~long with 
timber carried down i'rum upstream areas. 'l'he ~umber in-
dustry is laso found in Ryazan . 
Tne European West has sawm111s at Bryansk , 
I meni Fokina, Kolm, Nelidovo, Peno , and Zapadnay a 
Dvina . The plywood 1ndus try of the area is centered 
at Smolensk . 
The Ukrain~an S . b •• is an area with l~w for e sts 
and the lumber indu s try 1s less lmpor t ant ~han 1 t 1s 
in other par~s ui' tne coun~ry. Lumber is flo a ted 
duwnstream on such river~ as tue Dn1eper to cit1es 
such as Cherkassye Kremenchug, Dnepropetrovsk , Kl ev, 
and Zaporozhye. Uther Ukrain1an l umber indu s~ry cen-
ters are: Cner nigov, Cnernov~sy, Drugobych , I zy um, 
Korosten, Kovel, KUpyansk , Lutsk, Lvov, rlovno, Sambor , 
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Sneptovka, 8tan1s~av, Stryy, Ternopol, and Zo~ocnev. 
Wood d1st.U .. J.. a tion 1s car r1ed on a t Delyatin, Kuty, 
Pereuu~u , Svalyava, and Velikt Bychkov . Odessa serves 
as the major lumber port for the republic. 
The Belorussian S . S . R . lies in the mixea -forest 
zone, as do other parts of central European Hussia . 
Lts lumber indust.ry is of small impo tance but it has 
a fairly notev. orthy plywood production . Lumber mi ll s 
are located at Bobruysk , Brest , Minsk, Mozyr, Pinsk , 
Polotsk, Rechitsa, Vileyka, and Vitebesk . The ply -
wood industry is situated at the older Gomel, ~ozyr, 
and Petrikov centers, and also a t larger newer c enters 
such as Bobruysk and Vitebesk . Wood distilla tion is 
carried on at Borisov . 
The Volga Regi on lumber 1ndustry handles local 
timb er and timber floated d own the Volga River. Saw-
mills are located in the cities of Kirov , Luya, Mur a -
shi, and ~arino, whicn lie along t h - Kirov-Kotlas 
railroad. The Mari A. s . s . R . contains sawmil l s located 
along the Volga at Koz'modemyansk , Volyhsk, and Zvein-
govo . ~ills in he Chuvash A. S . S •• process timber 
at Alatyr , Chebo k sary, Ibresy, Kozlovka , Ma r iinskiy 
Posad , Shumerlya , etc . Local timber is cut n ear t he 
railroads so ~hat it can be easily transpo ~ ted. 
:. 
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Other Volga Region sawmills are at Engels , I nza, Pen-
za, Rovno ; e, Saratov , Syzran, Ulyanovsk, Vindrey, Vy-
shcha, and Zelenodolsk. In Gorky Oblast lumber is 
process ed at Gorky and plywood is produced at Man~u­
rovo and Murom. Industry in Vakhtan distills wood and 
produces rosin a nd turpentine from pulverized p~ne 
stumps. Stalingrad acts as a transshiper of lumber and 
contains sawmills a s well. Lumber is carried down the 
Volga and is processed and transfer· red to rail trans-
port. Astra~~an, at the Volga mouth , transfers up-
stream lumber from river transport and sends it out on 
Caspian vessels. 
The few lumber mills in the Eur opean South are 
located at Alagir, Groznyy, Kamensk-Shokhtinskiy, and 
Makhachkala. 
4) The Urals 
In the Ural Mountains the commercial forest area 
1s generally found nor~h of Magnitogorsk and south of 
the tundra . The lumber industry is found in Sverdlovsk 
Oblast at Ivdel, Lobva, Serov, Tavda, and Verkhoturye. 
Molotov Oblast has mills at Chusovaya and Molotov , 
with l umber also processed at Lyamino, Vilva, and 
Vsevolodo. In the Bashkir A. s . s . R . sawmills are si-
tuated at Chernikousk and Ufa , with Sterlit~ak act-
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ing as a timber-supplier. Chernikovsk, besides con-
tain~ug sawmills, has a plywood 1ndustry as well. The 
lumber industry at B loretsk distills wc od and produces 
charcoal. mhe wood-chemical in~. u s try is also found 
at Zlatoust , and at Asha (where rosin and turpentine 
are made). Othe r Uralc:: lumber mills are at Izhevsk, 
Koltubanovskiy, and Mozhga. 
5) Siberia 
The greatest reserves of Soviet forests are found 
in Siberia , with its wide extent of taig a. 
In West aberia the Ob River area is an important 
l umbe r producer . Lumber from this area is exported 
northward through ~he port of Salekhard, and southward 
by way of the Trans-Siberian railroad. The river it-
self serves as an important lumber carrying medi ~m 
during its open season in the summer. West Siberian 
sawmills are located at cities such as Barnual, Ko l-
pasn~vo, Krasnyy Oktybar, Mogochino, Novo -Omsk , Novo-
sibirsk , Omsk, Petropavlovsk, Salekhard, Tomsk, and 
Tyumen . Many of t he se cities lie along the Ob River 
and receive their lumbe r from this waterway. In the 
Altay Kray lumber mills are found at Al tayskoy e, Brov-
~yanka , Gorno -Altaysk , and Talmenka. The pl~vood and 
wood -chemical indu s try in West Siberia is centered at 
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Tyumen lBarnual also has a wood-chemical indu stry) . 
In Krasnoyarsk Kray (East Siberia) sawmills c:.re 
located along the Trans-Siberian railroad and the Yenl-
sei River at such cities as Abakan, Igarka, Kansk, 
Krasnoyarsk (which handles Angara Valley timber on !its 
a~ to Kuzbas sawmil~s), Predivinsk, Sarala , Sonskiy, 
and Yeniseisk. Igarkb serves as a major l J mber port 
in Ea st Siberia. Lumber is floated down he Yenisei 
to it in summer and is stored and seasoned during the 
winter . The next summer it is shipped out by way of 
the Northern Sea Route through ~he port of Ust -Yeni-
seisk Port at the Yenisei mouth. Here the timber is 
transferred from river boats to sea-going vessels. 
In West Siberia the city of Novy Port at th mouth of 
me Ob River has the same Functlon . 
In Irkutsk Oblast the lumber industry is 
found along the Trans-Siberian railroad at Irkut s k , 
Suyetikha, Tulun, Usolye - Sib irskoye , etc. Plywood 
is produced in Irkutsk . Other East Siberian lumber 
mills are at Babushkin , Chita, Ilinskoye, Peleduy, 
Ulan-Ude, and Yakutsk . 
6) The Soviet Far Eas t 
In the Soviet Far East the lumber industry 
is loc a ted in Amur Oblast , Kamchatka Oblast , Khabar-
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ovsk Kray, and on the island of Sakhalin . Blagovesh-
chensk , in Amu r Oblast , pr oc e sses lumb e r in i t s mills 
which is floated down the Zeya River f rom the north . 
In Kamcha ka Ob.L a st sawmil.Ls are found a t I rn a n , Leso -
zavodsk , and Petropavlovsk , "'hieD. lie along the rai l-
r o ad and rec eive lumber ! l oated J own on mountain 
streams . .1n Khabarovsk Kray sawmills are found a t 
Bikin , Birobidzhan , Bolon , Y~vr , Koms omolsk, ~1tovko, 
Nikolayevka, and Volochayevka . Plywood i s produced 
in B1rob1dzhan . On Sakha lin lumber is float e d d own 
mo untain streams to co a sta l sawmill s such as I uzhno -
Sakhalinsk . 
? ) Central Asia 
In Sovi et Cent .· al Asia lumbering 1s unimport a nt 
as the dry climate p erm1 ts ! orests to ex1s~ only 1n lso-
lated lountain areas . In the Kazakn S . b . rt . sawmil.Ls are 
at , or near , the cit1e s uf Akmu.lin sk, Alma- ta , Pav-
lodar , Semipalat insk , Temir - Tau , and Zhana-Semey . 
Pavlodar .li e s at ~he junct1on o! i.ne Irty c n .H1ve r and 
tnt Sv u~h- Siberian r a i.l-oad . I n Alma-Ata Obia st .L um-
oer .Lng is c a1 r .J.. ea ou Hl .1. ores ted mou n t ainous d 1 s t1·1ct s . 
Tne Kirgmz z s . s . R . h a s sawmi.ll , a t ~aryn . 
8 ) Tr a nscaucas1a 
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~ orests nere tuu are iouna. mainly 1n the uplana.s. 
One .l.u.mber.~.ng alst. .~..J.ct .1.S loc c.ted nea .... Suknuml . Lum-
oer mllls are Lu.na. ar. Borzhom1, ldznevan, Marellsi, 
_ "'skaeta, Sevan , S t.alinu· , and TblJ.l s1, and handJ.e 
mountain dec1dnaus and cunit't::aut....S tree tlmoer . .ba-
tum1 1s a pJ.ywood 1ndustry cen~..er .in Transc .ucasJ.a. 
Lumoe~1ng 1n · ~..he Balt..iC area J.S carr1ea un t.o a 
smaJ.J. ext.eut, .Lu compar1son ~c. tu.e regions to the 
north and northeast. Twenty-five per cent of the land 
is forested 1n the Baltic area . The lumber industry 
is found at Kaunas , Liepaya, Panevezhis, Pyarnu , Tar -
tu, Ventspil~ , and Vilnyus. In Kaliningrad Oblast 
sawmills and distilJ.eries are in the clti es of Neman 
and Sov~tsk. 
The future of the lumber industry in the u.s .s . 
H. J. uoks quite good when one considers the vast reser-
ves of forests at its dispo s al , many of which have 
scarcely be en touched by man . In addition the indust -
r y, under gov ernment con t rol, 1s practic1ng sound con-
servation '.easures which will pr event the needless 
wasteful exploitation which has been so prevalent in 
the past and which has affected ar eas like the Central 
Indu s trial Region . One dar k spo in the picture how-
ever 1s the lack of ~ab r in many plclces and the use, 
by now generally- established, of slave labor to n ake 
•P the deficit in t hese areas . The problem of trans-
portation i o another one which ill have to be solved 
before the U. S . S . R . can fully use its vast forest re-
sources. Tnere seems littl . doubt though that the Sov -
iet 'tanion's lumber industry is potentially the stron-
gest (if not already so) 1n the wor~d . 
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Electric1ty in the U.S . S . R. provides power for the 
many industri · .. l and municipal operations which require 
it . Little electricity is generated for use in the 
agricultural and transpurtation branches of the eco-
nomy however. Most of the Soviet power stations &re 
united in reg ional grids using local fuels . The Moscow 
Power System is an example of this type of power union 
nithin a regi on . 
In the efeneration oi electric. power the U. S . S .R . 
has been stressing the development of hydroelec~ric 
power , and the building of dams ~nd waterpower sites 
has been going on at a rapid pace . In 19o 0 about one -
eighth o1 the electricity produced was derived from 
~·aterpower and in the future ·water ,t)ower will account 
for a much greater percentage of the tota l u . s . s . ~ . 
electric power product1on . The Caucasus area contains 
one-half of the total potential U. S . S . R. waterpower 
resources , while one - third of the total is in the 
As1atic part of the co '.mtry and one - sixth is in the 
European section . One problem facing the power indust-
ry in th e development of waterpower resources is that 
most of the large -po~ ential a r eas ~e far from current 
markets . At present there are seven major dams in 
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operat1on in the Sovie t Union , and eight o: more are 
in the planning or building stag • When these new dams 
are in operation the electric power c ~pacity of the 
D. S . S . R . will be doubled . 
In the choice of fuels for electric power sta-
tions the Suvi e t policy is to use cheap loc~l fuels in 
order to save the better - grade fuels for more import-
ant uses . The u . s . s . h . uses , depending on which re-
gion the power station is in , peat , lignite , anthra-
cite dust , oil , wate r po ver , natural gas , or woodwaste 
as fuel . The low quality of the fuel is often offset by 
the f a ct that it does not h a ve to be transported very 
far to be used . Recently t n e government has claimed 
to have an atom- powered station in operation . Un -
fortunately there is no ~1ay to verify this claim at 
present but there can be little doubt that atomic-
generated power will have a profound effect on the 
power indus~ ry, as well as on the entire Soviet eco-
nomy , when it is put into operation . 
The 1953 electric power product1on in the u. 
S . S . R . was reported to e qual 133 billion kilowatt -
hours . l In 1952 produc tion was about 117 billion k-h . 
In 1949 the electric power capacity of the u . s . s . R . 
was estimated at 16 mill1on kilowatts . 
lRef . no . 1 , page 734 
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1) The Central ~uropean area 
In the Central European area the power stations 
rely on local deposits of peat and lignite for fuel, 
and on aterpower a s well. In Moscow Oblast power sta-
tlons using peat are l ocated a t Elektrogorsk, Klassen , 
Moscow, Orekhovo -Zuyevo , and Shatura . The Kaganovich 
and Stalinogorsk stations r e l y on Uosbas lignite for 
fuel. The Moscow Power System is reported to be the 
largest power system in the wo r ld. Outside of Moscow 
Oblas t peat stations are found in Yaoslavl Oblast and 
a-:. Komsomolsk (Ivanovo Oblast). Waterpower stations 
in ~he area are at Shcher bakov and Uglich , both rely-
ing on the Volga for power . In the west the city of 
Kaluga is getting a hydroelectric station on the Oka 
River . A peat station is located ~t BelyJ e Berega 
(Bryansk Oblast) in the west. 
2) The European orth and Northwest 
In the Eur opean North power stations are found 
at Kandalaksha (Nivskly power stat1on- on the Niva 
River) , Kirovsk , and Tuloma (wa erpower station). At 
Archangel power stat1ons use sawdust and woodwas t e as 
fuel , being assured a constant supply by the large-
sca le lumber industry operat1 ons there . 
In the ~orthwest power stations a· e located 
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at Dubrovka (peat station), Len1ngr ro (peat stat 1on), 
Lodeznoy~ Pole, Podporozhye , Raukhiala , Svetog orsk, 
Svirstroy, and Volknov . The Volkhov hydroel e ctrlc 
station has a capacity of b6 , 000 kilowatts and provides 
the local aluminum industry wi th elect : icity . It also 
acts as a reserve power source for Leningrad . Lenin-
grad gets its power from local and near oy peat , lig-
nite , and waterpower stations . The Svir hydroelect-
ric works at Podporozhye and Lodeznoye Pole send power 
to the city and act as one of 1ts major power sources . 
3) The Volga Region 
The Volga is one of tne Sovie t rive rs which nas 
a very large power potential and which is receiving a g 
great deal of attention currently . Soviet plans cal~ 
for bui~ding 12 new dams along the river, and when 
these are completed the Volga will develop more power 
than any other river in the u.s .s .B. A dam at Gorky 
1a almost comple ted and tts power station will start 
operat1ng 1n late 1954 wi th a capacity of 400,000 ki-
lowatts . 1 Upstream !rom Kuibyshev a dam is being buil~ 
and 1ts power plant will nave a capac1ty of 1.75-2 
m1ll1on kilowa t t s , with an annual output of 10 bill1on 
kilowatt-hours . Tne power plant wi~l star~ operat1ng 
in 19bo . Ku1by shev Dam will raise the water leve~ be-
1 Hefs . no . 4 & 29 
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hind 11.. as f'ar nor"Lh as Gorky, and when completed wi.J..l 
be the largest dam 1n the wor.J..d. nother dam 1s ~lso 
p~anned for ~n1s area. Tn1s wi.J..l go up north o! Stal-
lngrad ~nd wi.J..l produce almus~ as mucn power as the 
one at Kuibysnev . 'rne S~a~1ngrad Dam , wh1ch will nave 
a capac1 ~y of ar: 1. und .1.. • • , m1.1..l1on .k1.1..owat ta , will start 
operating i n ~J~, ur 1958 and will form a reservoir 
350 miles long and lb - 20 miles wide . A dam and power 
plant are also planned for t h e city of Kamyshin (1n 
Stalingrad Oblas t) . At Cheboksary a dam will be built 
in 2 or 3 years which will have a power capacity of 
?00 , 000 kilowatts . 
Peat power stations in the Volga Region are lo -
cated at Balakhna , Gidrotorf , Gorodets , and Karintorf . 
An oil-fed statlon is found at Astrakhan at the Volga 
mouth . 
4) The Ukrainian and European South area 
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The most important e J ec ~ric power source in the 
Ukraine is the Dnieper Dam ( "Dneproges"), on the river 
of the same name , near Zaporozhye . This dam at pre-
sent is the largest one in the world , excluding the 
United States . Dnieper Dam has a capacity of 00 , 000 
kilowatts and supplies local industries (such as the 
Zaporozhye aluminum , chemical , and special steel pl ants) 
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with large amounts of power . On the lov: er Dnieper River 
a dam is being built at Kakhovka which will have a pow-
er capacity of 200 , 000 kilowatts . On the lower Don Riv-
er Tsymlyanskaya Dam will have a 160 , 000 kilowatt cap-
acity when completed . Other waterpower stations in the 
Ukrainian-European South area a r e located at Ardon , 
Dzaudzhikau , Gergebl l , and Gizeldon . The Ger gebil sta-
tion , in the Dagestan A. S . S . R., has a 45,0 l 0 kilowat t 
capacity . 
In the Donbas po 1er statlons use anthrac lte dust , 
whlch is locally abundant , as fuel . Stations are at 
Severo - Donetskaya , Shterovka ("Shtergres") , and Zuyevka 
("Zugres") . Just south of the Donbas in Rostov Oblas t 
anthracite dust stations are located at Artemovskiy 
and Nesvetay . Other p tations are distributed throughout 
the y,, hole general a r ea . 
A peat power station is found in Saransk . Other 
coal (non - pea t ) s tations ar e in we stern and northern sec -
tions of the Ukraine at Kiev , Krivoy Rog , Lipetsk , Ni-
kolayev , Odes sa , Vorone zh , etc . Oil - fed stat 1ons are 
fo u nd 1n t he European South at Groznyy , Krasnodar , Stav-
ropol , etc . 
5) The Urals 
Hydroelectric power developments are tak1ng place 
in the Ural Mountains also. At Molotov on the Kama R1v-
er a dam is being built which will have a power capa -
city of 400 , 000 ki lowatts . It will start generat1ng 
electricity in late 19o4 . Power stat1ons (lignite-
fed) with a c apacity of 1 00 , 000 k1lowatts ~re found in 
Molotov Oblast at Berezniki , Gubakha, and nxasnokamsk, 
a nd supply the local chemical and metallurgical in-
dustries with power . A 100,000 Kilowat t station is 
also found a t Sredneuralsk in Sverdlovsk Oblast . Lig-
nite power stat1ons ~ e located at Chelyabinsk {150 , 000 
kilowatt capacity) and Magnitogorsk (lCO , OOO kilowc..tt 
capacity) . The maj ority of po~ r stations in the Ura ls 
are lignite-fed , waterpower developments being rela-
tively new . Artemovskiy , Beloretsk , Kizel, Ni zhny Tagil, 
Orsk, Serov, and Zlatuust alL have lignite stat ~on s . 
At Ufa an oil - fed station is in operation . 
6) Siberia 
The pover stations in Siberia rely ma inly on coal 
for fuel, with great hJ droelectric power developments 
being plann ~ d by the g overnment for many areas . In the 
Kuzbas vicin1 t y coal - fed stations a r e situated at Bar -
nua l , Kemerovo , Novosibirsk , Shushtulep, and St a linsk . 
At Novosibirsk a dam is go1 ng up on the Ob R1ver whi ch 
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will have a capacity of '1 (' 0,000 kilowa.tts. 
In East Siberia many areas (such as Irkutsk Ob-
last, the Lena River system, and the Yenisei River 
system) have a large waterpower potential . The Lena 
River and its ~ributaries h ave the largest waterpover 
potential of all the Soviet river systems. Four dams, 
whic L would have a total capacity of 4 mill1on kllo-
watta have been proposed for the Yenise1 River . On 
the Angara River a dam is being built which wil ~ have 
a capacity of ?00 , 000 kilowa tts and it , along with 
other dams go1ng up , will provide power for a new chem-
ical and metallurgical center in the Lake Baik~ a rea. 
In a ll , 8 new dams have been proposed for the Angara 
River which -.. ould have a total capacity of some 9 million 
kilowa~ ts if Soviet plans are carried out. 
In Kr a snoyarsk Kray a waterpower station is lo-
cated at Sarala, and a coal station is found at Krasno -
yarsk . Other coal stations are at Che remkhovo, Chita , 
I rkutsk , Kholbon , and Ulan- Ude . (In the Soviet Far 
East coal stations are located at Khabarovsk, Komso -
molsk , and Vladivostok) . 
?) Central Asia 
In the Kazakh S . S . R . water ower stations ~e 
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found on ~he Ulba River (near Leninogorsk) , on the Nura 
R1v er (at Temir-Tau), at Kengir (Karaganda Oblast), and 
in the Altay area (at Ablaketka and Glubokoye) . The 
lt~ area statione supply the loc~ metallic industry 
with power. On the Irtysh River near Ust - Kamenogorsk 
a 30U,OOO kilowatt capacity dam, and the Buktarma Dam 
(70 l' , 000 kilowatt capaci ty) , cr e going up and will also 
supply Altay industry with power . Other Kazakh power 
stat1ons are at Balkhash, Chimkent , Karaganda, Lenin -
ogorsk, and Petropavlovsk (all co~l-fed). 
In the Ta d zhik S . S . R . a waterpower station is 
located d m1les north of Stal1nabad on the Varzob Hiver 
and another one is planned f or the lower Varzob . A 
waterpowe r stat1on is also found at Khorog . 
In the Uzbek S . S . R . hydroelectr1c stat1ons at 
Ch1rchik and F~ khai sup ply Tashkent .ith electr1c pow-
er . The Chirchik station has a capac1ty of 200,000 
k1lowatts, and the Farkhad station (on t he Syr Darya 
opposite Begovat) is of equal capac1ty . A power stat ion 
is scheduled to be bu1lt on the Amu Darya in the near 
future. A coal-fed station 1s ~oc ated at ~ergana . ~n 
194 2 the re were 60 power statLons in operat1on ln the 
Uzbe k Rep .. bl1c . 
An o1l-fe d station 1s lo cated at Ashknabad , ln 
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the Turkmen S . S . R. 
b ) Transcaucasia 
The 'l' ranscaucasian area has an abund c:~nt. suppl.y oi 
ater po •er, and uver 200 hyd. r o e.Lectric st-ations are 
found t.here . ln t.ne Armenian S . S . H. waterpuwer sta-
t.Luns a~e !uun<l at Gyumu::h , Kanake.c , Oze.rnaya, and te-
revan . The Zanga River i t.ne ma in power sup.;J.lier . 
THe K.anaker s"t a i..LOn nas a capa.C.Ll.Y of 88 , 0uu k1.Lowa"L"ts, 
and 6 more stations are p.Lanned tor t;u.ls part. ul "Lhe 
Zanga River . 'l'ne Gyumusn stat ... on 1n thE:: .Lake Sevan 
a re a nas a 25u,ooo kilowa"t"t capa crty and provides (i1 
completed) power "tu 1.hc local chem.Lcal ~nd met.a.ll.Lc In-
dustr1es. 
u1e ueor·g.lan b . S • .H . nas waterpower st-at ions near 
TDl.LISl lZages st;at.Lon- on Ku~a Rrve.L , 37 , 000 k.l.Luwat.t; 
capac 1 ty) an<1 Zcs"tafon i (Ri on station) . On 1n e Kura 
River 2o miles nor thwest of Yevlakh is the Mingechaur 
Dam and power plant , wit a capacity of 200 , 000 kilo -
watts. 
Othe r Transca.ucasian waterpower statrons are iound 
near Sukhumi on the Gumista River , on the Adzharis-
Tskhali River near Batumi , an.d along the Ardon , 3aikson, 
and Guzeldo rivers . 
Local deposits of' uil and natural gas supply fuel 
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to povrer stations ln the Baku area , and to other re -
glonal cities such as Batumi and Tbil1s1. 
~) Miscellaneous European areas 
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The Moldavian s . s . R . has waterpower statLuns on the 
Dn~ester R1ver (Dubossary locale) and on he _eut rllv -
er . 
In the BeloYusslan S . S . rl . a 20,000 kilowatt capa-
city peat station is located at Belgres . NearbJ, peat 
st~ ions are found in Be zhitsa , Bryansk , Minsk , and 
Smolensk . 
The Lithuanian S . S . R . has peat stations being built 
at Kaunas and Shaulyay . A waterpower sta~1on is also 
planned for Kaunas . 
The Latvian s . s . R . has a 55 , 000 kilowatt capae ity 
waterpower station at Kegums un the Dvina River. A cent-
ral po~r plant will b s buil 1n R1ga to add to there-
public 's power capacity . 
In the Estonian s . s . R . a waterpower station is lo-
cated on the Narva River , and a power plant at Akhtme 
is using 011-s~ale as fuel . 
Kaliningrad Oblast has a power stat1on in Kalinin-
grad . 
The Kar elo-Finnish Republic gets power from the 
Sunskiy station on the Suna iver . 
In discus s i gg the Soviet electric power industry 
it is f irly obvious that the industry is a strong and 
ever-growing ne . The many projects being worked on 
throughout the U. s . s . R . will greatly increase this 
strength when they are completed . It is t his WL'l ter ' s 
opinlon that the e lectric power industry oi the u . s . s . ~ . 
will lead the world in the output of el~ctricity in the 
not - too - distant future , considering the vast power po -
tential of the Soviet Union and the rapid development 
going on in that field . 
The rise of electric power production in the u. 
S . S . H., and its ext ension to areas now power-defic1ent , 
is going to have a profound effect on the whole indust -
rial picture in the country . L~ge new industrial cen-
ters , basing themselves upon this power , may be created 
in Siberia and Central Asia and add greatly to Soviet in-
dustrlal strength . 1 The main industries affected would 
probably be the chemical , meta t lic , and special steel 
industries (and also the atomic energy industrj ). It 
is thus easy to un~erstand why the Soviet government is 
so intent on creating a very large electric power in -
dustry and extending lt to all parts of the U. S . b . R . 
lRef . no . 34 
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In the future , even greater power developmen~s m~y be 
expected to be planned for the country. 
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CHAPI'ER 6 "'i'llli I ON .AND STEEL I NDUSTHY " 
The iron and st el industry is tne most impo r tant ln-
dustry in the U. S . S . R. Its development has been stressed 
above that of any other inGustry, and many branches of 
the Soviet economy {such as l ight industry and agricul -
ture) have been held back because of the overwhelming 
emphasis given to f errous metallurgy . The Soviet goal 
is to surpass the "capitalist " countries in iron and 
steel output and to bec ome the strongest nation in the 
world . 
The location of iron and steel plants is determined 
by the availabili t y of the basic raw materials needed : 
i . e .- iron ore , coal , limestone, wat er , ferroalloys , etc . 
Also important are labor supply , strategic considerations, 
transport~tion fac ilities , markets , and suitable terrain 
features . Thus in the regional breakdown to follow , the 
i ndustry will be discus sed as to its sources of the 
various materials needed , as well as to its present 
structure and future potential. 
Iron and s t eel plants in the U. S. S . rl . have ~he coke 
industry integrated with them, and three - fourths of the 
total coke produced comes from met allurgical plants (one -
fourth being produced at the mines) . For this reason the 
coke industry is men~ ioned in this chapter instead of in 
the section on the coal industry . Besides coke, by-
product chemicals are also produced in many iron and 
steel plants as part of the met~llurgical processes which 
take place . 
The Ukrainian-Crimean area contains 50io of the to-
tal iron ore reserves in ~he Soviet Union (measured re-
serves), and the Urals contains over 2~o . Iron ore re -
serves in the U. s . s . R. are abundant , but the richest ores 
are rapidly being de pleted (as in the l agnitogorsk lo-
cale) . The greatest portion of Soviet iron ore reserves 
1s composed of low grade limonite , with hign grade ores 
of limlted quantity . The measured iron ore reserves of 
the U. S . S .R. number some 3.85 bill1on m. t ., with total 
estimated reserves equal to 8 . 28 bill1on m. t . (with 3 . 6 
billiob m. t . of iron content) . 1 
Aside from ordinary iron and steel the industry has 
an important output of cast iron and "controlled quality" 
carbon steels . Special ste el production is g iven great 
emphasis by the Soviets b ecause of its relat1on to the 
· tool and machine industries (to be treated later) . As 
to roll ed metal tne Soviets are attempt1ng to produce 
the leading types of rolled products in all the ma jor 
metallurgical regions in order to cut down on the current 
wasteful long hauls of such items (due to a lack of 
l Ref . no . 35 , p._ge 47 
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product1on capacity for rolled metal in many areas) . 
In l9b0 Soviet pi g iron output was equal to 19-
20 million m.t., and steel output was 26 mi~l1on m.t.l 
In 1952 steel product1on nad risen to 34-35 mill1on m. 
t.2, and p~g iron production was reported to equal 25 
mill1on m.t. 3 In 1956 ste el pr oduction was around 38 
million m. t . 4 
1) The Ukrainian s . s . R . and Europe an Suuth 
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In the Ukrainian s . s . R . a nd Euro pean South area is 
ruund the leading ferrous metallurgical center of the u. 
S . S . R ., the area acc uunting for 40% of the total pig iron 
and steel produced in the ~os~S4~. r ne large deposits of 
coal, iron ore, manganese , and o JheL minerals, add ed to 
tne nearness of large markets, al~ ~ed to the enormous 
1ron and ste el development w~1cn t uok place there. 
Transportation fac11it1es in the Ukraine are exceLlent, 
and a large supply of labor 1s present . Cheap nydro -
electric power 1s available for the production o1 n1gn 
qual.J.ty steels . 
Tne coal o! tne Donbas ~s used to supply ~ocal 
metallurg1cal pLants, a nd 1s eX.iJU..L' ted t.uroughout the Uk-
ra~u~ and European South in order to supply non-Donbas 
p lants as well . Iron ore from Krivoy Rog, and Kerch 
~Ref . no. 33 , page 542 
Ref. no. 9 
3Malenkov-Oct.l952 speech 
4Ref . no. 1, page 734 
in the European South, supports local and reg1onal iron 
and steel plants . Manganese is obtained mainly from i-
kopol . The metallurgieal pl~nts are mostly found ln the 
western Donbas (where coking coal occurs), in the Krivoy 
Rog basin, and along the Dnieper River between the iron 
and coal deposits . In br1ef it can be said that Donbas 
coal moves west and south to iron and steel works out-
side of the Donbas, and that iron ore moves east and 
north to metallurgical p~ants in the Donbas and general 
vicinity. 
Most of the iron and ste el works in the Ukrainian-
European South area are located in the Donbas. ~etal­
lurgical plants are found at Almaznaya , Debaltsevo, Gor -
lovka , Konstantin ovka , Y~amatorsk, Makeyevka , Sergo 
(Kadievka), Stalino, Voroshilovgrad, Voroshilovsk, and 
Yenakiyevo . The plants at ~akeyevka produce over 1 mil -
11 on tons of pig iron a year . Her e the large "Kirov" 
works , with 4 blast furnaces and 14 open-hearth furnaces , 
has an annual pig iron c e> pacity of about 1 milllon tons 
and an annual steel capacity of about the same.l The 
"Kirov" works contains its own c ok1ng installations . 
Stalino's metallurgical industry consists of 4 blast fur-
naces (annual capacity- a.c. -of 800 ,000 tons pig iron), 
1 11 furnace data and capacities used are from Ref . no. ? 
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l2 open-hearth furnaces (a . c . of 700 , 000 tons ste el), 
and also electric and bes s emer furn a ces . The iron 
and steel industry of Yenakiyevo conta1n :-. 6 blast fur-
naces (a . c . of 800 , 000 tons pig iron) , and besseme r and 
open - hearth furnaces (a . c . of 800 , 000 tons steel) . 
Plates , rails , and other metal products are also pro -
duced . Voroshilovsk industry has 4 blast furnaces (a . 
c . of 300 , 000 ~ ens) , open - hearth furnaces (a . c . of 300, 
OCO tons) , and coking installations . In all the ste el 
capac ity at Voroshilovsk is about 500 , 000 tons a year . 
At Kramatorsk the "Stalin Works" has 3 bl a st furnaces 
(a . c . of 6 00 , 000 tons) , and some open- hearth furnaces 
(a . c . of 700 , 000 tons) . Lar ge castings and otner 1tems 
for the machinery industry a xe also produced . Voro -
shilovgrad has pipe rolling mills in addition to 1ron and 
steel works . The industry at Debaltsevo is small and 
only 1 small blast furnace is available . Konstanti-
novka has a moderate sized steel works . The "Sergo 
Steel Works" also i s small and has only 1 blast furnace. 
Special steel alloys are produced at Almaznaya . 
South of the Donbas metallurgical plants are found 
in Krasnoda· , Sabarna , Taganrog , and Zhdanov . The "Azov-
stal '.Vorks" at Zhdanov use low grade Kerch ore and Don-
bas coal . Contained within the industry ~e 3 blu st fur -
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naces (a.c . of l mill1on tons), 7 large open-hearth 1 .r-
naces (with 3 more being built), 1 electr1c furnace, and 
8 trains of rolling mills . Thu to~al pi g 1ron capacity at 
Zhdanov is 2 . 5 mil l ion tons, and the raw steel capacity 
is about 3 . 3 million tons . One million tons of rails are 
produced a year . An agglomeratiu n J lant at Zhdanov con-
centrates iron ore , and der.ves vanadium as a by-product. 
In Sabarna (near Zhdanov) the "Ilich Pipe arks" has 8 
open - hearth f u rnaces (a . c . of 300 , 000 tons) , an...t produces 
seamless pipes and oil tubes (along with sp ~cial steels 
as well). The "Andre ev Metallurgical Works" in Taganrog 
has 7 open-hearth furnaces (a . c . of 400 , 000 tons) . 
Pipe rolling mills also are loc at ~ d at Taganrog and all 
sorts of rolls, pipes, and tubes are produced . Steel 
tub1ng is made at Krasnodar too . A small metallurgical 
plant is located in the city OI Krasny Su~in, in the 
same oblast as Taganrog . 
West of the Donbas metallurgical plants are found 
at Dneprodzerzhinsk , Dnepropetrovsk, Krivoy Reg , Nikopol, 
Novo-Moskovsk, and Zaporozhye . rtol i ed steel products , 
coke , and metal cons t ruct1on items are produced at Dne-
prodzerzhinsk . The iron and steel indus~ry there con-
tains 6 blast furnaces (a . c . of 900 , 000 tons) and 12 
open- hearth furn a ces (a . c . of 8 l, O , OOO tons) . The Dnlep-
er River supplies the large quanti ties of ·: ater needed 
by the metallurgical plants . Donbas coal and Krivoy 
Rog iron is used . Dnepropetrovsk is one of the g1 eat 
1.ndustrial centers of the U . b . S • .l:{ . The "Petrovski 
110rks" has 5 blast furnaces (a . c . of SOO, t. UO tons) and 
10 open- hearth furnaces (a . c . of 800 , 000 tons) . rhe 
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"Karl Liebknecht ··. orks" con ains 5 open-hearth furnaces 
(a . c . o~ 400 , 000 tons) . Also found in the city are p1.pe 
rolling mills, tube mills , rail and sheet - metal mil l s , 
and s~eel-construction works . Donbas coal, Kr1.voy .l:{og 
ore , and Dnieper water ~e used . The iron and steel in-
dustry at Zaporo zhy e is composed oi· 4 blast furnaces 
(a . c . of 1 , 600 , 00(1 tons) , 12 open- hearth turnaces, ~lee­
trio furnaces, and rolling m1.1ls . Before ~orld J ar 11 
the 1.ndustry has 31 electric furnaces, 12 ferroalloy 
electric furnaces , 9 rol l 1.ng mills, and a forg1ng press. 
I~ is reasonable to expect that this indu . try still exists 
(as part ot the "Zaporozhstal Works " ) because of the al-
most complete post-war reconstruction hicn nas taken 
place . The electric furnaces (powered by Dneproges pow-
er) are used to produce spec1.al steels, stainless st e el , 
fe roalloy products, etc . A th1n sheet - metal snop turns 
ou~ ste e l sheets . ~ovo -Uoskovsk nas a sneet-m~al works 
ta . c. of over 1 mi1l1.on ~ons) and produces sheet and tln-
plate . Tnree cun~1nuuus ro~l1.ng m1lls were located nere 
in J.~ ob ana. tne goal Is now tu nave .J. 2 mi.Lls there. 
very .Large ~ipe roJ.ling mill IS ~ocated in ~Ikopo.L (the 
"Southern Pipe Works"), and. tubes and oiJ. pi,t:~ s a re 
made. K.L 1 voy Rog, the main Iron ort:: center ol tne uk-
r aine, uas over l O~.J.llon tons ul ~run ore reserves, 
mucn u l It hign g rade . I ron 1oundr~es are ~oc ated. uere , 
and 4 bJ.ast furnaces have an annu.al capacit..Y ui .L m1J.-
~ 1 on tons. A bessemer p~ant p~oduces p1g Iron, ~aw 
steeJ., and rolled. steel. 
At Kerch (In G.r· ... mea) .Low g rade pnospnat.IC 1ron ore 
~s i~~nd in the Kamysh-Burun area, with r e s e rve s total -
ing about 2 . 75 billion tons . The irom content is low , 
varying from 30-40;; of the total ore reserves . Many 
harmful impurities in the ore make ex ploitation of it 
dif f icult . Iron ore is sent to Zh danov and other north-
ern cities . Before .- or l d War II the iron ana steel in-
dustry a t Kerch used Donbas coal , shl pped from Zhdanov 
by boat . Durin6 the war the industzy was destroyed and v 
var ious sources dif f er as to what the situation at Kerch 
is today . Corder o1 claims that no reconstruction has 
taken place there since the war and that the metallur -
g ical industry has not been restored . Other sources2 
claim that blast fu r naces are found at Kerch . It prop-
ably would be best to assume th t the i ndu s try is fo und 
lRef . no . 7 
2Ref . no . 8 
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there, and let it go at that . 
2 ) The Urals 
The Urals is th second largest metallurgic~l cen-
te r in the U. s . s . R. , acc ounting for ~5~ of the total ~ov­
iet pig iron and steel production . Local iron ore re-
serves are generally high g rade and number about 1 . 3 
billion tons (one - third limonite) . Magnito~orsk is the 
largest ore producer , and reserves amount to 450 million 
tons. The "Magnetic Mountain" deposit there has an iron 
content of 62/a , along vJ i tha low sulphur and phosphorous 
content . Chely abinsk Oblast (containi ng the ore d epos -
its at ~agnitogorsk , Bakal , a nd Rudnichnyy) produced two-
thirds of all Urals pig iron befo re the war . In Sverd-
lovsk Oblast iron mines are found at Blagodat Mountain 
(eas~ of Kushva) , Lebyazhye Mountain (west of ~izhny 
Tagil) , Vysokaya Mountain (same area) , Ivdel , Severnyy 
Rudnik , and Zyryanovskiy . Before Jlo r ld V/ar II 25p of 
all Urals pig iron came from this oblast . The . Bashkir 
A. S . S . R. has over 1 billion tons of high grade lron ore 
reserves , with mines being found a t Inzer, Komarovo, 
~ukan , and Zigazinskiy . In Chkalov Oblast t he Orsk-
Khalilovo district contains over 1 billlon t ons of hema-
tite ore . The Urals at present exports a g reat deal of 
ore to Kuzbas metallurgical plants , but the develupment 
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of loc al ore in the Kuzbas area will eventually do away 
with this . 
The Urals iron and steel industry relies mGinly 
on Karaganda and the Kuznets Basin for its supply of cok-
ing coal , as Urals coal deposits are generally poor . 
Ferroalloy s a r e available in great quan~ities in the 
Ural Mountains , with Chelyabinsk being the lead~ng ferro -
alloy producer . 
Refractory material s and silicate bricks are produced 
in virtually all the metallurgical centers . 
Before Worid War I I , 7% of a l l the p~g iron in the 
U. S . S . R . was produced in charcoal me~allurg~cal plants . 
Charcoal plants are numerous ~n the Urals and are found 
situate d on river banks n s ar f orest ed areas , in con-
junction with nearby sources of ore . The timber used is 
usually floated to the plants on the adjacent r~vers . 
The Urals ~ron and steel industr; is located at 
Alapayevsk , Bakal , Beloretsk , Charzyner , Cheljabinsk , 
Chusovoy , Gubakha , Izhevsk , Kamensk- Ur alskiy , Kushva, 
Lysva , Magnitogorsk , Nizhny Tagil , Novo - Troitsk , Orsk , 
Per vouralsk , Po levskoy , Serov , Sve r dlovsk , Verkhnyaya 
Salda , Votkinsk , and Zlatoust . The abundance of high 
quality iron ore and fer r oalloys p e r mits a great deal of 
high gr~ e steel to be made . 
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Magnitogorsk has the se c ond largest individual steel 
mill in the world . The "Stalin Metal l urgical Comb1ne" 
contains 8-10 giant blast furnaces (a . c . of 2 . 5 million 
tons) , ~ 0 -40 open- hearth furnaces (a . c . of 2 . 5 mill1on 
tons) , steel rol l ing mills , and over 10 coke bat teries 
(69 ovens to a battery) . Local iron ore and limestone is 
used , along with Bashklr manganese and Siberian and Xa-
zakh coal . The Urals River supplies water to the plants . 
Iron mining is car r ied on by the open pit method , and 
lower grade ore is handled by mil ~ ing , magnetic - sepa-
ration , and agglomeration facilities in Magnitogorsk. 
At Chelyabinsk favorable location , level terrain, 
and abundant resources all led to the creat1on of an im-
portant iron and steel industry . Hign grade Bakal iron 
ore and imported coke are used . The "Bakal Metal l urgical 
Combine " is composed o:t 3 blast furnace s (a . c . of 1 . 3 
million tons) , over 20 open - hearth furnaces (a . c . of 1 . 7 
mill1on tons) , 22 electric furnaces , 14 rolling mills 
(a . c . of 1 . 5 million tons) , and 7 forging pres es . Spe -
cial steels , ball- bearing st el , ~nd other items are pro -
duced . 
The "Verkh- Iset " works in Sver dlovsk has open- hearth 
and electric furnaces (a . c . of 250 , 00 0 tons) and produces 
transformer steels , steel she ets , stainless st e el , etc . 
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It is not known whether Sverdlovsk has any blast fur-
naces . 
Tne larg est charco a l me tallurgic a l plant in the 
U. S . S . R . is locat ed at Serov . Charcoal is obtaine d f rom 
nearby forests and is used with kemerovo coke and loc~ 
high grade ore . Seven blast furnaces ~a . c . of 400 , 000 
tons) , 7 open - hearth furnaces (a . c . of 5 00 ,000 t ons) , a nd 
ro1 l 1ng mills are found here . Steel rails , special 
steels, a nd wire rods are produced . 
Chusovoy has a full iron and steel productlon cy cle, 
w1 th 3 blast furnaces la . c . of 200 , 000 t uns) , 6 open-
hearth furnaces (a . c . of 300,000 tons) , and some bes . emer 
furnaces . Slags from the bessemer f~rnaces provide 
fe . r o - vanandium as a by-product . The indus tzy uses local 
ores, and water is supplied by the Chusovaya ri iver . 
The indus try at Nizhny Tagi l ("Kuibyshev Me tallur-
gl cal Works") cont a ins 4 giant blast furnaces (a . c . of 
1 . 3 million tons), 12 open - hearth furnaces (a . c . of 1 . 1 
m1~~ion tons), and coking plants . Sheet, strip, a na rails 
are made here . 
Lysva has '7 sma ll blast furnaces (a . c . of 100,000 
tons),6 open-hearth fulnaces (a . c . of 200,000 t ons), and 
produces tinplat p and galvan1zed sheets also . Charcoal 
is used, along Wlth Karaganda coke . 
At Zlatoust the 1ron and steel 1naus~ry uses Bakal 
iron ore, charcoal anc. .. Karaganda c oal, and spe cial1. z es 
1.n pro du c ing high quality steels for local ind u s tries. 
The "Stal.1.n Metallur gic a l Wo J.· ks" h a s open-n earth and 
electrl.c fu r naces, and turns out al~oy and stainl~ss 
SL: ee.Ls . An 1.ron foundry .1.s also found 1.n Zlatoust . 
Novo-Tro1tsk 1.s a new metallurg1.cal c ~nter, ana 
chromium and n1ckel ste e l~ will be p r o duced using .L cal 
ferroa.i.loys . 'l'ne "Orsk-Khalil.ovo .M.etallu.r:g1.cal <.;omb1ne" 
1.s composed of 4 balst ru~naces, i op ~ n-near~n ~urnaces, 
and 0 bes ~ emer Iurnaces ~a.c. or l mil.iion tons). 
Pervu~Lalsk contains smal~ steel ml.L.Ls and tne 
"Pervura.l Tube Works ". 
~ne "Severskiy Steel M1.1~ s" in Polevskoy turn out 
tinpl ::tte metal. 
An iron indu stry center using charcoal is found in 
Kushva . 
Alapayevsk has several charcoal steel mills and a 
small ch&rcoal blast furnace. 
A pipe foundry is located at Kamensk- Uralskiy . 
Coking installations are found in Gubakha . 
High quality steel is produced by the indus t ry in 
Izhevsk . A rolling mill is also situated in the city. 
(Votkinsk, nearby, is anothe r steel center, as is Bakal) . 
Beloretsk has a charcoal ste e l mill (using Kara-
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ganda co a l also) and nails, wires , and other Jr oducts 
a re tu ned out . North of the city is the ste e l mill of 
Tirlyanskiy, producing high quality steels. 
Orsk contains bla st furnaces ~nd a s t eel mill, 
and supplies loc a l industries with metal . 
At Charzyner the "Novo-Uralskiy Pipe -orks" ;;ro-
duces steel tubes . 
Small charcoal ~ron a nd steel pl ants are also 
found ln the Urals at sha (steel) , Bilimbai, Chermoz 
(steel), chkalov , Dobryanka (steel), Irbit, Katav-Ivan -
ovsky, Miass , Mikha ilovsky , Molotov, Nizhnc..ya Tura , 1H zh-
nl SErgi , N1zhni Ufale1, Nytva (steel), Pashiy a (iron) , 
Revda , Satka , Teplaya Gora ( iron), Ufa, Ver khnc..ya Sin-
yachikha, Ve rkhnaya Ufalei , and Yugo Kamsk . 
3) West Siberia 
The 1ron and steel industry of l'est Siberia is 
located in the Kuznets Bas in , where local coking coal is 
used a long with Urals a nd nearby 1ron ore . This indust-
rlal c ente r provides the coun T- ry With 11% of 1ts total 
pig 1ron and steel production . In 1 947 75~ of tne iron 
ore used in Kuzbas industry was of local origin and only 
25," came from the Ural s . The Soviet goal is aime d at re -
moving the ne d f or 1mp orting Urals ore , thus eliminating 
the present lon g hauls . In ract , the entire Urals - Kuz-
bas exch <...nge of raw mater:ia.ls i s decreasing at a very 
rapld pace . Su on both areas will be f ~irly self-suf-
1 
ficient resource-wise. 
Iron ore in the Kuzbas vicinity is mi ned 1n the 
Gornaya Shoria area, ~i h mines at Kochura , Jdr_bash, 
Sheregesh , Sholym , Tashtagil , Teiskoye , ~elbes , and 
Temir-Tau . Iron ore reserves at Gornaya Shoria may e~ual 
292 million m. t . new iron ore area is found in the 
Khakass utonomous Oblast. Th se ore deposits, as well 
as those of Abakan , are used by the Kuzbas iron and 
steel industry to a grea t extent . 
The major metallurgical center of the Kuzbas is 
Stalinsk , vr i th its very large iro n and steel industry. 
The city i ~ the second largest steel center in the u.s . 
S . R . and rivals Uagnitogorsk (wh1ch is the leader) . 
Stalinsk produces over 2 million tons of pig 1ron and 
steel a year. The "Kuznetsk :Metal lurg ical Combine" con -
tains 4 blast fu r naces and 1 8 open-hearth furnaces (it 
will SIJ On have 8 blast furn c...ces and 26 open-nearth fur -
naces) . Rolling mills in Stalinsk turn uUt such 1tems-
as bars, rails, and sheets . Local coal , local lime stone, 
and Tom R1ver wac er are used by the plants . 
Small 1ron and steel pl~nts are located at Gur -
yevsk, Novosibirsk , and Telbes. Novos ibirsk produc es 
cold-rolled steel for ~ se 1n local industries. Temlx-
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Tau may also have ~ small metallurgic~l works . 
Cok1ng plant s a re found in Kemerovo . 
4) The Central Europe an area 
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The m~ tallurgical industry or ~he eentral Euro-
pean area uses a gre a t deal of scrap metal , since th~ 
area lacks large deposits of l oc a l ores . Coking coal 
from the Donbas must be imported as local coal reserves 
~e lo 1 grade . The iron and steel industry is smal~ and 
scattered , and the only reasons for its existeneeare an 
early start , a. large labor suppl.f , and its nearne s s to 
the r:1ajor Soviet markets . Steel outpu '. exceeds p1g 1ron 
product1on in the Central European area (as well as 
throughout the country as a whole) . Seven per cent of 
the tot a l Soviet p1g iron and steel product1on comes from 
this area . 
Local iron ore is mined at Kireyevka and Ogarevka 
(near Tula), and at Kasimov, Kursk , Lipe tsk , and Mosc ow . 
The Moscov1 area has deposits of· brown iron ores, and 
total reserves are ab, ut 424 million tons . The Kur s k 
Magnet1c Anomaly \in Kursk Oblast) has an enormou~ 
quantity of iron ore . Ho·wever , i .., s explLi't a tion is ex-
tremely difficult for t he ore is quartzitic . Reserves 
1n this deposit may number s ome 6 billion tons of ore . 
It will probably be a long time before this deposit 
r eallJ can be worked . Min1ng at present 1s found near 
Gubkin . Since the Central European 1ron ore deposits can 
not sup_o r t the local rr.e ~allurg1c 1 industry Ukrain1an 
ore must be imported . 
The Central European meta llurgical 1ndustry is 
located at Bezhitsa , Bryansk, Elektrostal, Kolomna, Ko-
saya Gora , Lipetsk , Moscov.' , Kovotuls kiy, ':'ula, and 
Yelets . The 1ndustry at Moscow and Elektrostal (near 
n oginsk) works scrap into high grade steels . The ".darn-
mer and Sickle" plant in east :..rosco'V tr e ats imported pig 
1ron and scrap in its furnaces '""nd turns out a high grade 
steel product . The works contains 6 open-heartn rur-
naces (a . c . of 20 , 000 tons) and an elec t ric furnace, but 
lacks blast furn aces. The "::&.lektrostal Plan-e" on the 
out skirts of Moscow has elec ric furnaces mainly and pro-
duces aro und 500 , 000 tons of hlgh g rade electr1c steels 
a year . Power is rece1ve d from the Klassen power sta-
tion near Noginsk . In Tula Oblast metdllurgical plants 
turn out ! oundry cast iron for use 1n nearby 1'acto.r·1es . 
The "Kosay c... Gora \iorks 2 ( vr th 3 blast furnaces) pro-
duces 3uu , OOO tons ot 1ron c:.. Jear, and the ovotulsk1y 
iron works (w1th 2 blast furn~ces) nas an iron output 
of 350, 0uo t uns a year . Tula i~self conta1n s s everal 
smal l meta~lurg 1c al mi~ls. The Lipetsk a rea uses ~oc al 
a nd i mpor ted ore to produce p1g 1ron, 1ron alloys, a nd 
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cast iron pipes . The "Svobodny Sokol J\lleta.L.LUrglcal 
Wo r ks " in 1petsk has 2 blast tu _· naces W.Lth a year l y 
p.L·uduct 1on of 20v ,000 to ns . 'l'ne "Novo.11pet. sky Stee.L 
Works " (also 1n Llpetsk) t.u~ns out. cast 1ron 10 .1 local 
lndustrlcs . ~ea.1 Lipetsk, an .Lro~ 1oundry 1s located at 
Yelets . Farther to the west 1ron i:'oundr1es are tound. at 
Bezn.L tsc and B.1·y ansk . Uok.1.ng plants are a l so .Located at 
BeZhlt.s a . 
lt shou.Ld be not.ed. t.uat many macu.Lne-bu1.l0.1ng 
I ac1.or1es in t.he c;ent r al ..ti:uro pean area have thel.L' uwn 
met a llurg1cal shops . Scrap meta.L 1s convert.ed 1.n ·1..he se 
shops .Ln upen- heartn I Ul.'UaCcS anu. ste el lS pruduced, 
a~ung W.Lt.n ro.L.Led prod~cv~ . 
5) The European Northwest and North (including the 
Karelo -Finnish S . S . n . J 
Iron ore in the European North.est and North is 
found 1n the Komi A. s . s . R., on the Kola Peninsula north-
·west or Leningrad , and in the Karelo - Finn1sh S . b .R . In 
the Komi A. s . s . R. iron ore is mined and smel t ed at Yiliz-
h1m and Nyuvchim. The Kare mo-Finnish Rep blic contains 
s everal oro deposits , some of them on the bottoms of 
lakes (such as Vygozero, Segozero , etc . ) . Magnetite and 
ti1:.aniferrous ore is f ound along the east shore of Lake 
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On~ga (at Pudozhgora) . Magnetite is also founu at Gimoly 
and Petrozavodsk . The Karelo -]'innish ore is still un-
deve l oped b~t in the near future it is to be used to 
supply new regional metal~urgical plants . 
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The city of Leni ngrad is a producer mf high gr~de 
ste 9l (from scrap) , and is becom1ng a new producer of 1ron 
as wel l . A metallurgical base f ur Leningrad is planned, 
using Kola ore and Pechora coke . Me t allur gical shops are 
located in machine-bu1ld1ng pla nts a lso . Minor iron and 
steel wor k s are found near Leningrad in tne cities of 
Ku lpino and Vib org . 
The Karelo-Finnish S . S . R . has small met~llurgical 
plants at Petro z svodsk , Pitkyranta , and VJ artsilya . 
High quality steels may be produced in small am~ unts at 
Petrozavodsk . 
The Murmansk area i s being considered as a poss-
ible special steel center by the Soviets . An industry 
here could be based on Tuloma power , local o re and 
ferroalloys , and Pechor a coal . 
new iron and steel indus"try 1s to be established 
at Chere povets . The ci t y has a favo ~able locat1 on , being 
near t h e majo r Soviet markets and t r ansport routes, and 
it could easily be sup plied with Vorku"ta coke , Yeno and 
Gimoly ore local fluxes , _nd scrap from d oscow and L en -
ing rad . 
_ minor metal lurg ical plant is foa nd at ~olo t ovsk , 
in Archangel Oblast . 
6) The Volga Region 
The Volga Reg1on lacks depo sits of iron ore and 
coal sui table for the fe .1.· rous meta l lu.rg i e al 1ndustry . 
A li ~ tle ore 1s found at Khoper . Iron and st e el p lants 
use Ukrainian ore and coal, and a great deal of scrap 
metal as well . The Volga Reg1on acc ounts for 6/a of the 
tota l Soviet pi g iron and steel production . 
The "Red October ·Me t allurgical Works " in Stalin-
grad contains 16 open- hearth furnaces (a . c . of 900 , 000 
tons) and produces high qual~ty steel for the eh gineer -
ing industry . The works bas a blooming mill and sever -
al I inishing mills wh1cu nandle the ste ' l after it leaves 
the furnaces . Me tallurgical shops are f o J nd in machine -
building plants also . 
Three steel mills are found in Gorky Oblast, in 
the cities of Kulebaki , Tashino , and Vyksa . The Vyksa 
plant nas 6 open - hearth furnaces (a . c . of 200 , 000 tons) , 
and the three steel plants together have an annual cap-
acity of 500 , 000 tons of ste e l . The steel produced 1s 
high grade and is used by the local mach1nery industry . 
In Gorky itself metallurgical shops are found in mach-
ine-bullding plants . 
In Omutninsk (Kirov Oblast) the local industry 
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produces a little iron and high grade steel . 
7) ~a st Siberia 
Iron ore is found in several areas in East Sib-
eria . Large deposits ar~ situated west of bakan in Kras-
noyarsk Kray , and are use d to a small ex~ent at Stalinsk. 
Ore also is found ln the Chadan district of Tuva uton-
omous Oblast , in the Buryat- [ongo l A. S . S . R . (Balbagar 
locale), in Chita Oblast (min sat Balyaginskiy and Be-
rezovskoye) , in the Yakut A. S . b . R. (lower Botomc• lVer) , 
along the west shore of Lake Baikal, and at ~ udnogorsk 
and Zheleznyi Kr.Ja zh . The I lim and Angara valleys ( Ir -
kutsk Oblast) have rich undeveloped iron ore deposits , 
reserves totaling over 420 million tons . 
An iron and steel works is found in Petrovsk-
Zabaikalskiy (Chita Oblast) . The industry contains 2 
blast fu naces (a . c . of 150 , 000 t ons) and 4 open - hearth 
furnaces (a . c . of 150 , 000 tons) , anda wide variety oi 
rolled products for loc ~l needs is produced in the small 
plant . 
A possible metallurgical center for East Siber -
ia might be the Lake Baikal area , vmer < Cheremkn ovo and 
Uinusinsk coal , Angara-Ilim and Abakan ore, and ngara 
waterpower could be brought together . 
8) The Soviet Far Ere t 
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lron ore in the Soviet Far East is found in 'the 
Little Khingan Mountains, in the lower Amur Valley 
(mines near Nikolay ~vsk), and at ulga (Maritm~e Kray) . 
The only heavy metallurgical industry in the Soviet 
Far East is found at Komsomolsk . Here th~ " Amurstal 
1
'/orks", using lo v grade Bur '""'J a coal and local ore (maln-
ly Litle Khingan and Amur Vall ey ore) , produces iron and 
steel . The industry contains 2 blast furnaces, 5 open-
hearth furnaces (a . c . of 60 ' , 000 tons), and rolling 
mills . Many fin1shed st el products are producea for lo-
cal needs . 
Iron smelting is cal.· r ed on at Nikolsk . 
The "Siberian Steel Pipe Plant 11 is located in the 
Soviet Far Eas t, but it is not kno Nn in what area the 
plant is situated . 
8) Central sia 
The Central Asian reg1on has iron or e depos1ts south-
west and sou"Lheast of Ka r i::.i. ganda (mine s at tasuskiy), in 
the Fergana Valley, a t at , etc . Coal for the metal-
lurgical industry must be imported from S1beria , as 1t 
is used along 1th local coal . 
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In the Kazakh s . s . ~ . an iron and stee l plant is to be 
founded a t Karagand .:-. , based on nearby ore and coal de .:> os-
lts . Karsakpay and tasuskiy w1ll prov1de most of the ore 
used . presen~ st~ el m1 ll (buil t during the w~r) 1s 
locat ~ d near Karaganda, a nd 1s being expanded to conta1n 
bla st furn~ces a lso. It now produces a round 1~0 ,000 
tons of st e el a year . 
Tne Uzbek Republi c has ste el mills at Tashkent. 
The Tashkent indu s t r y is of fairly recent or1g1n, a na 1n 
1 ::100 the "Begovat" m111s produced 86 , 000 ton s of st e el 
(for local use ma1nly) . 
10) Transcaucasia 
Transcaucasian 1 r on ur e deposits a re generall.f un-
developed , the mabn min1ng area being Dasnkeoan lAzer-
baidzhan S . S . R. ) . The iron a nd steel 1naustry o! ~ne re-
g lon only acco~nts for ~v of the tot a l u . s . s . ~ . pig 1run 
and steel production . 
At ustavi (Georg 1an HepubL1c) an 1ron and steel 
work s 1s be1ng c onstructed. (It 1s qu1 ~ e poss1o1~ that the 
plant 1s alread t Hi ope r a t1on) . The "Stalln 'l' ranscauc a -
Sl a n l1·on and Steel '.' orks" 1s lucated. un the Lei t bank 
o1 ~h e Kura R1ve r a nu will nave a fuLL metalLurg~caL 
pruduct1on cycLe , Wlth 2 bLast furnac . s ta . c . or 4ou,ooo 
tons) , 6 upeu-u~arth furnaces (a . c . of 5 5 u , 000 tons) , 
and rolling mills . Rails , construct1on stee l , tubes , and 
othe r 1tems are to be produced here. The ustavi indust-
ry will rely on Dashkesan ore and Tkv1buli and Tkvarcheli 
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coking coal . 
Sumga1 t contains the "Sumgai t Tube ·VIorks" , which 
turns ott ubes for the oil 1ndustry . Pipe rolling mills 
are to be erected here soon . 
n iron foundry is located at Batumi . 
11) Other European areas 
I.o '' quality iron ore is found in small amoun . s in 
the Belorussian S . S . R . 
The Latvian s . s . R . has small iron and steel mills at 
Lepaya ( "Red Letallurgical Vforks") and Rig a. 
The Soviet iron and steel industry has made gre&t 
progress in the pa st , but only at the expense of other 
indu tries . However, it is doubt1ul h ther the vast 
gains made in he past can be duplicat e d l n the near-
future . Ne w industrial centers would have to be estab-
llshcd 1n remote areas (such as the Lake Baikal vicinity) 
~h1ch have many handicaps: lack of labor, severe climate, 
&reat distance 1rom Suropean markets , inade~u~te trans-
port , etc . nother facto r retarding future develv pment 
is the current d ~ s1 r e to appease the Soviet people in 
t h eir demand for more consumer goods . The Soviet gov-
ernment 1n the future will have to pay more attention to 
these demands for consumer goods , and more emphasis ~; ill 
have to be g iven to the lighter industries generally . 1 
1 Ref . no . 32 
Therefore while progress in the heavy industry field will 
continue, it will proceed at a slower pace . The depletion 
of high grade coal and iron ore deposits in current in-
dustrial centers also w111 have u retarding e!fect on fu-
ture development . In summary, it can be stated that the 
iron and st : el industry of the U. S . S . R . has a strong fu-
ture outl l ok, but not nearly a s strong as the So~iet 
leaders would like it ~o be (at least not in the for-
seeable years to co~e) . Factors aud1ng further progress 
would be an improved transportation network 1n the east, 
the development of now- unus e d mineral resources, ~ mov -
ment 01 large n ';mbe rs of people to eastern regions, etc . 
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c .r!..R 1 "THE TOOL , ':.-Hl E I DUSirti" 
The tool and mach1ne 1ndust ry 1n the Sov1et Un1on re-
c iv ~ s ci great de a l of atten ~ ion by the governme nt since 
it is ~ ne basis of ~11 ~odern indu5t ry . The industry pro-
duces such thing s as engines, turbines , boilers, t rac-
tors, metallurgical machinery , l a thes, etc . Currently , 
mac~ inery plants in the U. S . S . R . are narrowinG the var-
iety of goods produced and exp~nding the volume, thus 
specializing mor e than in the past . A poo r geo ~raphic 
distri bution of specialized parts production is a prob-
lem , resulting in high cos t s from hauling these goods 
over long dist r- n ce s . :Many non - machine-buil.ding plcints 
also produce speci a lized p ~ rts , t h e result being that 
t he parts are often of po _, r quall ty and high cost .1 
Ano her problem of the industry is tha~ ~he production 
of powe r equipment (boil e rs , etc . ) , agricul.tural mcich-
iuery , construc t ion machinery , and other goods is not 
meeting tne ever - growing demand f o r these products . 
The construction machine (ex c avat ors, dredg es , etc . ) 
situation has become more f ~vorable s1nce 19qb but pro-
ducv on is st1~l inadequate . :o make up for vhis 1 & -
g1 ng proc uction in the to o l and machine industry the 
Sov iets are attempt1ng to purchase ma chinery from West-
1Hef . n o . 33 , page 239 
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ern n a tions to help fi~l the ~ap . 
Plants produ c ing to ol~ , mcichine to ols, ~nd power 
machine s are lo cated 1n areas h av1ng a l a r g e s u p ply of 
h i gh grade metal and some s killed labor . They are found 
mai ~ly 1n the large met allurg ic ~l centers . Agricultur al 
machines a re made in agricu~tural c..re a s and met c...llurg i-
c a l cent e rs and reflect the type of agriculture preva-
lent in the local are a . ~qui pment fo me t ~ llurgical in-
dustries is produ c ed in plants ~ o cat ed in the same re -
gion (where po s s ible) in which ~ne ir products are need-
ed ' 1n order to prevent costly transport of such ltems) . 
:For example , coal min1ng machinery would be produced in 
a coal mining area , and o il machine ry would b e made in 
an oil ind u s try area . 
At present the Soviets have over see ~ ypes and s1zes 
of mach1ne t o, ls , l with 1 . 4 m1llion machine tools being 
on nand in 195 0 . Th e machine tool pr oduct1on g oa l in 
1~ 50 was 74 , 000 units . 2 In 194Y 29,000 c ombine s and 
83 , 000 t rac~or s were produ ced (the 1950 tractor g oal was 
112 , 000) . 
1) The Central Eur _p an are c. ls , r ,., ,,t·o '"! r C'f 
The Central European area is ~ larg e producer of 
tool s and mach1n e ry . The larg e supply of s illed la uor 
here permits the construct1on of prec1sion tools a s 
1Hef . n o . 2 
2Ref . no . :50 
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\"ell . Mosc ow is the lead1ng tool and machine 1ndustry 
center of this re g1on. In the city ~re f ound such pl~nts 
as L.he "Dynamo .J:lectrical Goods Pl ant ", he "Red Prole-
tarlan Factory " (machine tools) , the ":Fraser Tool Plant 11 , 
the "Ordj oni kid ze Machine Tool Plant ", the "Parastroi 
Poiler forks ", the "Calibre Plant" t too.Ls), the "Kaga-
novich Ball -bearing Plant ", and the "Elektrokumb1nat 
Plant " (power macn1nes) . ll sorts of macn1ne tools, 
in~ricate and precision mach1nes, agr1cu1tural tools , 
tu r· ret l athes, electrotechnic r l eq_ 1pment, power macn-
lnes , etc. are produced . 
Macn1ne tool productlon and macnine - bu1.Ld1ng also 
takes place 1n Bryansk , Dmitrov , Klin , Kostroma , ~ov ­
ruv, urom , Ryazan, Sncherba kov, Voronezh, Yaknroma , 
Yaros~avl , and YegoryevsK . C1t1es produc1ng agricul-
tu.ral machines and tuo.Ls a re Chuchkovo , Uomel, Kal1nin 
( "A.L tai Tractor Wor .Ks" - d1ese~ ~.ractor s) , Kaluga t trac-
tors), Kolomna, Kursk , Laptevo, L1petsk (tractu~sJ, 
.Lyuber vSY ( comb.1.net:l J ,Lyud~novo l steam- tractors), 1·h-
cnur .1.nsk ( tractur parts) , M:y-~. ... shch1 , Orel , Ryazan, V 1-
tebsk , and V.1.adim1r ~ ~.-rac "Lors). Power ma cn1nery 1s pro -
duced at Kaluga. l steam ... uro1~1es), 1\.vlumna ~d1esel mo-
"L ..... rs), Kovru\1 , 'l'ambov, Voronezn ~ d.1.esel mvturs) , and 
Yaroslav .L ( f lectrlc motors) . n outpu"L o:t: e~ec \., r ... cal 
and elec1..1·otecnrncal goods Lakes p.L a ce a t Ki.rznach, .K.ov-
rov, Kursk , Lyubertsy, Tambov, Voronezh , and Yaroslavl . 
Eng ineering machinery comes from Kaluga, Shcherbakov 
I 
lroad - building machinery), Smolensk (road-g rading mach-
inery), Vladimir, and Voronezh (excavators , br1dging 
e quipment, etc.). Pre cision tools are produced at Vla.-
dimir . Tne city of Podolskiy UJioscow Oblast) u as an oil 
cr a ckin g equipment industry . Peat-worklng machines are 
buii~ in Kalinin . 
2 ) The European Northwest and North 
Tools and mach1nes are produced 1n several ci ies 
of the Eurupean Northwest and North . Lentingrad is the 
main production center, a nd is especi~lly importa nt be-
cause of 1ts skilled labor supply . The city of Lenin -
grad contains many important plants . The "Stal..Ln Metal 
Works" produceilil super-powerful turb..Lnes for hydroelec-
tric stations . The tu r bines used in th':: Kuibyshev sta-
tion come Irom this factory . P ower machinery and ste~m 
tur bine s are also made in the "Metallich - sky Zav ud" 
pl~nt . Leningrad is the only producer of very large 
hyroelec~ ric turbine installat1ons (due to a former de -
pendence on ioreign parts), and certain types of machine 
tools also, 1n t he u.s .s .H. Tractors are p oduced by 
t he 11 Kirov 11 and the "Putiiov" factories . The 11.Li lektru -
sila" p lant turns out e lectric a l e q_uipment . The "Baltlc 
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Works" is a large machine - building plant . Besides the 
above - mentioned it ems a ll variet1es of machines and mach-
ine to ols, ro J ling mill equipment , precis1on instrume nts , 
d iesel moto rs, agricultur al t oo ls , etc . are built in Len-
ingrad . 
M:ach1nes and mach.Lne to c ls are maa e in L'-olpino, 
Luga , Sestroretsk , and Vyborg . Kolpino a lso has s t eam 
engine , and steel-rol l ing e t: uipment , plants . In Vologda 
agricultural and timber mach1ne ry, sawmill equi'pment , 
tugboat engines , and other i terns are buil ·- . .l'iost of the 
goods are sent to the local lumber industry . 
3) The Volga Region 
The main tool and machine industry centers in the 
Volga Reg ion a re Gorky , Kuibyshev , Saratov , and Stalin-
grad . At Gor ky machines , d1ese1 motors, milling machines , 
machine tools , power mach1nes , and electrotechnical 
equ1pment are produced . Kuibyshev industry turns out 
t ractor ~arts , mach1ne tools , boi l ers , ball - bearlngs, 
and steam turb1nes . The p lants at Saratov bu1ld combines, 
latn~ s, diesel eng l nes, bal1 - bear1ngs , macn1ne tomls, 
electrotechnical e quipment, agr1cu1t~ral tools, etc . 
The giant "Dzerzhinsky P.Lant 11 in Stalingrad produc e s 
tractors . 0 11 pumps a re a lso built in Stallngrad . 
Machines and a cn.Lne tools ar ~ also made at Kazan , 
K1rov, Pavlovo, Rtlshchevo , Ruzeyevka , Sar ansk, and Vacha . 
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Agricultural macn1nery comes from Gr1mm (trac~ors) , Ka -
mensK~Y (tractor part s), Kirov (combines), and Marks . 
Electri c _J. guuds are produced 1n Marls and baransk . Pow-
er mach1ne product1on takes place 1n ~ngels (u1ese~ mut -
ors) and Mar t s . Tue " UL.opr1.o~....r P~anr;" Hl Vlad1m1rskoye 
produces prec1s1on measur1ng 1nstrumen~s , 1ue~ lndica-
turs, and ot. he r ~terns . CalcU.lat 1ng macrnnes are bui.1 t 
at h azan and Penza, and peat macn1nery ~s made at lvan-
uvo . 
<±) The Ukra1ne and ..r:...urupean Suutn a.t:ea 
The U.1L.ain1an S . S • .tt . 1s vne .1ead1ng center· of too.J.. 
and lilacn~ne product..l.un ~n tne u . S . u • .n. 'l'.1d.S predum.Lnance 
1s due tu vhe presence oi the ukL·a~ • .~ian 1ron and steel 
industry (and agriculture), and also to the nearness of 
larg e Soviet marke t s . vVhi le th : Ukraine turns out a large 
volume of tools and mach1nes , its outpu t of precision 
machine s is small (o , ing to a shor~age of sk1.lled labor) . 
Thus precision instruments mus t be 1mported f rom north-
ern cities . 
In the Donbas the tool and machine industry is pri -
mar ily concerned with supplying the coal industry 1·:i th 
goods . Coal mining equipment is produced at Druzhkovka , 
Gorlovka , F~amatorsk, Stalino, and Voroshilovgrad . Kra-
matorsk also produces heavy machinery (such as steel -
mil.ling equipment) for the local metallurgy . Mach1ne 
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tuols are mad~ in Voroshilovgrad . 
The city of Kharkov is the main mach1nery 
construct1on center of the Ukraine . It has a supp~J of 
skilled labor , and also lies at an impo ~ t ant rail junc -
tion . Located he re is the "Serp 1 Molot · plant (agri-
cultural machines), the "Molotov ~achine Tool Plant", 
a nd the "Ordzhonikid z e Pl a nt" ( tractors) . The city has a 
.production of all sorts of tools and machines , such ~s 
coal mining equipmen t, oil drilling equipment, turbine 
generators , diesel motors , electrical goods , ball - bearing s , 
combine s , hydro - turbines, and grinding machinery . The 
agricultural lmpo ~ tance of the Ukraine creates a large 
demand for agricul tur .... l machinery , and .Kharkov (along 
with many other cities) has a large output of these goods . 
Anothe r large ~ndustrial center is found at 
Dnepropetrovsk . Here an important product1on of metal-
lurgical equi pment for the iron and steel industry takes 
place . The "Molotov Works" produces casings for all -
welded blast furnaces, and ~. ther plants t urn out other 
i terns needed by local and regional iron and steel wo:,: ks . 
Equipment for the chemical indu s try is also made here . 
The "Vorosh1lov Farming Machiner y Works" produces t ~· ac­
tor parts , etc . 
The city of Odessa is of i mportance in tool and 
machine production . The "Oc ': ober Revolution ·;orks" 
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(agricultural t ools) , the "January Upr lsing Factory" 
(cranes , etc . ) , the "Red G-uar d '• orks" ( ho 1st i ng winches 
for coal mines, etc.), and other plants ~r located in 
Odessa . St e el cables, mach1ne tools , and agricultural 
machln ~ s are ~ade in local plants . 
Kiev is a major producer of such things as mach-
ine to uls, automatic lathes , motors , boilers , agrlcul-
tural to ols , chem1cal industry equipment , and electra -
technic a l equipment . 
The large ~t agricultural mach1nery plant in the 
U. S . S . R., the "Rosselmash " plant, is found in Rostov. 
This plant is noted for its large product1on of combines. 
Other cities in the Ukraine and European South producing 
agricultural tools and machines ~re Armavir (tractors). 
Kakhovka (tractors), Kherson , Ki rovgrad , Lutsk , Lvov, 
Maikop , Moro zovsky ~ractors) , Nikolay v , lovorossiisk 
(tractors) , Osipenko , Rovno , Sumy , Ternopol , Uryupinsk , 
Yeisk (tractors), and Zaporozhye (combines). 
General machine and machine to o l production takes 
place at Glubokiy , Konotop , Kupyansk , Liknovskoy , Mai - . 
kop , T!eli topol, Novocherkassk, Novogrod-Volynskiy, Pro-
skurov, Vinnitsa , and Zaporozhye . 
Power machinery is made ln Kaspiysk (engines), 
Melitopol (diesel motors) . Pervomaysk , and Taganrog \boil -
ers) . 
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Electrotecnnical equipment plants are found 1n the 
cities of Melitopol , Pervomaysk , Sev~s~opol , and Tagan-
rog . 
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Machinery for the petroleum indu -try is produced at 
Borislav , Groznyy , Lvov , Stryy , and Tuapse . Chemical 
industry equipment comes from Sumy and Taganrog . Kerch 
produces machinery for ferrous metallurg1cal plants . 
Road - construction machines are mme at Kremenchug for the 
construction industry . The European South lumbering in-
dustry rece1ves mach1nery f rom Maikop and Stavropol . 
Precision inst r uments are produced at Lvov . 
5) The Urals 
The tool and machine 1ndustry is very important in 
the Urals . The large iron and steel indu stry provides the 
large amounts of metal needed for t b ol and machine pro -
duction . High grade iron ore deposits (like those at 
Bakal) are valuable in producing the high quality steel 
needed for many ma chine s and machine tools . 
Sver dlovsk is tne ma1n machinery construction center 
o~ .he Urals , and its production of mining and metallur-
gical machinery is ver y important . The "Uralmash Works 11 
produces heavy ma chine r y for the metallurgical , chemical , 
petroleum, and mining industries . Twelve OL more engineer-
ing plants are located in the city also . All types of 
machine tools , ele ctrical e quipment , ball-bearings , pre-
cision in . truments , gear-cutting too ls , combination 
~athes , electrotechnlcal equ 1pment, and steam turb1.n~ s 
are produced . 
The city of Chelyabinsk is noted for lts g1ant trac -
tor plant; the "Kirov" plant . Large numbers of tractors 
are produced each y ear by this plant . Chelyabinsk also h~s 
a l a rge output of heavy machine tools and pr .cis1on in-
struments . 
Zlatoust pl ants turn out import a nt qu ·~.nti ties of 
machine tools , prec ision instruments , ball - bear1ngs , high 
grade s teel t oo ls , a na spare parts . 
Machine s and machine to , l s are made at Chernikovsk 
(mining machinery) , Izhevsk (lathes , etc . ) , Miass , Molo-
tov , Nyazpetrovsk , Sterlitamak (oil drill1ng equipment) , 
and Votkinsk. 
Po er equipment is produced at Kusa , Mednog orsk 
(electric motors), llolotov (motors) , Orsk (t urbine s and 
boilers), and Ufa (steam turbines) . 
~lectrot e chnical equipment c omes from Cherb ikovsk , 
Kus a , and Ufa . 
The constructLon indu ~ try r ece ives equ1pment from 
Kungur ~cement mixers) , Molotov \f~u at1.ng cranes), and 
Verkhnyaya Salda t ste el bridges and equi pm.:: nt) . 
The chemical indu otry receives mach1nery from Uk~us 
in Sverdlovsk Oblast . 
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Agricultural tools and machines are made at BuzuLuk 
(tractors), Cnka lov (tractors), Kasli, Kr a snokamsk , Mag-
n1~ugorsk lt r actor parts), Pe t ukr1ovo (tr actors), S im, 
a nd Yugo - Kamsky . 
6) S i bt::; ria and the Sov1et :l!'ar East 
Tne ieadlng center of to oi and machine productL on 
1n Sibe r1a is the Kuzn e ts Bas1n, wh~re t n e meta~Lurg1c al 
1ndustry p rov1des the r e qu.J.red metal . Macu.J.rl.... - building 
takes place at Stalinsk, Novosibirsk , and other c 1 ties . 
Coal mining machine r y d s produced in plants at Anzhero -
Sud zhensk and Novosibirsk . Power machines are made at 
Novosibirsk (steam turbines) and Tomsk (electric motors) . 
Agricultural machi nery and electrical equ ipment comes from 
near by Rubtsovsk. Two tra c t or plants a r e located t he re . 
Outside of the Kuzbas , machine ry is produced at Kur-
gan , Omsk , and Petukhovo . The "Ur c..lselma sh" plant a t 
Y~rgan , a nd factories in Omsk and Petukh ovo , produce 
agricul ural machines (tractors , etc . ) f or use in local 
wheat - growing areas . Omsk also has a small out put of 
boilers . 
In East Sibe ria g old mining mach1ne ry for the r eg i onal 
industry is produced at Irkutsk and Y~asnoyarsk . Kras-
noy arsk also makes combin e s and dril l ing machinery, and 
Irkut sk h as an eng ineering indust ry and ma chi ne to ol 
p lants . 
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Chita and Sretinsk have a small output of macnines ior 
loca.l use . 
The Soviet Far East has a tool and ntachine indubtry in 
several cities . Blagoveshcho;., nsk produces agricultural e:;nd 
gold mining mach1nery , as doe - Khab r ovsk . The "Far ..c.!ast -
ern Farm Implement Trust " is loc ~ .. ted 1n the latter city . 
Magadan industry as Eembles construction machinery (bull -
dozers , etc .), and turns out .drilling machinery as well . 
Engineering VTorks are si1:uated in Komsomolsk and Vladi-
vostok . Y.omsomolsk produces machines and machine tools , 
getting me tal fro~ the local metallurgical pl~nts . 
7) Central sia 
The Central sian republics produce agricultural 
machinery for the most part , such goods being loc ~lly in 
demand . 
The Kazakh s . s . R . receives agricultural machinery 
from Akmolinsk , Makinsk , and Petropavlovsk . £ lectrotech-
nical and engineering works a r e found at Aktyubinsk (on 
a small scale), and heavy m~ch1nery is bu1lt at Alma-
Ata . 
Agricultural machines in the Kirghiz Republ1c are 
made at Frunze and Przhevalsk . 
Tool and macnine product1on 1n the Tadzhik S . S . rl . 
is centered a t Stalinabad , where a m~chinery plant pro-
duces turbines , hydroelectric 1nstallation equipment, 
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agricultural to t ls, etc . 
In he Uzbek s .s .R. agricultural machines ~re made 
at Kokand and Tashkent . Chirchik has a small output oi 
chemical industry machinery . 
8 ) Transcaucasia 
As would be expected , the cities of Baku and Tbil -
isi produce machinery for th~ reg1onal petroleum indus~ry, 
as well as other types of machines and machine tools . In 
Baku especially , production for the oil industry greatly 
oversh ado s all other types of production . 
The tool and machine industry at Yerevan turns out 
lathes , agricultural tools , and small hydro - turb1nes 
(for reg1onal po er plants) . 
9) Oth e r European areas 
The Belorussian S . S . R. has a small machine tool pro-
duction at Minsk , Orsha , and Vitebsk . ricultural mach-
ines are made at Minsk (trac tors) , Mogilev (steam drl ven 
tractors) , and Vitebsk . Gomel industry turns out elec-
trical equipment . 
The Karelo -Finnish S •• R. indu E. try is located at 
Petrozavodsk , where the "Onega Metal arks" produces 
steam engines and gas - gener ating equipment for lumber 
tractors and traile rs . Lumb ~ r machinery (electric saws , 
e~c . ) is produced as well . 
In the Baltic republics machines and machine tools 
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are mude at Lepaya , Riga , and Vilny us . ricultural mach-
inery is made at Tartu and Vilnyu s . E lecTric motors are 
produced in Vilny us, an d ele c~rica1 equipment comes from 
Tallin . The ma ch1ne construction pl ants in Kallnin0 rad 
Obl a s t are located at Bagrationovsk , Nest e rov , and Ozersk . 
Drilling mach.1. n es a re ma:i e in Kal1ning rad . 
Judg i g from r e cent Soviet attempts t o buy various 
types of machinery from Western nat1ons (such as England) 
it appears likely that the Soviet to 1 and mach ine indus t r y 
1n 1 954 is not meet i ng t h e demand for such items . As 1 s 
often t h e case with the u.s . s .. , ho ·ever , a domestic 
shurtage of s ome product (in this case to ols) does not 
al ~ays me a n that the country ~ ill not be expo ·t1ng t h at 
product {if the political results s h oula be desira~le) . 
Therefore shipments of to 1s to China , for example , sho uld 
not be taken to mean that the Sov iets h ave an adequate do -
mestic tool supply . The politic ~l considerations in thl s 
case mer ely overshadow the domestic economic needs . 
I n order to maintain a high rate of indust r iali -
z a tion in the Soviet Un1on , the to ol and macn ine 1n u stry 
r ill hav e to be improved . The ind u s try will probabl~ get 
a g reat deal of future attent1on from the Soviet g ov e rn-
ment in c:..n ef f ort to remedy th1s situat1 on . 
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CHAPTE 8 " T~ TR SPORT ~~ CHl N..w.H.Y INIJUS'l'.H.Y " 
In a country the size of tne Soviet Un1on the trans -
port machinery industry takes on a special signif1cance. 
Transportation in the U. S . b . - . must be developed for vast 
areas in Siberia co nd Central s1.a lack transport of any 
sort, with the except1on uf the airplane, and econom~c 
progress will be held back until tne situation is remedied. 
The Soviets are striving greatly to 1ncrease the produc~ 
tion of transpo ~ t machinery. 
The railroads are the most impoLtant means of trans-
portatio ~ ~n the D. S . S . H., carrying tne bu~k or the coun-
~rle's m1nerals ana agricuLtural products. S1nce ~he 
railroad macninery industry requ1.res a great deal o1· wood 
<:""nd metal , it 1s Located 1n a reas near tu sources of· these 
r·aw materials . Tne ~ead1ng cent e .~.·s for tne 1nau.s "ry are 
tue t;en Lral ...... uro pean and Ukrain1an ar eas, v•herc: the metal-
lu.rgJ..cal 1ndustr1es supp~f the nc~u.ed me~al . Tne Central 
.l:!..uropean a rea uses ~ocal and 1m-port ed wood, and tne uk-
raine lm Jorts wuua. frum the rior~h. ln ~he urals tne 
metal~u~ g 1c al J..ndu s ~ry , and local Iures~s, suppLy the 
railroad maC!!lnery lndu ~ try v.r i tn raw materJ..als . 
Water transport lS also ~mport c nt ln tne U. S . S . H. 
Large vo~umes v! 01.~, .L"ain, t~mber, e-r.c. are carr1ed on 
r,he na~ .~..uu' s ,.Iatcrways . Tne sn1p - bu.1~u.1ng 1.na.u ,- try .1. s 
..LucateCl along J...L.Ve..~.s, lak<- s, a ua. sea cu a sts (near the main 
commerce routes) . Large amounts of wood are needed for 
the industry and river - frontage makes 1t easy for a shlp-
yard to receive its lumber . 1ater-frontabe also is ob-
viously necessaLy so as to el~min~te any need to trans-
por~ newly produced vessels over the land before being 
used . 
Road construction and motor vehicle product1on have 
been progressing a t a verf slo v rate in the Soviet Un1on . 
In this respect the l.J . S . S . ·' · is far behina. t.he United 
States . The road network for the country as a who l e is 
very sparse, and 1n generally po " r condition . - er; people 
1n the country can afford to LV n automobiles because of 
t . e lo,·· st ndard of l1ving , and product1on is consP.quent-
ly small . The Soviet mo or vehicl~ industry st ·esses t.he 
production of trucks , wh~ch are important short ha.ul 
freight carriers . 
In l9b0 it was estimated that 400,0 00 motor vehicles 
1 
were produced in the . S . S . R . Of the se veh 1cles the 
greater number were trucks ( onl1 20, being automobiles) . 
~he moto r vehicle goal for 1950 had been set fo r 500 , 000 
units, showing thd t production has not lived up to ex-
pectations . The 1950 l o comotiv e g oal was about 4000 , 
1rith 220 0 long - distance steam locomotives , 300 diesel lo -
comotives , and 220 electric lo c omotives scheduled for pro -
l~ef . no . ~3 , page o42 
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duct1on . ccord1ng to refugee claims the cu _rent r~te of 
merchant ship output in the U. s . s . R. is about 39 , 0CO tons 
1 a year . 
1) The Central European area 
The Central ~uropean area h~s an im~o ~ tant pro -
ducti n of motor vehicles . The "Stalin ZIS .1.utomobile 
·, orks " is the second larg~ st motor vehicle factory in the 
IJ .s . s .R., and .LS lo cated just out s ide of ~!oscow . Its 
production consists mainly of trucks , and over 1~ different 
types are turned out . ~ach ; ear thousands of 4 - ton trucks 
roll off the assembly lines , in addit1on to some buses 
a nd a few ZIS cars . 2 The plant receives automobile ~cces -
sories from the "Xaganovich Stat e Bearings Plo.nt" .Ln Jlos -
cow . 
The citf of Yaroslavl has a smaller motor v ehicle 
industry, and automobiles and 5 - ton trucks are produced . 
u~omobiles are also produced in Ryazan . Auto accessory 
plants are located in Kirzhacn, Vladimlr, ~nd /ladimir -
skove (" utopr1bor Plant") . Uotorcycl -= s a re buil in 
~Covrov and Podolsk . 
Tho dense rail network found in the Central ~uro -
pean area, as in the Ukraine , has been ~ factor in de -
termining the loc ~tion of the railroad machinery indu . try . 
s is obvious , regions hav1ng & dense rail net~otk, with 
1Ref . no . 1 , p a ge ? - 4 
2Ref . no . 29 
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the resultant heavy rail traffic, are in ne e d of a strong 
railroad machine industry which can fulfill loc ~l re-
qu1rements . It is li t tle wonder then that such an indust -
ry developed in the Central European area , wi th 1ts he~vy 
reliance on t he railroad . Locomotives are produced d t 
Babushkin , Kolomna , Lyubertsy , Michurinsk , Uurom, Stu--
p ino (electr1c locomotives), and Voronezh. Railroad cars 
and coaches are built at Kolomna , Lyubertsy , Lyublino, 
Mytischi, Perovo, Voronezh, and Yaroslavl. Railroad 
accessor1e s are made in Tambov. 
The production of boats is carried on to ~ small 
extent in the Central uropean area . River boats are 
built in shipyards at Kostroma, Murom, Shcherbakov, and 
Yaroslavl. 
2 ) The European West , Northwest, and North 
In the European West the transport machine ry in -
dustry conc ~ntrates on production for the railroads. A 
very important locomot1ve works is found at Bryansk, a nd 
other cities pruducing locomot ive s :-..re Bezhitsa and Ka-
linin . Railroad c ars are built at Bezhitsa, Kaluga , and 
Kalinin . 
The European Northwes t is an important producer of 
ocean ve ssel, with shlpyards located at Lening rad . The 
city of Le n1ngrad, long an important Soviet maritime port , 
i s the biggest sh 1p-building center in the Soviet Union. 
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Truck , mot orcycle, locomotive , and railroad car pro -
ductlon in the Northwest is also centered in Leningrad . 
The city may ~lso produce some automobiles . 
Ship product1on is important in the ~urppe~n North . 
Ocean vessels are built at Archangel and Murmansk . 
Smaller boats aro produced at Belomorsk , Che r epovets , ~at­
las , Limenda , Molotovsk , and Velikiy Ustyug . 
The city of Vologda has railroad shops , a nd a small 
number of trucks are made there a s well . 
3) The Volga Reg~on 
Tne Vo l ga Region , lying astride the main commercial 
waterway of the U. S . S . R ., is a logical pla~ e to find a 
very large ship-building industry . River bo a ts are made 
in shipyar ds at Astrakhan , Doschatoye , Gorky ("Sormovo 
Plant") , Imeni V . M. Molotova , Kazan , Kuibyshev , Ku1by-
shevski.f Zaton , Lipiya , Mariinskiy Posad , Stalingrad , 
Zelenodolsk , and Zveingovo . 
The motor vehicle indust r y is located in several 
cities of the Volga Reg1on . The "Molotov Plant" in Gork-y 
is the largest automobile works in the u.s .s .H. The 
Gorky area was chosen for the auto works bec ;;;,use of its 
sup 91y of skilled wo rke rs , anc because the Volga permits 
the cheap delivery and shipment of goods . n tomobile 
product~on exceeds truck production ln the Gork"J plant . 
A new automobile plant is found in Ulyanovsk . The city 
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~ 1 Stal1ngrad nas a truck factory, and motorcycles are 
made 1n Penza . Ku1byshev suppl1es the regional motor ve-
hicle plants with parts, carburetors, etc. 
Locomotives are produced at latyr, Gorky ("Sormovo 
Plant"- diesel .Loco...,o • ives), Kazan, Ku1byshev, and Sar--
tov. Railroad cars aremade at Alatyr, Gorky, Kazan , 
Kuibyshev , rluzeyevka , and Saratov. The city of .l{irov hca.s 
a railroad accessory plant. 
4) Tne Ukrai n1.an S . S.R. and Eurupean South 
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n important rai~ro~d m cn1n• ry indu s try is s1~uated 
in tne Ukrainian and European South area, ~h~ re t . e r .il-
road 1s so impor~ant 1n nauling goods 1ur the many metal-
lurgical u .1. an~s presen~ . Tne product.1.on of ~ocomot1ves 
takes place at Kharkov ("Motor Locomotive Plant"), 1-Jovo-
cherkassk, Po~tava, Vorosn1lov grad, Voroshllovsk, and 1n 
otner c1~1es ~nroughou~ tne area. Railroad cars, and otner 
equ1pmen~, are made in Dneprodzerzhinsk, Dnepropetrovsk, 
Kharkov, r iev, Ki·amators k , Kr1ukov, Odessa, Uslpenko, 
~ovne, and Stan1.slav. 
Sh.1.p-bu.L~d1ng .1.s impo .t' tan~ in "Lne Ukra1ne and. ~u.r:o­
pean Suu~n . uce n-gu1ng vesse.1.s are produced .1.n por~s 
a~ong ~ne B~ack Sea, name~y Ud.essa, Os1penko, Sevas~opol, 
'l'aga .rog, 'l'uapse, and Zndanov. Sn1ps 1 or use in ~he B.1.ack 
Sea only to.rm a part oi· tn1s productlon, a nd. s.u .. q,;s for 
transoceanic travel come mainly from Odessa and Sevastopol . 
River boats are built inland along the major rivers at 
Kherson , Kiev , Nikolayev , Nikopol , and Rostov . 
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Automobile and truck product1on takes place at 
Nikolayev, Odessa , Rostov , and probably Kremenchug . The 
Rostov auto - assembly plant has a capacity of over 40,000 
unlts a year . Dnepropetrovsk and Lvov are to get auto-
mobile plants in the near future . Product1on of trucks 
alone in the Ukraine takes place at Kharkov, and motor-
cycles are m~de in ~iev . 
5) The Urals 
The railroad mach1ne ry 1ndustry in the Urals is a 
large and well-developed one . n importan t locomotive 
works 1s found 1n Orsk , and o her cities produc1ng loco-
motiv es ar e Chkalov, Sverdlovsk, and Ufa . ~ ailroad cars 
a nd ~ailway equipment come from Chkalov , ~agnitogo·sk , 
izhny Tagil (very important works), Ufa , Us t - ~atavskY, 
and Zlatoust . 
River boats a r e built at l~o lo t ov , Solikamsk, Tavda, 
and Ufa . 
The production of motor vehicles is situated at 
Chelyabinsk ( r u cks) , Izhevsk (motorcycles), llagnito-
gorsk (autos) , ~ iass (autos a nd trucks) , Votkinsk (motor-
cycles), and Zlatoust (autos) . 
6) Siberia 
.U:::.L 
The railr ad machinery industry in ~iberia is fairly 
unimportant product1on-w1se, compared to that in ~uropean 
are&.s . It reflects the sparse rail netv.rork found in Si-
beria, and is found in only a few cities throughout the 
vast reg ion . Locomotives and roll1ng stock are produced 
e:.t Barnual , Chlta, Krasnoyarsk, Omsk , Stalinsk , Svoboany, 
and lan-Ude . (The Kuzbas is the main center for this 
type of production) . The city of Ulan-Ude is especially 
important in ~he product1on of railroad mach1nery in Si-
beria , being the largest producer (even t hough it lies 
far from the Kuzbas) . 
R1 ve r boats in Siberia are built at Kirensk , .. okuy , 
Krasnoyursk , Listvyanka , Novosibirsk , Omsk , Osetrovo , 
Peleduy , Predivinsk , Tobolsk , Tyumen, Zhatay , and Zhi-
galovo . 
Auto as ~ embly plants are found in Novosibirsk, Omsk 
(yearly capacity of over 45 , 000 autos) , and possibly Ir-
kutsk . 
?) The Soviet Far East 
Ship- building is an impo tant region~l industry in 
the Soviet Far East . Ocea n vessels are built at Komso-
molsk , Nikolayevsk , and Vl adivostok , and smaller river 
boats are built at Blagoveshchensk , Khabarovsk , Komso -
~olsk , and Petropavlovsk . Oil tanke rs are also produced 
1n Blagoveshchensk . 
Railroad transport mach1nery is produced at Voroshllov . 
n automobile assembly plant is loc~ted in Kh~barovsk , 
and one may possibly be found in :_omsomolsk . 
8) Central sia 
Locomot1ve and railroad car repair shops in Central 
sia are located in the cities of lma- ta , Ashkhabad , 
Kizyl - Arvat , and Tashkent . Tashkent also has ~ small 
loconotive and railroad car ou tput (and may have ~n auto-
mobile assembly plant as we ll) . 
n auto repair shop is found at Tokmak , in the Xi rghiz 
s . s . R . 
Chardzhou , in the Turkmen Republic , has a small boat 
product1on . 
9) Transcaucasia 
new automobile )lant at Kutaisi produces 30 , 000 
3±-ton trucks a year (automobile trucks) . 
Ships , mainly oil barges and tankers, are built at 
Baku . 
Railway work hops are located in Tbilisi , and to a 
small extent in Baku . 
10) Other ~uropean areas 
In the Belorussian s . s . R . a fai ~ lY new automobile 
plant is found at ~insk . Lucomotives and railroad cars 
are uu1lt in Gomel . 
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The L1thuan1an s .s .. has an auto repair Jl~nt , and 
railroad shops , in Kaunas . 
In the Latvian S . S . R . railroad shops are situated t 
Daugavplls, Lepaya , and R1ga . Sh1pyards are found at Le-
paya and Riga , and electric~l equ1 pment for autos comes 
from Riga . 
Sh1ps are built in the E ston1 &n s .s ._. at Tall1n . 
Rallroad repair works in Kaliningrad Oblast are lo-
cated at Kaliningrad and Zhe l ey nodorozhnyy . K~l1ningrad 
also builds ships . 
The Karelo - Finnish S . S . R . has a small ou~pu ., of bo~ts 
at Belomorsk . 
The future development of the trans por t mach1nery 1n-
dustry wi~l probably co1ncide ith the opening up of new 
1ndustrial areas in the U. S . S . R . (which -.i ll re quire a 
ood transportation network to ex1st) . Lt is not kno' 'n 
what the increase in output of transpo r t machines 1ould 
be if the govern ent concentrat e d less on defense produc -
tion in this indu s try , but a fair incre~se could probably 
be expected . vhe ther or not the Soviet g overnment would 
de sire such a cut in defense product1on , in order to de-
velop the non- ar branches o! this indu . try) is not known, 
but judging from past exper i ence i~ would seem tnat the 
defense output wiLl continue to be mainta1ned at ~ts pres-
en~ high level . It is probable that shortages of transport 
machines (especially autos) will continue to ex1st for 
some time . 
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CHAPTER 9 "COPPER" 
In 1942 4~J of tn~ total copper proa uced in th~ Sov-
iet Union came fro r ~he Urals, and 4Wo came from the 
Kazakh S . S . R . t present the Urals is still the leadinL 
producer but 1 t 1s being very closely r1v c..led by the lat-
ter area , and it seems l1kely that very soon t he Kazakh 
s . s .• will be the lead1ng Soviet copper producer . The 
majority of copper reserves in the u.s .s .H. are found in 
Ghe Kazakh Republic , with the largest Soviet deposit 
occarr1ng at Dzhe zkazgar . 
lthough the Soviets are nearly self-sufi1cient in 
copper reserves, the copper industry 1 s product1on 1s in-
adequate to meet the cu.r:rent demand . The indu s try is 
nandica ped 1n tha t the majority of U. b . S . R . co 1pe r re-
SPrves are ~ow g rade, and contain i mpurities as well. 
Another problem is the hig " rate o1 dep~et1on occarring 
at severa~ important m1n~ng a reas t sucn as KabakovsK, 
:Eyshma , tne II~ .1lHernat1onal :,11ne, etc.). Both tnese 
~actors ~end to l1m1~ product~on a nd keep the sup ~ly of 
cop_er t1ght . 
Tne smelt1ng or co pper 1n tne bOViet Un1on vakes 
p.1ace d1rect.1y 1n the m1n1ng areas (~s e~ s ewhere 1n tne 
wor.ldJ. Tnis 1s espec1ally necessary because uf the Puur 
oua lity o! tne ore ava1~able . Putt1ng smeLters e ls ewner e 
woul.d J.ead t.o l.ung n o.u1s of mucn usel.ess gangue mater1als , 
and 1 .... e l::iovlet.s 1·ro .'n upun 1...rns as 'they are a.eterm1neu tu 
avu1.0. such an uneconow1c unc1"'.J.l. ak1ug . 
Tne fJ.nal. ref1.n1ng o~ cuppe r takes PLace J.O a~ eas 
which have a cheap supply of electric power . Copper re -
fining is a metallurgical. process invo1v1ng l.arge amounts 
of electricity before the pure product is obtain~d . 
In 19 ~0 Soviet copper production was equal to about 
280 -290 , 000 m. t . 1 U.s . s .R. co ppe· reserves were estimated 
in 1948 to number some 18920 million m. t . 
1) The Ural s 
The ~ining of copper in the Urals take s place in 
a great many areas as deposits occur throughou~ t.he region . 
Copper mine s are located at Baimak , Kab-kovsk , Eovo - bib-
ay , Petropav1ovskoye , Sibay , Taka1ykovo , TurJinskiy , 
cha1i, the III International area , and in the general 
vicinity of Nizhny Tagil and Sver dlovsk . 
Copper smelters are found at Baimak , BlJava , Kara-
bash , Kirovgrad , Krasnouralsk, Kyshtym , M:ednogorsk (a 
f .airly new copper industry) , Revda (the very lea.rge "Gent -
ral Urals Copper Smelting Comblnat") , B.nd Sverdlovsk . 
The refining of co )per takes place at Kyshtym , 
Pyshma , and Verkhnyaya . 
Jther cities conta1n1ng some branch of the industry 
1 rtef . no . 35 
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ar~ Degtyarka , Nizhny Tagil, and olevskoy . 
2) ~he Kazakh S . S . ~ . 
The Kazakh S . S . R . is the leadino copJer reserve 
&.rea of the U . S . S . rt ., vi th 5Cft.., of the total Soviet reser-
ves being found there (abou . 10 million m. t . ) . Copper 
mines are found at Boshchekul , Dzhezkazgan largest Sov -
let copper deposit) , Lounnad, :.[aykain , and at other cen-
ters in the ~ltay ~ountains . the central Kazakh upland , 
and the Le:~ke Balkhash area . Copper in the Altay llountains 
is found in pulymetallic ores . The leading mine at pres -
ent 1s Kounrad . 
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Copper smelting is located in the cities of Balk-
hash , z~ezkazgan , Glubokoye , Irtysh, Karsakpay , and Us -
penskiy . Refineries ~re found in these same cities, the 
largest one being situated at Dzhezkazgan . The Dzhezkaz -
gan refinery produces 200 , 0 0 m. t . of refined cop J er a 
year , using the Keng 1r power station as its source of elec-
tricity . The second largest refinery is the one at Balk-
hash , in which 100,000 m.t. of refin':'d cop)er is produced 
each yeo.r . Balkhas h relies on the Kounrad mine for its 
supply of copper ore . t Karsakpay the industry obtains 
copper as a by-product from the local lead production . 
Irt sh also obtains its copper in this way . 
It 1s believed that a cop~er smelting industry 1s 
located 1n Karago.nda , but this has not been verified as 
of the present time . l 
As mentioned in the introductory st~tement , the 
smelters and refineries of the Kazakh S . S . rl . -ill soon be 
su~passing those of the Urals i~ copper production . The 
development of local waterpower resources , together with 
the large copper reserves present, are the major reasons 
for this gain in copper production in the Kazakh s .s . {. 
3) European areas 
Refineries in European areas of the Soviet Union 
rely on the local supply of scrap cop9er , in addition to 
ore lmports , in their production of the pur metal . Cop-
per refining is b~sed on a nearness to consumers instead 
of on nearness to power . t 4oscow copper refineries, 
using local scrap and impo t ted Urals ore , produce copper 
for regional use . A refinery is found in nearby Vladimir 
Oblast at Kolchugino . The Kolchugino refinery relies mn 
the same sources for the metal as does Mosco\· . In both 
cities the amount of Urals cop4 er used exceeds the amount 
of scrap used . The city of Leningrad also refines cop-
per, treating scrap and imported metal . large umomnt 
of electric power is available from nearby power stations . 
In the Ukraine , Kiev refines scrap and im~orted metal . 
Monchegorsk , on the Kola Pen1nsula , smelts copper 
obtained as a by-product from the local n1ckel ndu2try . 
The co~per is fauna associ ted with n1ckel in the Lola 
lRef . no . :4 
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deposits. 
The Kar e lo -Finnish Republlc has small amounts of cop-
p~r ore at Jedvezhyegorsk and Pitkyaranta . ' small cop-
per indu stry is LOC u ted in the latter city . 
4) Transcaucasia 
In the Transcaucasian reg1on copper ore is mined at 
garak , Akhtala , laverdi , Dashkezan , Dostafyur , Dzagid -
zor, Kafan tZangezur area- main mine) , Kedabek , Pirdoudan , 
Shamlug , and in the Tchorokh falley . Copper as a by-pro-
duct is obtained from Sadon ores (to the north) , which are 
concentrated a~ Alagir a nd refined at Dzaudzhik~u \just 
north of Transcaucasia) . 
The city of Alaverdi refines and smelts local and 
Kafan copper ores . Ref1neries an smelters are also found 
at Kafan . n abundanc e of v·aterpower is available to pro-
vide the needed ~ l e crticity . 
( Tne Armenian S . S . R . is the fourth larg est Soviet 
cop per reserve area) . 
o) East Siberia 
The "Northern Polymetallic Combinat" at .Norilsk 
!='melts cop ,Jer, 'hich occurs as a by - prod uct in its ..;>roduc ~ 
t1on of nicka • 
Co pper ores in Ec;s t Siberia are found in the Chadan 
area (Tuv ·~ Autonomous Oblast) and in Khakass utonomous 
Oblast (Krasnoyarsk Kray) . 
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6) O ~her Central Asian areas 
The Uzbek s . s . R . is the third largest co~per re-
serve area in the U. s . s . R . However, very litt le smelting 
o~ refLnlng t akes place there . A rer1nery is being con-
structed at lmalyk, which is near a large ore deposit. 
In the Turkmen S . S . R . coppe r m1nes are found in 
the Gaurdak-Kugit~ng district . 
In order to gain great e r military secur1ty, and 
arrive at a sounder dis~ribu~ion of industry at ~ne s~me 
t1me, it can be expected that tne Soviets wiLl cont1nue 
to build up tne copper industry 1n Central Asia , and will 
Ct ntinue explora t1ons ror ne~ ores in Siberia. The de-
velupment of hydroeLectric po~sr 1n ~hese eastern areas 
will help the copper industry to expand 1ts produc~1on 
base, as will the d1scovery o! new ore deposits. 
Cll.APT..!:!;.H. lU II LEAD AND ZINC II 
Tne production ot· lead and zinc is kept I "Lhin a s1n -
gle Industry because of tne tact tnat lead and z1nc occur 
most often t-ogether 1n the s c;.me ore de:pus1ts. 'l'o sepa-
rate the lead and z1nc production laC1llt.les would result 
1n a loss or metals (1.e. - a lus r of some ~ead 1n a 
:plant produc1ng z1nc from polymetallic ore), and would 
also b~1ng about 1neff1c1ent long hauls o! concentrates 
l1.e. - from a zinc p~~nt t.o a lead p~ant.J, caus1ng some 
loss o! me ta~ ~n ~ranspurt as well . 
Tne Kazaku t5 .s . H . cont.a1ns over 601 o!· tne lead and 
ove r 4 Ufo of tne zinc reserves :.. ~.he u.S . S . :~ . l!oa; of 
the deposits are found in the Altay Mountains. Althuugh 
tne Soviet reserves of lead and zinc are large, the pro-
duction of the metals has not been able to keep up with 
the demand fo r them. In 1947 the lead content of Sovie t 
lead ore reserves was equal to ~ . 5 m1lli on m.t., and zinc 
reserves in 1950 totaled 4 .5 mill1on m.t.l The 1950 lead 
production was 144,000 m. t ., and in 1936 (no later fig-
ures available) 63,000 m.t . of zinc was produced. 
S1nce most of the Sovie t lead-zinc ores are low 
.. 
grade, the industry p roce sses the ores In the mining ~reas 
where possible . In discussing the lead-zinc industry the 
1 Ref . no . 35 
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importance of f uel should be noted . The mecallurglcal pro -
cesses involved in obtaining pure lead and zinc f r om ore 
require large amounts of fuel (coal and/or electricity) . 
The ele ctrolysis of z inc ore ~spec ially uses ver y great 
amounts of power . Thus a zinc pl ant must b e l ocated near 
a sou~ce of cheap electric power which , in most cases , 
must be near a source of labor . A lead plant uses only 
a little electr ic powe r however , and is less restricted 
in its location as it relies on coal (whim is more 
widely avail~ble) . 
SoviEt policy h c..s been to build duplicate plants 
in this industry , so as to assure a steady flow of m1nerals 
in the event of war . 
1) The Kaz akh S . S . R . 
In the Kazakh S . S . R . the major lead-z inc deposits 
a re found in the Altay reg1on , although deposits occur else -
where as well . Lead-z inc mines ar e found a t chisay (Tur-
lan deposit) , Aleksandrovsk , Belousovka , Berkara , an -
tagi , Kyzyl E spe , Tekeli (the lead1ng lead producer of 
the U. S . S . R . ) , and Zyryanovsk . 
The lead- zinc indu s try 1s loc&..ted at Chimkent , 
Leninogorsk (main center ) , Tekeli , a nd Ust - Kamenogorsk . 
Smelters in Leninogorsk and Ust - Kamenogorsk rely on wat -
erpowe r for much of their fuel . A r efiner y is situated 
in Tekeli . At Chimkent a l ead smelter and refine ry treat 
Achlsay ores (in addition to Tekeli and Kirghiz ores), 
and coal is used as fuel in the metallurgy there . 
Until recently the ltay region lacked zinc smel-
ters , and concentrates ~ ere sent out to other regions to 
be processed further . Inadequate rail connections with the 
Kuzbas , and a lack of ad e quate local Electric power , were 
t he reasons for this . l Since both d e ficienc1es have been 
done away with in recent y ears (with new railroad lines 
and power stations established) , it can now be assumed that 
zinc smelters are found in the Altay reglon as well as 
lead smelters . 
2) The Ukrainian and European Sou th area 
Zinc ores in the Ukraine are found in the Donbas 
at certain locations , and near the city of Kriukov . Lead-
zinc ores are found in the North Ossetian A. S . S . R . at Bu -
ran and Sadon . The most import ant mines are found in the 
Sadon locale . 
In the North Ossetian .s .s.R. lead and zinc 
smelters are located in the cities of Alagir , Dzaudzhi-
kau (refinery also), anc Sadon . Ore concentrating is car -
ried on at Alagir , Dzaudzhikau , and Mizur . Before the 
Second World War about 36~ of the tot a l smelted zinc in 
~! e U. S . S . R., and about 13~ of the total lead , came from 
this area . The development of new local ores in the 
1 Ref . no . 2 , page 262 
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North Ossetian .s . s .R. is needed as the current mining 
output is not sufficient to supply the industry ~here and 
Kazakh ores must be 1mported , resulting in long wasteful 
hauls . 
Konstantinovka, in the Ukraine , imports zinc con-
centrates fron the Altay region and from the Soviet Far 
~ast. A l ~rge zinc works is situated here wh1ch proces-
ses the concentrated material . Here, as in the lor t h 
Osset1an .s . s .R., it would be advisable to develop lo-
cal ores so that the need to import ores over len~ dis -
tances would be done aVIay •ith. 
3) The Urals 
Lead-zinc land copper-zinc) ores 1n the Urals are 
found nea r Karabash , Kirovgrad , Krasncuralsk, Xjsh$ym, 
Ni zhny Tagil, and Sibay . So far as is known , the amount 
of zinc is greater than the amount of lead in the ores . 
The Sverdlov sk Oblast deposits ( Kirovgrad and Krasnour-
alsk) are large and very important. 
Zinc smelters are loc ~t ~a a t Chelyabinsk . laste 
products from the Urals copper industry conta1ning zinc 
are sent to these smelters, and are processed c...long v1i th 
zinc concentrates from th~ Altay reglon . 
The lead-zinc industry may also be located 1n 
Ni zhny Tagil, but this 1s unver1fied at _resent. 
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4) S1beria 
Lead-zinc ores 1n V/est Siberia are found in Kem-
erovo Oblast, Nov o sibirsk Oblast (large zinc reserves), 
and in the Salair locale . A deposit at Zmeinogorsk 
( ltay Kray) is a l most ent1re1y depleted. 
Belovo , in Novos1birsk Oblast, has a zinc distil-
lation 9lant , and Salair and other ores are treated there. 
In East Siberia lead - zinc deposits are situated 
1n Chita Oblast \mainly lead), in the Yakut . S.b. _ . (~n­
dybalsk and Imtandzha), and near Checn1mbal , Radainsk1i 
Pr11sk , ~angazei, Nerchlnsk , and Sav1nskii Rudn 1k . 
Zinc is produced to a small ex~ent at ~ orilsk, 
mainly as a by-product. • Zapokrovskiy (Chi ta Ob.Last) has 
a lead-zinc re1·inery. 
8) The Soviet Far East 
The Soviet Far East contains lead-zinc ores in the 
Te tyukne area, and throughout the Uari~1me province also. 
Smelters are loc a t t:d in Tetyukne, but 1t 1s doub"tiul 
whetner any zinc 1s tre a ted there . The zinc 1s sent in 
a concentrat ed Iorm overland to distant plants a s iar a~ay 
a s the Ukraine . Zinc m1n1ng in ~he F ar East must be in-
creased, &nd a g r eater PO"'er supply made available , oe -
fore zinc can be processed "tnere locally. 
6) Central Asia (excluding Kazakn S . S . K.) 
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Lead- z1nc urc s t n Centn::.l ...... s1a ar~ found near .'"\.k-
Ty uz, Buurdu , Kansay, Kara-.. .lazan , and So kolnoye . .t<e ser -
ves are small and no~ very 1mnortan~ at pr~sent . 
_ .Lead ret 1ne.cy is locatta at k - '.ryuz : .. .trgn1z £. . !::> . 
R. ), and .local ures (Buurdu, etc . ) are treated . A z1nc 
plant ri.i.l oon be bUll ~ 1n ~n"' Uzbek S . b . K. ac All!:alyk 
.~.n vruer t.u exPJ..ol 1:. ores ound 1r1 tue r·epuol.ic ( sucu as 
v•h s e at Sokolnoye ) . The Kansay and Kara-~ azan ores 
(Tadzhi~ s . s .R . ) are not processed . itl-un tae Ta zhik 
Republlc , but are sent out to other plants . 
:mat has previously been stated for the co ppe r in-
dustry may be said to apply to the lead - zinc indus r:f 
too . Future development "'l ll be stress ed in the eastern 
portions of the U. S . S . R., and zinc production especi~llj 
~ill be aided by the rise of new po · er stations in the 
east . :l"o't' ever , in order to do a a.y with the 'Jkraine ' s 
need for i~oorted zinc, an increased use will b e made of 
local ores in t hat republic . 
I I I 
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The uoviet Un.1..on is a mc...jor producer of u.luminum. . In 
1~50 t~e Sovie t production ras reported to equal about 
160 , 000 m. t . , with in e Urals leading in aluminum output . 1 
:.iost of the reserves of bauxite in the U. S . S . rl . <J.re 
lo··· grs.de , and 1n 1942 reserv e s numbered 41 . 4 million m. 
t . 'l'he Ural -~ountains contain the .;reatest ba.uxi te de -
-posits of the country. Rich reserves are found in sever -
al places , but Sverdlovsk Obl~st is the lead1ng bauxite 
deposit area . 
The aluminum industry is one which requires <:;. great 
eal of cheap electricity in order to turn out the fin -
ished product . To produce one ton of a1u··1 inum , up t o 
20 , 000 kilowatt - hours of electricity 1s need ed 'while 
only 2 tons of aluminum ox1de 1s used) . Conse r uently 
the industry must be located near waterpov:er stations 
to provide this power . New po~er stations , such as those 
at Kuibyshev and Kama, will provide large amounts of pow -
er to the aluminum industry , and r ill per mit an expan-
sion of present production facilities . 
u .s . s .. aluminum smelters ~re usually located near 
bauxite deposits , in order to avo1d h~ulinc the bulky ore 
over long distances . ~o~ever , ore is sent into the Uk-
raine so as to take advantage of the large supply of 
1 Ref . no . 42, page 37 'l 
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power .·hich is available there . 
1) Th Urals 
The Ur~ls co n tain the Soviet's major bauxite reser-
ves . Th- ore is low gr~de , and has several 1mpurit1es 
as well . Bauxite is found at Alapayevsk , BalkanJ , Cher-
emukhovo ("Red Cap" mines) , Ivdel , .Kabakovsk , Kal y a , .t~a­
mensk- Uralskiy , Kiikshinsk , Novaya Pristan , Pervomayskiy , 
Rezh , and Severouralsk . The Serov a rea deposits (Cher-
emukhovo , Kalya , Severouralsk) , and those at Kamensk and 
Kabakovsk are very important . Cryolite (used to make 
alu~inum a flux) is present near Kuvandyk in Chkalov Ob-
l a st . 
luminum plants are located at Bogoslovsk , .rCamensk 
("Ura ls luminum Plant") , Krasnoturinsk ( "Dogoslovsk'.r 
Aluminum Plant") , and Orsk . The Kamensk smelters a r e the 
great e st producer~ of aluminum ln the Crals . The Smel -
ters at Bog oslovsk receive their ore from the "Red Cap 11 
mines . Orsk industry receives cr r olite from the deposits 
in Chkalov Oblast . 
Two ne~ areas are being considered as 9ossible s1tes 
for the aluminum industry . One is Alapayevsk in Sverdlovsk 
Oblas t , and the other is the Bashkir A . S . 8 . ~ . The Bash-
k i r area ha s waterpower from the Belaya River available 
which , along w1 th local bauxite d eposits , caul~ maintain 
an a luminum industry . The same factors exist at lapayevsk. 
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2) Th-:: ~uropean Uorth 
On the Kola Peninsula aluminum is obtained 
from nephelite , wh1ch is a waste product derived from the 
process1n1 OI apatite . The Kirovsk area i the main sup-
plier of this material . t Kandalaksha a large aluminum 
refinery produces aluminum from nephelite, us1ng the Uiv-
skiy station as its source of pov· er . 
3) The ~uropean Northwest 
Bauxite in the European Northwest is found at 
Boksitogorsk, near Tikhvin . This bauxite is sent tm the 
aluminum '· arks of Volkhov and Zaporozhye to be treat d . 
The Volkhov pl~nt is the oldest aluminum works in the 
U . S . S . R . It receives its supply of electricity from the 
local power station . 
4) The Ukrainian S . S . R. 
In the Ukraine bauxite must be imported as no 
ree;ion :..l deposits are available . The aluminum wo.rks at 
Zaporozhye imports bauxite from the Tikhvin area , and pro-
cesses it using Dneproges power . Aluminum smelters are 
also located in the same area at Dnepropetrovsk. 
5) Transcaucasia 
Deposits of alunite are located in Transcaucas -
ia at Zaglik and near Kirov~bad. Aluminum smelters are 
found in the cities of Sumgait and Yerevan . In the near 
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future ne plants will go up at Kirovabad (will use AUra 
Riv r pover) and Zagl1k (where waterpo'' er is also avail-
able) . 
6) Siberia 
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luminum ores in Siberia are found at Berd , Salair , 
Tatarskoye (YJasnoyar sk Kray) , and Zhul anikna . Aluminum 
sme l ters at Stalinsk rely on ores fron the nearby Salair 
deposi~ . Mephelite is also used in the production of al-
uminum there . 
7 1 C'"' ntral sia 
Bauxite in Central sia 1s found in the vicinity of 
Ak Belt , Akmolinsk , Chirek , ~. aili - Su , Sememovskoye , and 
Turgay . So far as is known no aluminum works are lo -
cated he r e . 
It seems like~y uhat the Ural s will cont1nue to be 
the ~ead1ng aluminum producer of the u.s. s. rL . for some time 
~o come, contain1n~ as it does the major bauxite depos1~s 
of the country . s hydroelectrlc powe r product1on is ex-
panded there (and in other regions with suitable ores), 
a further increa se in aluminun outpu~ can be expected . 
The fu~ure of the Soviet aluminum 1ndustry therefore ap-
pears to be quLte favorable , as of ~ he present t1me . 
CHAPT.BlR 12 " ICKEL" 
Tn e Sov1et Un1on is the third l a rgest producer of 
nicke.L 1n the ·· orld , tnough percent ~gc -wise its produc-
t1on is relat1vely un1mpor~ant. In 1~47 25,000 m.t. of 
nickel were produced , a n output barely ade~uate to meet 
the d emand for tne metal.l The Soviet reserves oi nickel 
ore v•ere est 1mated to have a n1ckel content of 1. 3 mil-
llon m. ~ . in L~48.2 
Tne most liDQortant use ot n1ckel is 1ts use as a 
ferroalloy .Ln the iron and steel 1ndustry . Lost of the 
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n1ckel Whlch 1s produced is sent to steel mills to be used 
a s an alloy 1n the product1on of ~ougner, lignter, and 
non-corros1ve s~eels. The metal is also usea 1n n1ckel 
cast 1ron a nd nickel-con er alloys. 
1) rne ~u ·opean ~ortn 
~1ckeL ore depos1ts 1n tne ~uro ~ean ~or ~n are found 
at :[oncnegorsk, tlunchetundry, and Pechenga. 'l'nese cte-
posi ts represen~ 25 -30/o oi ... _.:.d t.vtal Soviet reserves of 
nickel ore . 
Ni~ e l smelting is carried on .Ln the city of llonche -
gorsk . ThP smelter there has a yearly capacity of ~ ,5 00 
metric tons of nickel . 
1 
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2) The Urals 
Nickel ores in the Urals are located at Verkhny 
Ufaley (nearly depleted) , and at other places in ehelya-
binsk Oblast and in the Orsk-Khalilovo district . The 
latter area contains oo;; of the kno\Vn nickel ore reser-
v e s of the U.s .s .R. 
The Urals nickel industry is found at Orsk , Rezh , 
and Verkhny Ufal ey . The works at Orsk is on ~ of the Sov-
iet's major producers of nickel . At Verkhny Uf a ley the 
local nickel smelting industry has a capacity equal to 
that of Uonchegorsk . A refinery is located in the city 
of Rezh . 
3) East Siberia 
In Ea st Siberia nickel ores are found in the Nor-
ilsk area , and 1n Tannu Tuva . The reserves at Norilsk 
are very large, and this area is an important nickel pro -
ducer . Since nickel occurs with sever al ot her me tals in 
the same ore at Norilsk (as in most other places alsol , 
the production of the metal t n ere is handled by the "l, orth-
ern Polymetallic Combinat" (an industrial uni · respon-
sible for the production of various metals) . Nickel re -
fineries are found in Norilsk, near the nines . 
The Tannu Tuva ores are assumed to be undeveloped 
at present . 
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4) The Kazakh S . S . R . 
:Nickel ores are found in the Kc;.z akh S . S • .rt . at 
Bata~shinskiy , Buranovo - Shelekhta , ~nd Kimpersay . ~ 
plant at ktyubinsk , using nearby Batamshinskiy and othe r 
ores , produces nickel ( and chrome as wellJ . Coal from 
Kurashasayskiy serves as fuel . 
The nickel situation in the u.s .s .• is very poor 
when compared v ith that of such metals as copper or al-
uminum . Output is small and the number of kno¥n deposits 
of the metal are limit ed . It seems that the nicke l in-
dustry is going to remain G weak one , pending unexpected 
new di s cove r ies of the metal 1n currently accessible areas . 
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CHAPI'ER 13 u- , G .:..:..~SE II 
:Manganese is the most important ferroalloy used in 
the production of steel . The Soviet's a re very fortun~te 
with respect to this metal as they have the greatest re-
serves of manganese in the world , and are the leading pro -
ducer of it . Chiatura and Nikopol are the main deposit 
areas , containing together 93% of the total Soviet man-
ganese reserves . 
The rate of consumption of manganese in the u . ~ . S .H . 
is ve r y high . Manganese sometimes is used as a substitute 
for other ferroalloys, which are not so abundant . In the 
Donbas the high sulpher content of the coke is offset by 
using very large amounts of the metal in the regional 
blast furnaces . l It should be understood , ho-:;;·ever, that 
wh1le the rate of consumption of manganese in the u.s .s . 
R . is very nigh, the reserves of the metal are more than 
adequate to keep the nation supplied for so~e time to 
come . 
The location of manganese smelting is determined by 
the availability of ore, and tne occurrence in the same 
general area of a source of cheap electric power. 
In 1.938 Soviet reserves of manganese were thought to 
equal '786 mil lion m.t. Production of' the metal was around 
18 milJion m.t. in 1Y47 . 2 
l..Kef. no . 35 
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1) The Ukrain1an S . S . R . 
The largest deposit of manganese in -che Sov1et 
Un ion is found in the Ukraine , at Nikopol. This locale 
i ~ overwhelmingLy 1m9ortant in the production of the met-
al. Concentrating plants are found 1n the city 1tse11 . 
Some manganese 1s also produced by tne Zaporo-
zhye - Dn1eper comb1ne . 
2) Transcaucas1a 
The second .Largest Sovie"t deposit of manganese 
1s .Located a t Chiatura , 1n the Georgian Hepublic . The 
ore 1s of a h1gner grade than tha-c of the ~1kopul ore . 
efineries are s1tua~ed in "the city and produce manganese 
for expor~ -co met , ~lLurg1cal plants elsewnere . 
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A 1 e.1. ro-manganese v1orks is .l..OC &t. ea in Zest.ai uni, 
also 1n the Georgian S . S . H. nh1 s plant re.Lies on Cn1a-cura 
for ore, and un tne Hion ater~ower st ~t1on lur fuel . 
Produc-es 01 tne .Luaus~ry are expo.1.'ted -ch:rougn J:!atum1 and 
Poti . 
A manganese re!1n1ng .Lndustry is founu 1n oti , 
on the ~.lack Sea coast . l"t processes ores oruught 1n from 
.Lnter.Lor areas . 
Manganese ores 1n 'l'ranocaucas1a are also found 
nea.1. ...... ab1.uo and t!ai kop. Tne depo s 1 t.s 01 t.nes e t.wo areas -
are u! muc n .1..ess 1mpul. ~ance tha n the on e at Chiatura . 
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3) The Urals 
Manganese ores of the Urals are handicapped by pos -
sessing a phosphorous content almost too high to permit 
the nost efficient use of the ore . In spite of this , min -
ing is carried on in many places, as in the vicinivY of 
bzelilovo, Baimak , Bakr -Uzyak , Beloretsk , Ivdel , Malo -
Uchalinskiy , :1arsyaty , Polunochnoye , Uchaly , and Ulu-Tel -
yak . Some ores and mines in Chelyabinsk b~ast are of lo-
cal importanc e. 
4) Siberia 
·rest Siberian deposits of manganese are f ound dt 
' chinsk, Leninsk- Kuznetskiy , Turochak (Altay r~ay) , and 
Usinskoye (new deposit) . llining is carried on at these 
same sites . The chinsk locale produces 100 , 000 m. t . of 
ore a y ear . , est Siberian manganese is of local importance 
in the production of steel in the Kuzbas. 
In ~et Siberia manganese ore is located at :Iazul-
skif (Krasnoyarsk Kray) (very depleted) , on Olkhon Is -
land in Lake Baikal (a large deposit) , and along the west 
shorP of the lake . 
b) The Kazakh S . S . R . 
Small manganese deposits are found in the Kazakh 
Republic at Dzhezdinskiy , Kara Dzhal, Shonitas, and Ulu-
Tau . :~ining is carr1ed on at Dzhezdinskly , in Karaganda 
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Oblast . 
The man~anese industry is one of the strongest 
industries of the u . s . s . ~ ., and will ~ndoubtedly main-
tain its high output 1n the future . It is not probable 
that the industry w1ll have as dispersed a base as that 
of the coal industry since the Soviet ores are more or 
less concentrated in the Ukraine and in the Georgian Re-
public . 
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C ~API'ER 14 "GOLD" 
The Soviet Union not only has the world ' s largest re -
serves of gold , but it also is the world's leadino producer. 
Go ld production in the U . S . S . R . is important as it pro -
vides the Soviets with a means of obt~ining foreign cred&t , 
and foreign goods in turn . East Slberia (especially the 
river valleys) is the major gold-producing region of the 
Soviet Unlon . 
:iTo recent gold production f tigures are available for 
the Soviet Union . 
1) East Siberia 
Gold deposits are found in the Aldan , Lena , and Yeni-
sei valleys in East Siber ia , us well as in less important 
areas elsewhere . 
Y~asnoyarsk Kray (Yenisei fields) gold is mined at 
Artemovsk , Azakhta , Raydolinsk , Severo -Yeniseiskiy , and 
Yuzhno -Yeniseiskiy . Both lodes and placere are found in 
the Yenisei Valley (as in the other Siberian gold areas 
also) . 
In the Buryat -Mongol A. S . S . R . gold mining is found 
on the Vitim Plateau near Baunt , Bogdarin , and Tsipihan . 
?lacers are worked by the Lena River . 
The Yakut . s . s . R . is a major gold-producing ~rea , 
lts output equaling one - fourth of the total u . s . s •• 
product1on . The ldan region is of great significance , 
and gold is produced at Aldan , Chulman , Dzhekonda , Ka -
baktan , Nagornyy , Nizhne - Stalinsk , Orochen , Seligdar , 
Spokoynyy , Usmun, Verkhne- Stallnsk , and Vtoroy - Orochen . 
Placers are worked at Sutam , Timpton , and Tommot . The 
Olekma River has some placers along it . 
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In the Chit a area gold 1s mined at Baley , Darasun , 
Imeni 11 Oktyabrya , Itaka , and Nerchinsk . The Tura and 
Unda rivers have lodes and placers along them . 
Gold in Irkutsk Oblast is found in the Bodaibo 
area , with mining taking place at Andreyevsk , ~prelsk , 
Artemovskiy , Kropotkin , and Svetlyy . 
Goli production i s also carried on in other places 
in East Siberia , but because of the numerous areas in-
volved no attempt will be made to list them . The more 
important locations have been named in the previous para-
graphs , and give a good idea of the general location of 
gold mining in the region . Unfortunat ely no information 
is available as to the distribution or such branches of 
the industry as concentrating , refining , etc . It must 
be assumed that these plants are found in the more im-
portant mining cities . 
2) The Soviet Far East 
The Soviet Far East is an important gold producing 
center in the U. s . s . R . The metal is found in the Kolyma 
basin , in the upper Bureya , Selemdzha , and Zeya valleys , 
along the Okhotsk coast , in the Little Khingan Range , 
etc . 
A ve r y large production of gold is found in the 
Magadan-Kolyma area. Mining is carried on at At - Uryakh, 
Ber elyakh , Orotukan , Seyrnchan , Srednikan , Susuman , and 
Yagodnyy. Refining c,nd concentration mills a r e also 
located in the J,!agadan-Kolyma area . 
In Amur Oblast mining is found at Bomnak, Lukachek , 
Srednyaya Nynkzha , Stoyla , Tyndynskiy , and Zeya . 
Gold mining in Khabarovsk Kray centers around So-
fiysk . 
3) West Siberia 
Gold mining in West Siberia is found mainly in the 
Kuzbas area, and in Altay Kray . 
In Kemerovo Oblast gold is produced along affluents 
of the Kiya River south of Mariinsk , in the Salair Ridge , 
and in othe r places . The metal is also found in the 
Tomsk .Locale . 
Altay Kray gold is mined at Gornyak and r urochak . 
4) The Kazakh S . S . R . and Central Asian gold fields 
Gold in the Kazakn Republi c is mined at Akzhal, 
Danilovka , Dzhetygara , Kulndzhunsk1y , Maykain, Palat~sy, 
Samarskoye , Stepnyak, Zhangis - Tobe , and Zharma . The Al -
tay region gold is associated with other metals in poly-
metallic ores . 
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In other parts of Central Asia the metal is mined in 
Tyan-Shan Oblast (Kirghiz S . S . H.), and in the Tadzhik He-
public at Gaun , Pamir , and Rang-Kul. 
5) The Urals 
Gold mining in the Urals is carried on at Berezovskiy , 
lliass, Plast, Tubinskiy, and in the Baimak-Tanalyk area . 
Smelters are situated in the city of Chelyab1nsk. 
Because of the great reserves of gold which exist 1n 
~he U. S . S . R., the Soviet Unlon can be expected to ma1n-
tain its n1gn output of this metal in the future. Tne 
improving of communications 1n the east will be an im-
portant !actor aiding the 1ndustry in keep1ng up its 
high pL·oduction. Eas~ern Siberia will probably remain 
~ue ~eading producer. 
CH Pl'ER 15 "TIN" 
The Soviet Union has fairly large reserves of tin, 
but the largest deposits are found in the remote north-
eastern part of Siberia and are g enerally unexploited so 
far as is known . Soviet tin reserves ~re est1mated at 
Much over 10n,ooo metric tons, mos t of it low g rade ore . 1 
Because most of the deposits are in remote areas, and 
the recove ry of metal from ore is very l ow, the supply 
of tin in ~he U. S . S . R . is insufficlent and must be im-
ported from countries such as ehina . 
1) ::;ast Siberia 
The largest commercial tin deposit in the u . b . S . R . 
is found in the Yakut A. s . s . R . at Ege-Khaya . Tin m1nes 
and concentration plants are located there also . Otn er 
mining locales are Bo chi , Burgavli , and Imtandzga . 
In the Arctic Chukchi Sea area near Pyrkakai ~re 
found the greatest reserves of the metal . As ment1oned 
in the open1ng statement little or no min ing is carried 
on there because of the inaccessibility and severe clim~te 
of the location . If transportation in the northeast is 
improved the handicap of climate will probably not pre -
vent minin g from be l ng established, although a certain 
seasonality might deve lo p in the local industry (with a 
stoppage of production du~ ing the severest winter months) . 
l Ref . no . 7.5 
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In Chita Oblast t1n mines are found 1n the Borzya-
Olovyannaya and Khapcheranga areas . A tin combinat there 
is responsible for the production of much of the Soviet 's 
tin . 
Tin mines also are located at Orotukan and Sherlovaya 
Gora . 
2) The Soviet Far East 
Tin mining in the Soviet Far East is located near 
Bolshaya Sinyancha , ~ikoyan, Tetyukhe , and 1n the Little 
Khingan Mountains. Concentration plants are situated in 
Khrustalnoye , Lifudze , Sinyancha , and Stalinsk . Smelters 
for the metal are found in Tetyukhe . 
3) Central sia 
Tin in Central sia is found in the Kazakh S . S . R . at 
Cherdoyak and ~~areduret. The ltay Mountains have small 
deposits of the me tal. t Kalba the local industry pro -
duces a little tin . Tin is found in local lead ores near 
k-Tyuz, in the Kirghiz Republic . 
4) Central Industrial Region 
The city of Podolsk contains tin smelters . Concen -
trates imported from other u . S . S . L . regions are processed 
ther e , and the metal is distributed throughout the Euro -
pean area . 
The Soviet Union's production of tin can be expectea 
~o be inadequate for a long time to come , because of the 
difficulties involved 1n mining the major Soviet tin de -
posits . Geographic handicaps will continue to hamper 
development and keep production down . 
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CHAPI'::R 16 "T~ CHE::ITC.AL 11-..DUST Y" 
The chemical industry of tne Sov1et Union provides the 
country ith such products ~s chemicals , fertilizers, dyes, 
paints , synthetic rubber , drugs , plastics , etc . From the 
wide variety of items it produces , it is easy to under -
stand the great importance of this industry . 
ThP basic chemical industry is responsible for making 
suipliuric acid and chemical fertilizers . Sulphurie acid is 
used in the production of fert1lizer, nitric acid, paint , 
explosives , and paper . It is also 1ncluded in the refin-
ing of oil . Pyrite (from which sulpher is der1ved) is a 
raw material used by the chemical industry in making the 
acid . Because of the fact that sulphuric acid is v ery 
hard to transport , fertilizer plants often produce their 
o n supply of the acid . 
The main chemical fertilizers produced by the chem-
ical industry a r e pho s phoric , potassium , and nitrogenous 
fertilizers . Apatite is an important raw material used 
in the making of phosphoric fertilizer, and potassium salt 
(potash) is used in the production of potassium fe r tilizer . 
Nitrogen fertilizer plants are usually located in ferrous 
metallurgical areas . Raw materials needed for the fertil -
izer a r e derived fro~ coke - ov en gas , or by the chemical 
conversion of carbon monoxide . The industry uses a great 
deal of coal and is found in coal mining districts, and 
in metallurgical plants as well . 
An adequate supply of phosphate rock and apatite 
ex1sts 1n the U. S •• R. Reserves are estimated to exceed 
9 billion tons, with apat1te being the active in; redient 
of the phosphate rock . l Superphosphate fertilizer pro-
duction in 1950 equaled 2 . 6 million m. t . 2 
All the measured reserves of potash in the Soviet 
Union are found at Solikamsk-Bere zniki, in the Urals . A 
few minor deposits are located in the Emba region, but 
these have no present economic useage . Potassium salt 
reserves are about 15 billion m.t . for the entire country. 
The large cultivated acreage in the U. s . s . R. re-
quires enormous amounts of fertilizer to keep its pro-
ductivity at a satisfactory level . As mentioned pre -
viously , sulphuric acid is needed in the production of 
fertilizer . Thus the importance of sulphur and pyrite 
to the chemical industry can not be overlooked. t pre-
sent the Soviet's output of these materials is not meet -
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ing the demand for them, although reserves of the materials 
are adequate . Sulphur is found in coal brasses, pyrites, 
sulphides, and occurs in the native form also . Mosbas 
coal brasses supply the country w1th the majority of its 
sulphur output, the sulphur representing 1.6~ of the lig-
lRef . no . 35, page 255 
2Hef . no . 35, page 258 
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nite by weight . In all , reser ves are equal to 200 mil -
lion m. t . in the Moscow Basin . Undeveloped reserves of 
the eleme nt are found in Transcaucasia and Siberia . Some 
sulphur is received by the chemical industry as a by-pro-
duct of the metallic (copper , lead , etc . ) industries . 
wh1ch produc e the element in their smelting processes . 
Soviet pyrite reserves are being mainly exploited in the 
Urals . At Blyava 16 mil l ion m.t . of pyrite reserves are 
found, and pyrite also 1s found (associated with copper 
ores) at Degtya rka , Kalata , and Krasnouralsk . 
An alternate source of sulphuric acid in the Sov1et 
Union 1s sodium sulphate . Enormous reserves oi this com-
pound exis~ in the U . S . S.R . , w1th the majur source being 
at Kara- Bogaz - Gol lTurkmen S . S . R . ) . 
The total chemical 1er~llizer product1on 1n the 
U. S . S . R . in 19b3 was repo r ted to be some 6 million m.t.l 
Other raw materials of ~he cnemical 1ndus~ry are bor 
ax, 1od ine, salt ( NaClJ, anQ magnesium salt. Reserves o! 
borax a re 1nadequate, smaLL amouuts oe1ng tound in tne 
nortnern Caucasus, Crimea , and tne Taman Penlnsul.a . 
Iodine reserves are adequate, witn the onl.y Kno n source 
be1ng o11-v·e11 waste waters in t-ne Baku a rea ( espec1ally 
at .La ke ..beyuk Shor) . About 4 00 m. t. o1 tne element ... s 
prod.~A.ced a year . Tne sunply o! salt 1.s ineXhaustlble, 
l. Hef. nu . 1, page 734 
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reserves runn~n~ 1ntu tne bill1ons or ~ons. The Uk-
ra111ian ::5.::S • .n . and seasonal lakes in Cent.ral sia nave 
i por~an~ sa~~ deposits . alt is also obta1ned by the 
evaporation of water in shallow coastal areas of the 
Black Sea and the Sea of zov . ~agnesium salt is found 
in very large deposits at olikamsk in the Urals , and is 
sent to chemical plants at Berezniki and in the Dnieper 
Valley . supJly of this salt is found in Crimea at 
Sakskoye Ozero . 
Such products as ammonium sulphate, benzol, and 
toloul a re derived during the production of coke, ~nd this 
branch of the chem1cal industry is integrated with the 
metallurgical coke industry in he various industrial 
regions . 
Tne production of synthetic rubber is included 
within the chemical industry . Since it would be un -
realistic to separate the synthetic and natural rubber in-
dustries of the U. S . S . R . into two separate chapters, both 
of them will be discussed in this section although it 
should be understood that the natural rubber industry is 
not a direct branch of the Soviet chemical industry . 
The Soviets obtain synthetic rubber by tne chem-
ical treatment of potatoes , limestone , oil, and natural 
ga s . Alco~ol is produced froM potat o es , and from this 
alcohol the compound butadiene ls derived . By polJmer -
izing butadiene in the presence of metallic sodium , syn-
t~etic rubber is obt~ined . Since it lS inefficient to 
haul alcohol over ~ong distances, s nthetic rubber pl~nts 
using po~ato-derived alcohol are located in potato - grow-
ing areas . l 
nother method of gettin; synthetic rubber is to 
chemically produce the compound ethylene from a process 
involving limestone, coke or anthracite , and a great deal 
of electric pov:er . . ynt'1.etic rubber is made irectly 
from the ethylene . (:thylene is also made from refinery 
gas in the Caucasus). 
Natural rubber in the Sovlet Union is obtalned 
through the growin..=; of several varieties of warm climate 
crops . la.nts providing natural rubber in the u. s . s .. ~. . 
are kok- sagyz (giving 380 pounds of raw rubber per ~ere), 
tau- sagyz , "Hexican guayule" , and 11milkweed" . In 1940 
2 ,000 hectares of land grew rubber in the country , main-
ly in Central sia , Tr&nscaucasia , and in the southern 
Ukraine . 2 
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The 1951 synthetic rubber production was equal to 
about 250 - 300 , 000 m. t . 3 In 1937 over 4 million lnner tubes 
for motor vehicles were produced . Synthetic rubber pro -
16(.2Ref . no . 2 
3 Ref . no . 42 
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duction greatly exceeds natural rubber production in the 
Soviet Union . 
The chemical induetry is responsible for the pro-
duction of plastics in the u.s . s .B. The various types 
of plastics are obtained by treating casein from skimmed 
milk che'·' ically , by treating phenols derived from the dis-
tillation of wood and coal , and by treating wood direct -
1 . 1 Plastics are produced in the older industrial cit-
ies generally, located near the large European m~kets . 
The Soviet chemical industry will now be considered 
on a regional basis . 
1) The Central European area 
Deposits of phosphate (or phosphorite) in the Cen-
tral European area are located near Bronnitsy , Kursk, 
Orel , Shchigry , and Yegoryevsk . Superphosphate ferti -
lizer is produced at Voskresensk , us1ng Yegoryevsk de-
posits . Nitrate fertilizer is produced in Stalinogorsk, 
where losbas lignite is used as fuel . 
Chemicals of various sorts are made in the cities 
of Kineshma , Moscow , Podolsk , and Tushino . Sulphuric 
acid is made in Stalinogorsk. Sulphur is produced from 
local lignite and pyn.te . 
Synthetic rubber plants (using potato - derived al -
lRef . no . 2 
cobol) are found at Kursk, Tambov, Voronezh,Yaroslavl, 
and Yefremov. The industry at Yaroslavl produces tires 
for the regional motor vehicle plants. Rubber products 
are made at Moscow also. 
The production of plastics in the Central Euro-
pean area takes place at Kuskovo, Lyubertsy, Moscow, 
Orekhovo-Zuyevo, and Vladimir. 
Pharmaceutical production is centered in Moscow. 
2) The European West, Northwest, and North 
In the European West superphosphate fertilizer is 
produced at Bolshoye Polpino, in Bryansk Oblast. Plas-
tics are made in the city of Kalinin. 
Leningrad is the chemical industry center of the 
Northwest. The "Neva Chemical Combine", using Kirovsk 
apatite, has a large production of superphosphate. Chem-
icals, plastics, and pharmaceuticals are also produced 
in the city. Rubber products are made by the "Red Tri-
angle Plant". 
The European North has a very important output of 
apatite and nephelite. The Khibin Mountains, on the Kola 
peninsula, provide the U.S.S.R. with 2 million tons of 
apatite a year. Apatite mined from the Khibin Mountains 
is sent to Kirovsk, which has mineral concentrating and 
refining plants for the material. Kirovsk is the lead-
ing apatite industry center of the Soviet Union. · At 
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Kandalaksha a superphosphate works is found, using Kola 
apatite along with power from the Nivskiy station. 
3) The Ukrainian S.S.R. and European South 
In the Ukrainian S.S. R. phosphate deposits 
(phosphorite) are found in Kamenets-Podolskiy Oblast, 
in Stanislav Oblast, and in a few other minor areas. 
Salt deposits occur at Dobromil, Solotvin, Stanislav 
Oblast, and in the Donbas. The Donbas reserves of salt 
are very large, with 35% of the total Soviet supply be-
ing located at Artemovsk. Salt in the Ukraine is used 
especially in the production of soda. Potassium and 
magnesium salts are found in Drogobych Oblast. 
The deposits of raw materials mentioned above 
(added to the by-products derived from the metallurgi-
cal industries, the availability of cheap power, and the 
great need for agricultural fertilizers in the Ukraine) 
have favored the development of a strong chemical in-
dustry in this region. The basic chemi•al industry is 
found at Chernigov, Chernovtsy, Drogobych, Gorlovka, 
Kolomyya, Korosten, Melitopol, Rovno, Shostka, Stalino, 
Stryy, Yenakiyevo, and Zaporozhye. Superphosphate plants 
are located at Konstantinovka, Odessa, Sumy, and Vin• 
nitsa. Nitrate fertilizer is produced by the industry 
in Dneprodzerzhinsk (Dneproges power is used) and Gor-
lovka. Soda works are found at Artemovsk, Lisichansk, 
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Slavyansk, etc. (Other plants using salt as a raw ma-
terial are located in Belgorod-Dnestrovskiy). In Zapo-
rozhye magnesium is produced by plants receiving Dnepro-
ges power. Iodine is made in the city of Odessa. The 
large chemical works in Kharkov produces many chemical 
products from coal. 
Pharmaceuticals are made in the Ukraine at Kiev 
and Kharkov. Plastics output is small in the Ukraine, 
the only center for it being found at Dneprodzerzhinsk. 
The European South has deposits of salts along 
the north coast o~ Crimea. Phosphorous waste from Cri-
mean iron ore is used in the production of phosphate 
fertilizer. 
In Crimean Oblast salt and bromine works are lo-
cated at Genichesk, Krasno-Perekop, Soki, and in other 
local cities. The European South area as a whole has 
chemical plants at Cherkessk (a~onium sulphate works), 
Groznyy (sulphuric acid production), Kamensk-Shakhtin-
skiy, Makhachkala, and Stavropol. A nitrogen-fixation 
plant is located in Derbent (Dagestan A.S.S.R.) The 
city of Dzaudzhikau has a production of sulphuric acid, 
derived as a by-product of the electrolytic r efining of 
Sadon ores. 
4) The Volga Region 
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Deposita of phosphorite in the Volga Region are 
found at Fosforitnaya, Kirov, and in the Emba area and 
the Chuvash A.S.S.R. Salt is found in the Emba area, 
and at Lake Elton and Lake Baskunchak. One-fourth of 
the total salt mined in the Soviet Union comes from 
Lake Baskunchak (Astrakhan Oblast). Salt in the Emba 
area is found as salt domes (associated with oil and 
gas deposits). Sulphur deposits occur at Alekseyev-
skoye and Vodinsk. 
Superphosphate fertilizer in the Volga Region is 
made at Chernorechensk, Dzerzhinsk, and Vurnary (uses 
local Chuvash phosphate). Nitrate fertilizer also is 
made in Dzerzhinsk (by the nitrogen-fixation method). 
Chemicals are produced at Chapayevsk, Dzerzhinsk, 
Engels, Gorky, Kazan, Volsk, and Vurnary. Salt from 
Elton Lake and local limestone are the raw materials 
for chemical plants found at Stalingrad. 
Synthetic rubber (from potato-derived alcohol) is 
produced in Kazan. 
5) The Urals 
The Ural Mountains have important reserves of salt, 
potash, magnesium salta, and bromine in the Solikamsk-
Bereznikl locale. Salt is also found at Shumkovo, Sol-
Iletsk, and Usolye. Deposits of phosphate oc cur near 
6hkalov and Rudnlchnyy. Sulphur is found at Mednogorsk. 
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The production of superphosphate fertilizer takes 
place at Berezniki and Molotov. The plant at Molotov 
uses Rudnichnyy phosphate. Potassium fertilizer is made 
at Berezniki and Solikamsk. Local potash serves as the 
raw material. Nitrate fertilizer is made in plants at 
Berezniki and Magnitogorsk (related to the local coke 
industry). Kizel coal is used by the Berezniki in-
dustry. 
Chemicals are produced in the cities of Berezniki 
(sulphuric acid), Chelyabinsk (same), Chernikovsk, Ch-
kalov, Krasnokamsk (ethyl alcohol), Magnitogorsk (coke 
by-products), Mednogorsk, Molotov (sulphuric acid and 
copper by-products), Nizhny Tagil1 Pervouralsk (chrom-
ite-basis industry), Sarany (same), Sverdlovsk, and 
Zlatoust. At Magnitogorsk ammonium sulphate and other 
coke by-products are produced from coking battery ma-
terials in iron and steel plants. Around 2,100 tons s 
of the sulphate is made each month by the chemical in-
dustry there. Sulphuric acid is made at Mednogorsk, 
using by-product materials derived from the copper 
smelting process. 
Synthetic rubber in the Urals is made at Magnito-
gorsk. 
6) Siberia and fhe Soviet Far East 
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Salt deposits are located in Siberia at Nordvik, 
Usolye-Sibirskoye, and in the Yakut A.S.S.R. along the 
Kempendyay River. Borax is found at Klyuchevskoye-
Dimitriyevskoye in East Siberia. Kuzbas pyrite de-
posits are used by the local chemical industry in the 
production of sulphuric acid. 
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At Kemerovo nitrate fertilizer is produced, the in-
dustry relying on gases from the local coke ovens. Small 
chemical plants are found nearby in Novosibirsk, Stal-
insk, and Tomek. Chemicals and motor vehicle tires are 
made at Omsk. 
Other Siberian and Far Eastern chemical plants are 
found in the cities of Chits, Irkutsk, Kanak, Khabar-
ovsk, Krasnoyarsk, Mikhailovskiy (soda), Nikolsk, amd 
Vladivostok. The industry at Irkutsk is based on the 
nearby salt ~eposits of Usolye-Sibirskoye. Synthetic 
rubber (derived from limestone) is made at Cheremkhovo. 
7) The Kazakh S.S.R. 
Guryev Oblast, in the Kazakh S.S.R., ~as important 
deposits of raw materials used by the chemical industry. 
In the Lake Inder area, reserves of borate, potash, bro-
mite, and salt are found. The borate deposits are ex-
ploited at Inderborskiy. Salt is also m'ned near Aral-
sk, Pavlodar, and Tavolzhan, salt-extraction plants be-
ing located in these areas. Deposits of phosphate are 
found in Aktyubinsk Oblast (Kandagach locale), in Dz-
hambul Oblast (Chulak-Tau locale), and in Kyzyl-Orda 
Oblast. The Kara Mountains have large phosphate reser-
ves. In Kyzyl-Orda Oblast are found deposits of salt-
peter, and sodium and magnesium sulphate (at Aralsul-
fat). 
The "Alga Chemical Works" near Aktyubinsk pro-
cesses local phosphate deposits and produces super-
phosphate fertilizer. In the same oblast a chemical 
plant, based on Aral Sea salt, is located at Chelkar. 
Outside of the oblast, a salt-based plant is found at 
Pavlodar. 
Pharmaceutical production in the Kazakh Republic 
is centered in Chimkent. A small chemical industry 
(unspecified) is located in Kalininsk. Sulphuric acid, 
produced from copper sulphate, is a chemical by-product 
related to the regional copper industry. 
8) The Turkmen S.S.R. 
Important deposits of mirabilite (formed by evap-
oration) are found in the Turkmen s.s.R. at Kara-Bogaz-
Gol. These deposits are quarried along the shore of 
the gulf, and the town of Kara-Bogaz-Gol serves as the 
center of the mirabilit e industry. The mirabilite is 
used in the production of a cheap sulphuric acid sub-
stitute. Sulphate deposits are quarried at Chagala, 
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Kizyl-Kup, Sartas, and Tuar-Kyr (all in Askkhabab Ob-
last). 
Salt occurs at Kunli-Mayak, and in the Gaurdak-
Kugitang area. Sulphur is found at Darvaza, Sernyy 
Zavod, Shikh, and also in the Gaurdak-Kugitang area. 
A superphosphate plant (based on local raw mater-
ials) is located in the Gaurdak-Kugitang area. A large 
chemical plant is to be built at Tuar-Kyr, with near-
by sulphate and coal reserves scheduled to be used. 
Iodine and bromine processing plants are found on the 
Cheleken Peninsula. 
9) Other Central Asian areas 
The Kirghiz Republic has deposits of salt in Tyan-
Shan Oblast, and sulphur is found at Changyrtash. 
Salt mines in the Tadzhik S.S.R. are located at 
Kulyab, and phosphorite occurs near Kara-Tag. 
In the Uzbel S.S.R. salt and sulphur reserves near 
Shorsu will provide the raw material base for a new 
chemical industry. A nitrogen fertilizer plant, using 
Chirchik power, exists in the city of Tashkent. In the 
plant the electrolysis of water creates hydrogen, which 
in turn is combined with nitrogen to form ammonia. 
This ammonia is the basic raw material of the nitrate 
fertilizer industry. Nitrate fertilizer may also be 
produced nearby in Chirchik. A superphosphate plant in 
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the Uzbek Republic is located at Kokand, in Fergana Ob-
last. 
10) Transcaucasia 
Salt in Transcaucasia is found at Nakhichevan, 
Beyuk-Shor, and is obtained from sea water on the Ap-
sheron Peninsula. 
In the Azerbaidzhan S.S.R. the chemical industry is 
located at Baku, and soon will be found at Sumgait. The 
industry at Baku produces pharmaceuticals and synthetic 
rubber (from oil). In Sumgait chemical plants will, 
using by-products from the oil industry, turn out chem-
icals and synthetic rubber. 
The Armenian S.S.R. has an important synthetic rub-
ber industry (limestone-derived) in Yerevan. Power 
from the Kanaker station is used, and local limestone 
provides the industry with calcium carbide (a basic 
raw material for the rubber production). Motor ve-
hicle tires, and chemicals, are also produced in K•• 
Yerevan. 
Superphosphate in Armenia is made at Alaverdi, 
and chemicals are made at Kirovakan. 
In the Georgian Republic, the chemical industry 
is found near Kutaisi. Using local barite deposits, sul-
phuric acid and lithopone are produced. A little nitro-
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gen fertilizer is made also. 
11) Other European areas 
Phosphate deposits are found in the Moldavian 
S. S.R. (a fertilizer industry is planned there), the 
Belorussian S.S.R., and in the Baltic states. In the 
Lithuanian S.S.R. superphosphate is made in Klaypeda and 
Vilnyus in small amounts. Rubber goods and pharmaceut-
icala are produced at Kaunas. Chemicals and superphos-
phate fertilizer are made in the Latvian Republic at 
Riga. A small chemical industry is found in Lepaya. 
Chemical plants are located in Kaliningrad Oblast at 
Chernyakhovsk. 
From the previous discussion it is fairly ob-
vious that the Soviet chemical industry is a strong, 
and well-distributed, one. While the industry predom-
inates in the west, many chemical plants are also found 
in the eastern portion of the country. The industry is 
well supplied with most of the required raw materials, 
and a great variety of items is produced. The Soviet 
goal is to become completely self-su~ficient in the out-
put of all of these chemical industry products. In 
order to attain regional self-sufficiency within the 
country, chemical plants most often are located near 
sources of raw materials (so as to give each region an 
independently oper~ted industry). 
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CHAPTER 17 "THE CONSTRUCTION MAT eRIALS IN-
DUSTRY" 
The great expansion of the Soviet economy in the last 
few decades has given rise to a great demand for build-
ing materials in the U.S.S.R. Almost all of the Soviet 
projects rely very heavily upon the construction mater-
ials industry for without cement, bricks, and other ma-
terials no dams, factories, houses, etc. can be built. 
Further expansion will require a strong construction 
materials industry, and especially andimproved region-
al distribution of production. 
The raw materials used by the industry are limestone, 
clay, sand, gravel, gyp_sum, magnesite, and many other 
items. In order to produce cement a mixture of lime-
stone and clay must be used. The production of con-
crete requires sand, gravel, cement, and water. 
Gypsum is used in the production of cement and 
building plaster. Reserves are adequate, equaling 231 
million m.t. in 1937.1Most of the gypsum reserves are 
located in Central Russia. The Soviet Far East and 
West Siberia are the only areas lacking large reserves. 
Magnesite is needed for certain types of brick and 
cement production. The only producing area in the U. 
S.S.R. is in the southern Urals at Khalilovo and Satka. 
lRef. no. 35 
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Lime is quarried in most parts of the Soviet Union, 
but large parts of Siberia still ~ack production. 
Quarrying is carried on near Ararat, Archangel, Baku, 
Chita, Chkalov, Dzaudzhikau, Kazan, Krasnovodsk, Kyzyl 
Arvat, Lipetsk, Londoko, Odessa, Rybnitsa, Semipala-
tinsk, Spassk-Dalny, Ufa, Ysolye, Yerevan, etc. 
Bricks are mainly produced in the Central European 
area, the Ukraine, Belorus s ia, and in Leningrad Ob-
last. Production however is adequate ~n all parts of 
the country. 
Alabaster is made throughout the U. S. S.R., but many 
locales have little or no production. The di s tribution 
of production with respect to alabas,er needs to be im-
proved. 
Besides the construction materials already mention-
ed tile (made by baking clay) and lumber are also avail-
able in large quantities. Tiles are used for building 
purposes in the drier sections of the country (such as 
the sbeppe areas). In areas without trees the other 
construction materials are of special importance. 
In 1953 16 million m.t. of cement was reported to 
have been produced by the U. S.S.R.l 
The distribution of the construction materials in-
dustry is affected by the need to avoid hauling bulky 
lRef. no. 1, page 734 
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raw materials over long distances. Thus the industry is 
locat ed at, or near, quarrying areas in all regions (es-
pecially near the major urban areas). 
1) The Central European area 
The construction materials indus try is well de-
veloped in the Central European area, having han an early 
start in comparison to most other regions. Cement mills, 
with a capacity of over 150,000 m.t. a year, are found i9 
Moscow (" Gigant" and "Krasnyi Stroitel"), Podolak, and 
1 Shchurov. Smaller cement mills are located at Golutvin, 
Kosaya Gora, Lipetsk, Mikhailov, Oktyabrskiy, Podgor-
noye, Semiluki, and Voskresensk. 
Bricks are produced at Ryazan, Semiluki, and in 
Kursk Oblast. In Tula Oblast many construction mater-
ials (marble, gypsum, gravel,etc.) are quarried. Chalk 
quarrying is carried on in the Central European area at 
Voronezh. 
2) The European West, Northwest, and North 
Cement mills in the European West are found at 
Bryansk (capacity over 150,000 m.t.) and Tsementnyy. 
In the European Northwest construction mater-
ials are quarried south of Leningrad and in the Boro-
vichi area. Marble and dolomite are found at Volosovo. 
1 all capacities used are from Ref. no. 35, page 221, 
and are for the period of 1937-40. 
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At Porkhovo, 10.3 million m.t. of gypsum reserves are 
found. 
In the Northwest,cement mills, with a capacity {cap.) 
of over 150,000 m.t., are located at Pikalevo. Mills, 
with a cap. of 50-150,000 m.t., are located at Babino 
and Chudovo. Other cement mills (unspecified cap.) are 
found in the cities of Leningrad ("Vorovsky Plant") and 
Volkhovo. 
Bricks in the Northwest are made in Borovichi. 
In the European North, 10.8 million m.t. of gypsum 
reserves are found at Zvoz. Cement production is cen-
tered in Archangel Oblast. 
3) The Volga Region 
In the Volga Region, 406 million m.t. of gypsum 
reserves are located in the Nizhnii Baskunchak locale. 
Gypsum also is found at Alekseyevskoye, Gorky, Syuke-
yevo, and Ust Kama. 
Cement mills, with a cap. of over 150,000 m.t., 
are found in Volsk. At Sengiley the mills have a cap. 
of 50-150,000 m.t. Cement i s also produced at Urmary, 
and in Saratov Oblast. 
Various construction materials are produced in the 
Tatar A.S.S.R. 
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4) The Ukrainian S.S.R. and European South 
An important construction materia l s industry is 
found in the Ukrainian and European South area. The 
Donbas is an important center for the industry. 
Construction materials in the Ukrainian-European 
South area are quarr i ed in Crimean Oblast (marble, lime-
stone), Rovno Oblast (granite, cement rock, slate), and 
at Belgorod (chalk), Mozdok (building stone), Ternopol 
(same), and Uchkur (gypsum). About 50% of the total Sov-
iet chalk production comes from the Belgorod locale. 
Over 200 million m.t. of gypsum reserves are found at 
Artemovsk and Zavalye. 
Novorossiisk (Krasnodar Kray) is the l eading 
cement milling center of the U. S.S.R. The mills are lo-
cated in the suburbs of the city, and included there are 
the "Krasnyy Oktyabr", "Krasnyy Proletariy", "Pobeda", 
"Orel", and "Pobeda Oktyabrya" mills. Over 1 million 
tons of cement is produced a year at Novorossiisk. 
Cement mills are also found at Amvrosiyevka 
(cap. of over 150,000 m.t.), Chortkov, Dneprodzerzhin-
sk (cap. of 50-150,000 m.t.), Dnepropetrovsk (same), 
Gayduk, Kharkov, Kolomyya, Konstantinovka, Kramatorsk 
(cap. of over 150,000 m.t.), Kremenets, Lvov, Ternopol, 
Verkhne-Bokanskaya, and Yenakiyevo (cap. of over 150,000 
m. t.). 
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Bricks are produced at Lvov and other cities in the 
Ukraine-European South area. 
5) The Urals 
Gypsum deposits in the Ural Mountains are found at 
Iletskaya Zashchita, Kungur-Yergachinskoye, and Ufa. 
Cement mills are located at Bogdanovich, Chelyabin-
sk (cap. of 50-150,000 m.t.), Gubakha (same), Kamensk-
Uralskiy, Katav-Ivanovsk (cap. of 50-150,000 m.t.), 
Kushva, Magnitogorsk (cap. of over 150,000 m.t.), Nev-
yansk (same), Nizhnyaya Salda, Pashiya, Sterlitamak, 
Sukhoy Log, and Tsementnyy. 
6) Siberia 
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Gypsum in Siberia is found at Belogorye, Semipala-
tinsk, Tyret, and Zalari. At Zalari the gypsum reserves 
number about 13.7 million m.t. 
Cement mills are found at Chernorechensk (cap. of 
over 150,000 m.t.), Iskitim, Krasnoyarsk, Stalinsk (cap. 
of 50-150,000 m.t.), Yashino (cap. of over 150,000 m. 
t.), and Zaigrayevo (cap. of 50-150,000 m.t.). 
Bricks are produced in Yakutsk and elsewhere. A 
construction materials industry is found in Zhatay. 
7) The Soviet Far East 
Cement mills in the Soviet Far East are located at 
Londoko and Spassk-Dalny. Brick plants are found in 
Komsomolsk and Petropavlovsk. A construction materials 
indus t ry is found on Sakhalin Island. 
8) Central Asia 
In the Kirghiz S.S.R. a new cement plant is in 
operation at Kurmenty (cap. of 30,000 m.t.). 
The Tadzhik Republic has a cement mill in the 
northwest sector of Stalinabad. 
Cement is produced in the Kazakh S.S.R. at Kara-
ganda, Novo-Taubinka, and Syas-Tyube. 
A cement works is found in Kuvasay, Uzbek S.S.R. 
The Turkmen S.S.R. has gypsum deposits near Kras-
novodsk, Muravyevskii Zaliv, and Urangai. Cement mills 
are found at Ashkhabad, Khazangon (cap. of 50-150,000 
m.t.), Khilkovo (same), and Kuva-Sai(same). 
9) Transcaucasia 
Transcaucasia has deposits of building stone (pum-
ice, volcanic tuff, etc.) at Akhuryan, Ani-Pemza, and 
Artik. Gypsum is found at Agdzhakend and Khud~ni, re-
serves equaling 40 million m.t. 
Cement mills are located at Ararat (cap. of 50-
150,000 m.t.), Baku (cap.of over 150,000 m.t.), Kara-
dag, Kaspi (cap. of 50-150,000 m.t.), and Tauz (same). 
10) Other European areas 
Construction materials in the Moldavian S.S.R. 
are found at Liphany (gypsum), and in the Dniester 
Valley (granite, chalk, cement rock). Cement mills are 
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found in Kishinev (brickworks also) and Rybnitsa. 
The Belorussian S.S.R. has deposits of lime-
stone and cement rocks. Cement is produced in Bara-
novichi (bricks also), Krichev (cap. of 50-150,000 m. 
t.), and Lida. 
Cement in the Latvian Republic is made at Riga. 
In Kaliningrad Oblast a cement mill is found in 
~olessk. 
The Karelo-Finnish S.S.R. has deposits of build-
ing stone at Rop-Ruckey, Shala, Shoksha, and Sortavala. 
A cement mill is found in Petrozavodsk. 
Recent government proclamations have called for 
an expansion of the construction materials industry, and 
it is probable that the production of building materials 
will increase in the near future. The many new indust-
rial and housing projects will require that the industry 
continue to grow and to provide its needed materials in 
the various Soviet regions. The resource base for such 
an increase in output is presently available, as few 
re gions are without some type of construction material 
which can be used by the industry. 
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CHAPTER 18 "THE DEFENSE INDUSTRIES" 
The defense industries of the Soviet Union rank among 
the very inportant industries of the country. All the 
current Soviet plans for military defense (and perhaps 
offense) revolve around the defense industries. Their 
effect on the world, especially during the post-war per-
iod, has been nothing less than phenomenal. The defen-
se industries of the U.S.S.R. have been given the high-
est priority with regard to receiRing such items as 
steel, non-ferrous metals, chemicals, etc. from the var-
ious Soviet industries. Little is known about produc-
tion figures for the defense industries, and only the 
most general information is available as to their geog-
raphic distribution. It is assumed that these indust-
ries at present are in full (or nearly full) production. 
The quality of items produced is very h i gh, judging 
from reports about the IG-15, Soviet cruisers, 60-ton 
"Stalin" tanks, etc. 
During the last three years of World War II the 
U.S.S.R. produced about 30,000 tanks and armored ve-
hicles, 40,000 aircraft, 120,000 artillery pieces, and 
450,000 machine guns a year. 1 This high production rate 
was attained even though the Ukraine at that time was 
knocked out of action almost completely: Today the Sov-
1 Ref. no. 33 
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iet war production potential is undoubtedly much greater, 
with the Ukrainian industry intact again. 
The Soviets are currently expanding the size of 
their navy, and shipyards are busy produc i ng all sorts 
of warships. Submarine production is a very important 
part of the overall ship-building program. The u. s .s. 
R. is having foreign nations (such as Denmark) build 
merchant ships for her maritime fleet. This is prob-
able being done so as to enable the Soviet shipyards to 
concentrate more on defense production, as well as to 
enlarge the country's merchant fleet. 
The aircraft industry is included in this chap-
ter (instead of in the transport machinery chapter) since 
production is mainly of a military nature (as in the 
Un i ted States). Jet aircraft are comprising the great 
majority of planes which are being built today in the 
U. S.S.R., and fighters and interceptors are numerically 
the most important type of craft built. The Soviet pro-
duction of intercontinental bombers is increasing, and 
already has assumed great military and geopolitical sig-
nificance. Aluminum is the metal most used by the air-
craft industry, and any increase in aluminum production 
can be considered as making the aircraft industry that 
much stronger. A shortage of certain metals (cobalt, 
molybdenum, etc. ) is handicapping the industry at pre-
sent. Soviet policy with respect to aircraft production 
is to build heavy forging-presses, thus enabling large 
objects to be made in a single operation. This cuts down 
on the time, and labor, needed to turn out a finished 
airplane. 1 
Certain correlations can be drawn with respect 
to the defense industries. Tanks can be, and are, pro-
duced in moton vehicle, locomotive, and tractor plants. 
Ai rcraft can be supplied by both aircraft and moton ve-
hicle factories. Explosives are delivered to the Sov-
iet military forces by the 6hemical industry. Warships, 
of course, are built in shipyards (usually the larger 
ones). Any of the above industries can be considered as 
auxiliaries to the defense industries in peacetime, and 
as defense industries themselves in wartime. 
With respect to geographic distribution Sib-
eria may be thought of as acting as a "hiding place" 
for Soviet defense industries. It is favored by the 
government because of its interior, and relatively in-
accessible, position. 
1) The Central Eurppean area 
In the Central European area, aircraft are pro-
1Ref. no. 5 1 page 77 
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duced at Kuntsevo and Tambov. Aircraft motors are 
manufactured at Podolak. Explosives are made in the 
cities of Stalinogorsk and Tambov by the local chemical 
plants. Tula is an important firearms industry center. 
2) The European West and Northwest 
Tanks are produced in tractor plants in the city 
of Kaluga. Leningrad is an important construction cen-
ter for warships. All sorts of large ships (including 
battleships) are made there. The "Izhora Works'' in 
Kolpino produces equi .ment for naval ships. Explosives 
are made in Petrekrepost. 
3) The Volga Region 
Aircraft plants in the Volga Region are found 
at Balashov, Gorky, and Kazan. Tank production takes place 
in Stalingrad. Explosives come from chemical plants in 
Chapayevsk and Kazan. 
4) The Ukraine and European South 
Aircraft plants in the Ukraine-European South 
area are located at Makhachkala, Osipenko, Rostov, and 
Taganrog. Aircraft parts are made at Kiev. A large ex-
plosives plant is found at Rubezhnoye. Odessa is prob-
ablp an important producer of warships. 
5) The Urals 
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The Urals is an important center for the defense in-
dustries, having umdergone a great development during 
the Second World War. All of the items of war are pro-
duced throughout the region. 
At Chelyabinsk the "Kirov Plant" built tanks and ar-
mored cars during the war (instead of tractors). It 
haa a production capacity of 70,000 units a year. 
Munitions are made in plants in Votkinsk. Izhevsk 
has a production os small arms, with revolvers being 
made at Zlatoust also. 
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Airplanes are manufactured at Chelyabinsk, Molotov, 
and Votkinsk. Aircraft motors and parts come from Cher-
nikovsk, Chkalov, and Sverdlovsk. Magnesium for the av-
iation industry is produced in Solikamsk. 
Berezniki chemical plants turn out explosives as 
well as non-defense items, and cellulose for explosives 
is made in Krasnouralsk. 
6 ) Siberia 
Airplane engines in Siberia are manufactured in 
plants at Irkutsk and Tomsk. Guns and army eqpipment 
are made in Novosibirsk. Ulan-Ude locomotive plants 
turned out heavy tanks during the war. 
7} The Soviet Far East 
Warships are produced in the Soviet Far East at 
Khabarovsk and Komsomolsk. Destroyers and submarines are 
the most common types of vessels built here. Naval con-
struction plants also exist in Nikolayevsk. 
Aircraft assembly plants are located at Khaba-
rovsk and Komsomolsk. 
The "Far Eastern Farm Implement Trust" in Kha-
1 barovsk produced cannon and tanks during the war. 
8) Central Asia 
The engineering industry in Alma-Ata produced 
war goods for the Red Army during World War II. 
Unfortunately, the above regional breakdown is 
of necessity very sketchy and incomplete, the lack of 
information being especially great with respect to arma-
ment plants. All that can actually be said is that the 
majority of defense industries are found tn the Central 
European area, the Ukraine, the Urals, the Kuzbas area, 
and in several ocean ports. Any attempt to guess at the 
distribution of the defense industries would be pointless, 
and consequently will not be made. 
1 Ref. no. 10, page 284 
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CHAPTER 19 "THE ATOMIC ENERGY INDUSTRY" 
Even less is known of the geography of the atomic 
energy industry in the U.S.S.R. than is known of the de-
fense industries. An air force general of the U.S.A.F. 
made a statement a few years ago that the Soviets had 2 
or 3 atomic energy plants. There has been no verifi-
cation of this however, and the information may or may 
not be true. Whatever the geography and the structure 
of the industry may be, its capability of producing 
atom and hydrogen bombs is well known and indicates 
that the industry is a strong one. 
Atomic energy plants require a great deal of power 
and any power station providing cheap electricity in 
large amounts may be considered as a possible source of 
power for an atomic energy plant. It is difficult to 
determine the distribution of such plants however since 
uranium ore deposits exert no influence in the loca-
tion of atomic energy plants. The uranium is easily 
transported (even by plane) to any locale if it is in 
a concentrated form, and concentration of the metal 
usually takes place directly at the mines. 
Soviet reserves of uranium ore are inadequate, 
and the U.S.S.R. is forced to import uranium from East 
Germany, Czechoslovokia, and (recently) from Tibet. 
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The Soviet government claims to have an atomic-
powered station in operation somewhere in the U.s.s.R. 
generating electricity. No further data is available. 
1) Uranium ore and radioactive materials 
Low grade uranium ores are found in Central Asia 
at such places as Bala Sauskandyk, Maili-Su, Tabos~ar, 
and Tyuya Muyun. Radioactive ores are located along the 
southern slopes of the Kurama Range. 
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High grade uranium ores are located in East Sib-
eria at Slyndyanka at the southern tip of Lake Baikal, and 
probably in Tannu Tuva as well. The area northeast of 
the Aldan Shield may have some ore. 
In the European North at Ukhta, radioactive waters 
are found which contain radium. 
(According to a refugee report uranium is being 
mined in East Siberia at Norilsk.) 1 
lRef. no. 31 
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CHAPTER 20 "SUMMARY" 
In "The Geography of Industry in the U.S.S.R." an 
attempt has been made to portray as accurately and 
completely as possible the present day status of Sov-
iet industry. Instead of discussing the various in-
dustries found within individual regions, the industries 
have instead been treated separately so as to present 
a clearer description of each. The regional approach 
was kept, but only with regard to each distinct indust-
ry. As mentioned in the introduction, the regions used 
were patterned after those used by Theodore Shabad in 
his work on Soviet geography. In certain industries 
though (such as the petroleum industry) the regional 
breakdown was changed so as to give a clearer idea of 
their geographic importance and distribution. Thus the 
Baku area, Groznyy area, etc. were made distinct units, 
instead of being included within a broader Transcaucas-
ian area. It is felt that this tended to emphasize the 
importance of these places more than wopld have been pos-
sible according to Shabad's system. 
A fitting conclusion to this work would be a gen-
eral look at the weaknesses and strengths of Soviet in-
dustry, and also a discussion of the possible future 
development in the U.S.S.R. 
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The weaknesses of individual Soviet industries have 
already been taken up in the preceding chapters. Of 
all those written about, the petroleum industry is eas-
ily the one needing the most improvement. It is poorly 
distributed, low in productive capacity, short on equip-
ment, and suffering from well depletion in many of its 
fields. Many of the metallic industries are handicap-
ped by having to contend with low grade ores or an in-
adequate production. Almost all of the Soviet indust-
ries have the problem of eliminating long hauls of ma-
terials. The rapid rate of depletion of high grade 
mineral deposits in the older iron and steel areas is 
also a drawback to Soviet industry. 
Aside from those weaknesses already mentioned are 
the ones caused by non-geographic conditions. The heavy 
bureaucracy prevalent in Soviet industry and the ever-
present need to meet growing goals have led to poor 
plant coordination and a slowness in improving produc-
1 tion methods and equipment. Worker productivity is far 
below that which prevails in the United States, and 
skilled labor is still not available in adequate amounts. 
The reasons for this low worker productivity are varied 
and there is no need to enter into a discussion of them 
since the fact of low productivity alone is all that is 
of importance here. 
1 Ref. no. 33 
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Soviet industrial strength is, above all, a result 
of the vast amounts of mineral and natural resources 
found in the country. The U.S.S.R. is nearly self-
sufficient in mineral reserves, and large new discov-
eries are sure to be made in the future. Many areas 
which currently have unexploited resources can be ex-
pected to come into production as the transportation 
network is improved, and as a labor supply is made a-
vailable. 
The strongest Soviet industries a~e those related 
to ferrous metallurgy. Since iron and steel produc-
tion is the most important brah•h of an industrial ec-
onomy, it has been given great emphasis in the u.s.s. 
R. The iron and steel industry is well-distributed, 
and the productive capacity is high. A similiar state-
ment can be made about the coal industry. Thus, in the 
basic industries, the Soviets can be seen to be exceed-
ingly well off. 
It would now be approprl.,e to discuss the prob-
able future development of industry in the U.S.S.R. 
The Volga Region is at present undergoing an ex-
tensive electric power development. New dams are be-
ing constructed along the Volga at several points, and 
lore are in the planning stage. In the near future 
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Volga River power will probably provide the foundation 
for the establishment of new metallurgical, chemical, 
and other plants in the adjacent regions. 
In the more distant future the Kursk iron ore de-
posit may be opened up to full exploitation by advances 
in technology. This would permit the iron and steel in-
dustry of the Central Industrial Region to be consider-
ably expanded, and would also do away with the need to 
import Ukrainian ore. 
The Kuznets Basin will, several years from now, 
probably close the gap between its coal production and 
that of the Donbas, and perhaps ascend to first place 
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in coal output in the U.S.S.R. At any rate, this area 
is sure to become a great metallurgical center, having 
an adequate supply of mineral wealth and lying in a not-
too-remote part of Siberia. 
In Central Asia the Altay Mountain area and the 
Fergana Valley will both have a moderate industrial de-
velopment, continuing along lines already set. Hydro-
elecbbic power in both areas will provide fuel for en-
larged industrial operations. 
The most likely site of future industrializa-
tion in East Siberia is the Lake Baikal area, with its 
iron ore, coal, manganese, and waterpower resources. 
The development of power along the Angara and Yenisei 
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rivers will be an i~portant impetus to further prog-
ress in this area. Irkutsk and Cheremkhovo, in the 
future, will probably be the central cities of a mod-
erately-sized metallurgical center. 
Present industrial araas like the Ukraine and the 
urals may continue to have a rising production, but the 
rate of increase will be much lower than it was in the 
past. It is even possible that resource depletion may 
eventually force a decline in the output of the Ukrain-
ian area. (Because of the variety of resources, great 
distances, and the goal of regional autonomy no single 
region will remain overwhelmingly dominant as in pre-
vious years ) . 
Finally, smaller industrial developments are 
scheduled to take place in the Leningrad and Trans-
caucasian areas, where small-scale iron and steel plants 
will be established. Because of the strategic vulner-
ability of both areas in time of war, it seems certain 
that the Soviets will not put too much effort into de-
veloping them as anything more than minor industrial 
centers. 
In conclusion, it would appear that the Soviet 
Union is destined to rank very high among the indust-
rial nations of the world. Today, with the country 
still relatively undeveloped for the most part, the U. 
S.S.R. is already a leading industrial power. A look 
at the probable future development of the country shows 
just how much the current industry can still be expand-
ed. It will be most unfortunate though if Soviet pro-
duction reaches its future high point while still under 
the present-day type of political system. The conse-
quences of such a situation are best left to the polit-
ical geographer to consider, being out of the realm of 
this work. 
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"THE GEOGRAPHY OF INDUSTRY IN THE U.S.S.R." 
- MELVIN DOUGLAS 
ABSTRACT 
The "Geography of Industry in the U.S.S.R." deals 
with the geographic distribution, the present structure 
and productive capacity, and the future potential of Sov-
iet heavy industry. Each industry is treated separate-
ly, and a regional approach is used. The factors which 
affect the geography of specific industries are di~-
cussed, such as raw material needs, power requirement~, 
etc. Attention is also given to the current industrial 
problems being faced by the Soviets, and the means by 
which they are trying to overcome these problems. 
The first group of industries discussed in the 
thesis are the fuel industries; coal, oil, lumber, and 
electric power. In all of these industries a general 
introductory statement precedes the regional informa-
tion. 
2 
The chapter on the coal industry contains in-
formation on coal reserves and mining throughout the 
U.s.s.R. Emphasis is given to the major coal fields 
and mining areas, such as the Donets Basin, Kuznets 
Basin, and Karaganda. 
The petroleum industry chapter, besides having 
general and regional information, has data on the pro-
ductive capacities of most of the Soviet oil refiner-
ies. A great deal of attention is also given to the 
transport of oil within the country. The natural gas 
and oil-shale branches of the industry are included 
in this chapter. 
The lumber industry chapter follows the same gen-
eral line as the other chapters already mentioned. The 
basic lumber industry, the plywood industry, and the 
wood-chemical industry are studied, but such items as 
paper production and furniture-making are omitted (be-
3 
lo~ging more properly to a work dealing with light in-
dustries in the U.s.s.R.) . 
Electric power production in the Soviet Union 
is handled completely, with all the various sources of 
power being treated. The ~portance of hydroelectric 
power is stressed, and recent developments (such as the 
construction of new dams) appear in the chapter. 
The second group of industries taken up are 
the ferrous metallurgical, the tool and machine, and 
the transport machinery industries. 
The iron and steel industry is considered in 
great detail, since it is the most ~portant one in the 
Soviet Union. Each region is investigated as to the 
raw material sources available for the industry, and 
iron ore deposits are in particular discussed fully. 
The structures of the individual iron and steel works 
are taken up, and the metallurgical equipment and pro-
4 
ductive capacities related to each are mentioned. 
Fact~ on the planned expansion of iron and steel pro-
duction to new areas also appear in the chapter. 
Following the chapter on iron and steel two 
chapters are found which deal with t•ol and machine 
output in the U.S.S.R. The geography of all sorts of 
tool and machine production is studied (such as agri-
cultural, metallurgical, and transport machine-build-
ing). A separate chapter is devoted to transport mach-
inery, and the motor vehicle, railroad machinery, and 
shipbuilding branches are taken up regionally. Ref-
erence in this chapter is also made to the general 
transportation situation in the Soviet Union. 
A third section of the thesis is concerned 
with the production of metals (non-ferrous) within the 
U.S.S.R. Individual metals are treated separately, 
and chapters appear on the production of copper, lead 
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and zinc, aluminum, nickel, manganese, gold,and tin. 
The geographic factors which affect the distribution of 
each metallic industry are mentioned, so as to clar-
ify the reasons for their distribution as it exists in 
the U.S.S.R. Special problems of production (where 
applicable) are mentioned, such as those related to 
low grade ores, transport problems, and inadequate fuel 
supplies. The importance of the Kazakh S.S.R. and the 
Ural Mountains in metallic production is stressed in 
most cases. 
The last portion of the thesis discusses 
various industries which do not fall under any of the 
categories previously mentioned. 
The chemical industry of the U.S.S.R. is 
covered extensively in an important chapter on the sub-
ject. In the introductory statement which precedes 
the regional breakdown, the various raw materials need-
6 
ed by the chemical industry are taken up, so as to 
show to what use each is put. Raw materials used in 
fertilizer, synthetic rubber, and plastics production X 
are mentioned, and the methods of converting them into 
the finished product are explained in a general manner. 
The natural rubber industry is briefly included in 
this chapter so as to keep rubber production (both 
synthetic and natural) together, and the Soviet sour-
ces of natural rubber are discussed along with the 
chemical industry raw material sources. In the sect-
ion which follows the introduction the production of 
I 
chemicals, fertilizers, plastics, rubber, and drugs 
in each region of the U.S.S.R. is investigated. Raw 
material deposits used by the industry in each area 
appear here also. 
The construction materials industry follows 
the chapter on the chemical industry, and such items 
7 
as construction material sources, cement production, and 
mill capacities are treated. The relation between thie 
industry and Soviet industrial development is drawn in 
the discussion. 
A chapter on the defense industries of 
the Soviet Union attempts to relate armament product-
ion to the non-defense industries, as well as dis-
cussing those which are currently turning out war 
goods. For example, a relation is made to tank and 
locomotive production in the U.S.S.R. The aircraft 
industry, normally being almost completely military 
in nature, is included within this chapter. Chemical 
plants which manufacture explosives are also found 
under the defense industry category. Because of a 
general scarcity of information on the subject of Sov-
iet armament production, the information given in the 
chapter is of a general nature in most cases. 
8 
The Soviet atomic energy industry, the geog-
raphy of which was not available in any sources, is 
treated mainly with respect to its supplies of radio-
active ores. The location of Soviet uranium ore de-
posits is studied, as well as the role played by 
satellite mining areas. No attempt is made to guess 
at the distribution of atomic energy plants. 
--------
In the summary of the thesis the weaknesses, 
strengths, and probable future developments,of heavy 
industry in the U.S.S.R. are discussed. 
